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Abstract

Employment is a central ingredient to motivate ex-offenders to move away from criminal
behaviour. However the stigmatisation of criminal records contributes to some employers’
propensity to treat ex-offenders less favourably in recruitment decisions; essentially
discriminating against such candidates.
Whilst there are situations in which it would be legitimate to deny employment to an individual
with a particular offending history, employers often use the existence of a criminal record as a
proxy measure of a person’s overall ‘fitness to work’ without considering if the ex-offender status
bears a close nexus to the duties or conditions required by the specific job. This form of illegitimate
discrimination operates as a barrier to ex-offender employment opportunity.
In the Western Australian jurisdiction, ex-offender employment opportunity is a topical issue as
the annual prisoner population has continued to increase in recent years. However at present,
Western Australia relies on a complex matrix of intersecting federal and State level laws to
regulate criminal record employment discrimination.
As such, the purpose of this thesis is to critically evaluate whether this fragmentary legal
framework satisfactorily addresses employment discrimination for Western Australian exoffenders and examines whether socio-legal justifications exist to advocate for additional
regulation at a State level.
To do so, I develop a unique ‘adequacy criterion’ based on principles of access to justice and
behaviour change theory. The application of the ‘adequacy criterion’ establishes that the existing
legislative framework creates a ‘discrimination window’ whereby many Western Australian exoffenders are left without means of redress when experiencing illegitimate unfavourable treatment
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in recruitment. Additionally, the investigation finds that much of the existing legislation fails to
limit employers’ ability to demand broad criminal record checks.
The thesis will conclude that whilst statutory intervention is required to close the ‘discrimination
window’ and make illegitimate criminal record employment discrimination specifically unlawful
in Western Australia, employer stakeholder concerns must be considered during the legislation
drafting stage. Potential law reform recommendations will be offered based on the socio-legal
appraisal of the current regime.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Prelude
Employment is an important part of human existence. While work offers tangible benefits to
employees such as financial remuneration, having a stable job can also improve overall quality
of life. Aside from providing income to support basic physiological needs of food, warmth and
shelter, work affords psychological benefits as it plays an important part in shaping personal
identity, forges new social bonds, incites a sense of purpose and achievement, and is
intertwined with an active role of citizenship.1 However, beyond these generalised benefits,
employment bears a specific socio-legal implication for one particular group within society;
ex-offenders. For the purposes of this thesis, an ex-offender will be defined as an adult
individual who has completed either a custodial or non-custodial term for a criminal offence,
and now has a criminal record.
According to many criminologists, work is fundamental to the process of rehabilitation and the
reintegration of ex-offenders into the community.2 Despite some uncertainty as to the extent to
which employment can diminish offending behaviour completely,3 strong evidence within a
wide body of literature shows that stable and meaningful work can be a potentially powerful
catalyst to reduce recidivism rates by contributing to an ex-offender’s progress along the
desistance pathway, moving them further from criminal activity.4

1

David G Myers, Psychology (Worth Publishers, 7th ed, 2004) 485.
For example: S Bushway and P Reuter, ‘Labour Markets and Crime Risk Factors: Preventing Crime: What
Works, What Doesn’t, What’s Promising’ (Washington DC Office of Justice Programs, U.S Department of
Justice, 1997); R Merton, ‘Social Structure and Anomie’ (1938) 3 American Sociological Review 672 cited in
Christopher Uggen, ‘Work as a Turning Point in the Life Course of Criminals: A Duration Model of Age,
Employment, and Recidivism’ (2001) 5(4) Corrections Management Quarterly 1, 2; Robert J Sampson and John
Laub, Crime in the Making: Pathways and Turning Points through Life (Harvard University Press, 1993).
3
Christopher Uggen, ‘Work as a Turning Point in the Life Course of Criminals: A Duration Model of Age,
Employment, and Recidivism’ (2001) 5(4) Corrections Management Quarterly 1, 2.
4
For details see Chapter Two generally and specifically: S Bushway and P Reuter, ‘Labour Markets and Crime
Risk Factors: Preventing Crime: What Works, What Doesn’t, What’s Promising’ (Washington DC Office of
2
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Whilst the terms ‘reducing recidivism’ and ‘desistance from crime’ are interrelated concepts,
they refer to specific measurements and so need to be defined independently before moving
on. Although some scholars believe desistance from crime is the complete cessation of criminal
activity,5 others take a more nuanced approach characterising it as a process that includes
various stages of behaviour change where an ex-offender moves away from criminal activity
and becomes a law-abiding citizen.6 On the other hand, recidivism can be defined as a
percentage figure that represents the rate of return of past criminals to corrective services
(whether it be via incarceration or a community based order), within a specified period of a
previously completed sentence.7 However in a general sense, recidivism is often used
interchangeably with the more colloquial term of re-offending, and this definition will be used
throughout the thesis unless otherwise specified.
It is concerning then in light of this relationship between work and crime, that it is well
documented that ex-offenders face obstacles when trying to obtain employment. 8 There are
numerous reasons why ex-offenders struggle in the labour market. Holzer, Raphael and Stoll
identify that there are two broad ‘employment barrier’ categories that explain this phenomenon.
The first category is known as the ‘supply-side’ barriers. This category consists of the exoffender’s personal lack of ‘job-readiness’ problems such as health, education and substance

Justice Programs, U.S Department of Justice, 1997) 8; John Laub and Robert Sampson, Shared Beginnings,
Divergent Lives: Delinquent Boys to Age 70 (Harvard University Press, 2003).
5
Stephen Farrall and Adam Calverley, Understanding Desistance from Crime: Theoretical Directions in
Resettlement and Rehabilitation (Open University Press, 2006) 2.
6
See for example: Jake Phillips ‘Towards a Rhizomatic Understanding of the Desistance Journey’ (2017) 56(1)
The Howard Journal 92; Wayne Hear and Deidre Healy, ‘An Inside Job: An Autobiographical Account of
Desistance’ (2018) 10(2) European Journal of Probation 103.
7
Department of Corrective Services, Recidivism Trends in Western Australia with Comparisons to National
Trends 2014 (18 October 2014) 5.
8
For example see: Byron Harrison and Robert Schehr, ‘Offenders and Post-Release Jobs: Variables Influencing
Success and Failure’ (2004) 39(4) Journal of Offender Rehabilitation 35, 43; Steven Raphael, ‘The Employment
Prospects of Ex-Offenders’ (2007/2008) 25 Focus 21; Harry Holzer, Steven Raphael and Michael Stoll, ‘Will
Employers Hire Ex-Offenders? Employer Preferences, Background Checks and Their Determinants’ (Discussion
Paper No 1243-02, Institute for Research on Poverty, 2002).
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abuse issues. The second category is known as the ‘demand-side’ barriers. These barriers focus
on employers’ hesitation to hire someone with a criminal record.9
Although ‘job-readiness’ issues are undoubtedly a salient factor of the ex-offender employment
equation, this thesis concentrates on addressing the ‘demand-side’ barriers to the group’s labour
market prospects, exploring the legal issues surrounding ex-offenders gaining and maintaining
employment. In doing so, specific attention will be paid to the lawfulness of employers’
consideration of criminal records in the recruitment process as a ‘demand-side’ barrier.

1.2 Research Statement, Scope and Purpose
In line with Holzer, Raphael and Stoll’s ‘demand-side’ barrier explanation of ex-offenders’
labour market exclusion, experimental studies have demonstrated that employers not only
harbour negative attitudes towards hiring ex-offenders, but actually do directly discriminate
against ex-offenders in the recruitment process.10 As will be detailed later in the thesis, exoffender employment discrimination can manifest from two distinct sources. Firstly,
discrimination in recruitment can derive from a genuine requirement due to the nature of the
work applied for. For example, the type of work may require special licencing which precludes
people with a specific criminal history from certification. Secondly, discrimination against exoffenders in recruitment may be present from illegitimate means. In these instances, even
though an ex-offender’s criminal offence is irrelevant to the position applied for, the employer
takes the record into consideration during the recruitment process.
Although it is difficult to provide a one-size-fits-all definition of when a criminal record is in
fact an irrelevant criminal record (and so should not be considered in the recruitment

Harry Holzer, Steven Raphael and Michael Stoll, ‘Employment Barriers Facing Ex-Offenders’ (Paper
constituted for the Urban Institute Re-entry Roundtable, New York University Law School, May 19-20 2003) 3.
10
See for example: Devah Pager, ‘The Mark of a Criminal Record’ (2003) 108(5) American Journal of Sociology
937.
9
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process),11 the concept of irrelevancy can be better understood under the lens of a record’s
impact on the inherent requirements of a particular position. That is; ‘if a person’s criminal
record does not impact on the inherent requirements of the job (these being defined as
‘something that is essential to the position rather than incidental, peripheral or accidental’),12
then [an individual] should not be denied equal opportunity [in recruitment] because of the
record’.13
Given then the specific socio-legal importance of employment for ex-offenders, this thesis
builds upon past research that advocates that Irrelevant Criminal Record Employment
Discrimination (ICRED) should be unlawful generally.14 Despite discrimination being
predominantly used in legal contexts to describe the unfair treatment of an individual with a
particular trait,15 this thesis uses a refined definition of discrimination when referring to the act
of ICRED. As such, discrimination will be characterised as: ‘any human resources act or
decision in which an employer capriciously uses a criminal record or its surrounding
circumstances which has no salience to a particular job. This includes the refusal to hire, refusal
to promote or the dismissal of an employee’.16
In order to build upon past research that advocates that ICRED should be unlawful generally,
this thesis uses the Western Australian jurisdiction as a platform to anchor this discussion. As
such, the overarching objective of this research is to investigate whether there are specific
socio-legal reasons for additional criminal record employment discrimination legislation in the
Western Australian context. Additionally, the thesis aims to conduct a much needed audit of

11

This terminology has raised problems of interpretation and application in domestic jurisdictions that use
irrelevant criminal record as a protected attribute. See generally Chapter Five.
12
Qantas Airways v Christie (1988) 193 CLR 280 cited in: Australian Human Rights Commission, On the Record:
Guidelines for the Prevention of Discrimination in Employment on the Basis of Criminal Record, (2012) 16.
13
Equal Opportunity Commission of Western Australia, Review of Equal Opportunity Act 1984 Report, (2007) 4.
14
See for example Bronwyn Naylor, ‘Do Not Pass Go: The Impact of Criminal Record Checks on Employment
in Australia’ (2005) 30:4 Alternative Law Journal 174, 178.
15
Neil Rees, Simon Rice and Dominique Allen, Australian Anti-Discrimination Law (The Federation Press, 2nd
ed, 2014) 5.
16
Please note that this definition has been formulated by the author.
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the current legal position within Western Australia in relation to employers’ consideration of
criminal records within recruitment. In doing so, the primary goal of the thesis is to formulate
appropriate recommendations for legislative reform that acknowledge both employers’ genuine
need to access certain criminal history and address the negative ramifications that ex-offender
labour market exclusion can produce. The thesis will contend that one option to address any
identified inadequacies in the current Western Australian legal framework is to amend the
Equal Opportunity Act 1984 (WA),17 or draft a separate piece of legislation to exclusively cover
the issue of criminal record employment discrimination. This would in turn provide redress
avenues for aggrieved ex-offenders who experience ICRED within Western Australia.
However, as discrimination cases are innately difficult to prove evidentially, 18 and so may not
deter employers from discriminating on this basis generally, 19 the thesis will explore whether
Western Australian legislation should primarily focus on limiting employers’ right to ask
applicants for broad criminal record checks as a recruitment screening strategy. Whilst it is not
the intention of this research to completely discount the legitimate use of criminal record
checking as a business risk management tool, it will be argued that regulation is required to
remove irrelevant criminal records out of the purview of employers, or in the alternative aim
to discourage the overuse of broad criminal record checks as a proxy measure of a candidate’s
‘fitness to work’.
In addition a secondary, yet important purpose of this thesis is to explicate that the upshot of
implementing additional criminal record employment discrimination regulation would provide
legal standing to all of Western Australia’s ex-offenders to have their cases heard by the State

Equal Opportunity Act 1984 (WA) – referred to as the Equal Opportunity Act 1984 throughout the remainder
of the thesis.
18
Neil Rees, Simon Rice and Dominique Allen, Australian Anti-Discrimination Law (The Federation Press, 2nd
ed, 2014) 5.
19
See generally: Kenworthey Bilz and Janice Nadler,’ Law, Moral Attitudes, and Behaviour Change’ in Eyal
Zamir and Doron Teichman (eds), The Oxford Handbook of Behavioural Economics and the Law (Oxford
University Press, 2014) 241.
17
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Administrative Tribunal (SAT) and seek compensation against such discriminatory behaviour
if present conciliation pathways prove fruitless. This avenue for redress is currently unavailable
under the Western Australian legislative framework which presents an access to justice issue
for many ex-offenders across the State.
It is anticipated that this research will contribute to the topical and often politicised discourse
around the ‘tough on crime’ mantra portrayed through the mainstream Western Australian
media. As such, in undertaking this research it is hoped that the thesis will begin to incite an
informed debate in academic and political circles, bringing awareness to the importance of exoffender employment generally. Additionally, it is hoped that this research will highlight that
the continued extra-curial punishment ex-offenders receive through recruitment discrimination
bears negative consequences for society as a whole. These include the associated safety and
economic costs of increased recidivism, whilst also impacting upon an ex-offender’s ability to
live a law-abiding lifestyle after serving their sentence.

1.3 Research Questions and Methodology
In order to achieve the above mentioned objectives, this thesis will set out to address four
overarching questions;
1) What are the socio-legal and associated economic reasons that make ex-offender
employment so important, specifically in Western Australia?
2) How does ICRED operate as a ‘demand-side’ barrier to ex-offender employment?
3) Is the current Western Australian and Commonwealth legislation sufficient to regulate the
consideration of criminal records in recruitment and does it provide substantive access to
justice for Western Australian ex-offenders experiencing criminal record employment
discrimination?

6

4) In considering reforming the law in Western Australia, what employer stakeholder concerns
need to be accounted for at the drafting stage of criminal record employment discrimination
legislation?
The research methodology used throughout the thesis will acknowledge that law does not
simply operate in a vacuum, and as such I will adopt a multi-staged approach to investigate and
answer the research questions.
Firstly, I will conduct a review of the social reasons that exist that make ex-offender
employment imperative from an individual and community perspective. In doing so I will use
a stigma lens to analyse where criminal record employment discrimination originates from and
how it operates as a barrier to work.
Next, I will use a ‘reform orientated research’ methodology to intensively evaluate the
adequacy of Western Australia’s existing criminal record employment discrimination laws to
regulate ‘demand-side’ employment barriers and provide access to justice for ex-offenders
experiencing this form of discrimination.20 To do so, I will formulate a criterion to act as a
yardstick in which to measure the adequacy of this legal framework. Although an existing body
of literature (albeit a relatively small one),21 already discusses the need for ICRED regulation
across Australia generally, these papers do so without creating a criterion in which to assess
the inadequacy of current statutes. Specifically, published literature within this area of research
tends to advocate for reform without rigorously examining the socio-legal need for criminal
record employment discrimination legislation against the backdrop of a current legal
framework in a specified geographical area. As such, this thesis adds a unique dimension to
T Hutchinson and N Duncan ‘Defining and Describing what we do: Doctrinal Legal Research’ (2012) 17:1
Deakin Law Review 83, 101.
21
For example see: Georgina Heydon, Bronwyn Naylor, Moira Paterson and Marilyn Pittard, ‘Lawyers on the
Record: Criminal Records, Employment Decisions and Lawyers’ Counsel’ (2011) 32 Adelaide Law Review 205;
Helen Lam and Mark Harcourt, ‘The Use of Criminal Record in Employment Decisions: The Rights of ExOffenders, Employers and the Public’ (2003) 47 Journal of Business Ethics 237; Bronwyn Naylor, ‘Do Not Pass
Go: The Impact of Criminal Record Checks on Employment in Australia’ (2005) 30 Alternative Law Review 174.
20
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the scholarship by using a socio-legal lens to thoughtfully engage in an examination of current
criminal record employment discrimination laws that operate in Western Australia. In turn, any
recommendations made at the conclusion of this paper for law reform within Western Australia
will be based on this rigorous socio-legal analysis. Additionally these recommendations will
take into consideration the impact further regulation would have on the wider community, exoffender and employer stakeholders as well as how new legal principles or processes would
affect the efficiency of the judicial system.
Finally, I will conduct an appraisal of historical reports and public submissions (in the absence
of published research in this area), in order to piece together Western Australian employer
concerns about implementing additional ICRED legislation in the State.

1.4 A Focus on Western Australia
The rationale for using Western Australia as the focal point of my analysis stems from three
underpinning factors. Firstly, the State’s prison population has continued to expand in recent
years, ballooning out by seven percent between 2016 and 2017.22 The average daily adult
prisoner count jumped 10.9 percent from the 2015-2016 financial year to the 2016-2017
financial year, shifting from approximately 5849 to 6488 inmates in this timeframe. 23 More
recently, prisoner numbers have escalated to 6943 in 2019.24 As there has been an increase in
incarceration, addressing the State’s criminal record employment discrimination laws is a
timely issue that requires attention, as eventually a majority of these individuals will re-enter
society as an ex-offender and will require work. Additionally, whilst recidivism rates (the

22

Australian Bureau of Statistics, Prisoners in Australia, Western Australia 2017 (30 June 2017)
<http://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/Lookup/by%20Subject/4517.0~2017~Main%20Features~Western%
20Australia~22>.
23
Department of Corrective Services (WA), Final Report 2016 -2017, 10. Please note the Department of
Corrective Services is now called the Department of Justice.
24
Australian Bureau of Statistics, Prisoners in Australia, Western Australia 2019 (30 June 2019)
<https://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/Lookup/by%20Subject/4517.0~2019~Main%20Features~Western%
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percentage of prisoners to return to corrective services) tended to slightly decline in Western
Australia in recent years,25 there has been a significant upward trend from the 2017-2018 dataset to the 2018-2019 data-set. In 2017-2018, 36.69 percent of Western Australian inmates who
completed an offender program during their sentenced period returned to corrective services
within a two year timeframe.26 This figure can be contrasted with the 2018-2019 rate of return
of 40.78 percent.27 This indicates that although offender programs may have some impact on
the rate of return to corrective services, further action needs to be taken outside the prison walls,
including making employment more accessible to continue to combat recidivism.
Secondly, the proportion of Western Australia’s unemployed who identify as an ex-offender is
significantly and consistently higher than the overall national average, as will be further
evidenced later in the thesis. As Western Australia’s proportion of ex-offenders without work
continues to be approximately four percentage points higher than the national average, 28 these
figures signpost that addressing ex-offender employment barriers is of paramount importance
within the context of the State.
Finally, I have chosen the Western Australian jurisdiction based on my professional
experiences as both an active legal education volunteer at Outcare (the State’s not-for-profit
ex-offender prison to community transition organisation), and as a Western Australian small
business employer. These personal perspectives have made me acutely aware of the criminal
record employment discrimination ex-offenders can experience when seeking work, and has
motivated me to undertake an objective exploration of the need for removing barriers to
employment for these individuals, specifically through regulatory channels.

25

Department of Corrective Services (WA), Recidivism Trends in Western Australia with Comparisons to
National Trends 2014 (18 October 2014) 6.
26
Department of Justice (WA), ‘Annual Report 2018-2019’ (Annual Report, 2019) 181.
27
Ibid.
28
Email from Penny Fletcher – Data Analyst at the Department of Employment (Employment Services and
Reporting Branch) to Anne Fielder (Master of Laws Candidate), 4 October 2016, citing: The Proportion of ExOffenders on Job Active Caseload 2016.
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Of course not all ex-offenders will be ‘job-ready’, but it is hoped that this thesis will shine an
academic light on the important role employment plays for ex-offenders in the Western
Australian socio-legal context and demonstrate the need to reduce barriers to the labour market
through additional legislative means.

1.5 Thesis Structure
Chapter Two begins by considering the entanglement of work and crime, reviewing the existing
literature that deciphers the correlation between employment, recidivism and desistance theory.
The review of past research will confirm that employment is an integral piece of the ex-offender
reintegration puzzle through exploring the ways in which work acts as a turning point in
offenders’ lives and can assist to motivate ex-offenders to move along the desistance spectrum.
This discussion brings to the foreground the different types of costs associated with recidivism
for the wider community that in part can be attributed to lack of ex-offender employment. As
such, this investigation provides a socio-legal justification to intensively evaluate the adequacy
of Western Australian laws that purport to reduce or regulate ‘demand-side’ barriers to the
labour market for those individuals with a criminal past.
Chapter Three will then present an overview of ex-offender employment barriers and will
specifically describe how ICRED is a major obstacle to obtaining work for the cohort. To do
so, Link and Phelan’s stigma conception will be applied to exemplify that the root cause of exoffender ICRED derives from the stigma attached to criminal history.29 Solanke explains that
although a ‘stigma-discrimination correlation’ exists, few legal studies have been conducted to
examine how the two concepts interrelate.30 As such, I intend to contribute to this small body
of work through tracing the historical origins of criminal stigma whilst providing an in-depth

29
30

Bruce G Link and Jo C Phelan, ‘Conceptualising Stigma’ (2001) 27 Annual Review of Sociology 363.
Iyiola Solanke, Discrimination as Stigma (Hart Publishing, 1st ed, 2017) 38.
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explanation of the modern criminal record checking process as part of the ‘stigmadiscrimination correlation’. In addition this chapter will explore employer attitudinal surveys
and discrimination experimental studies to show the nexus between the stigma process and the
ICRED barrier.
Chapter Four then sets out to firstly establish that an intensive evaluation of the current Western
Australian criminal record employment discrimination legal framework has yet to be
conducted. In doing so, I will describe both the lack of published literature available, as well
as how stakeholders’ attempts to influence governmental policy on the topic of ex-offender
employment discrimination in the past have been futile. Drawing upon stakeholders’
submissions to the Review of the Equal Opportunity Act 1984 Report,31 the chapter will
highlight that these submissions lacked a holistic, evidence-based assessment of the
relationship between work and recidivism to advocate for legislative change. Furthermore these
submissions failed to undertake a methodical appraisal of the existing criminal record
employment discrimination legal framework to demonstrate how these laws were
unsatisfactory and in turn explain why reform was required.
To bridge these gaps in the research, the remainder of Chapter Four will focus on formulating
and applying an ‘adequacy criterion’ in order to assess the existing legislations’ ability to
regulate ‘demand-side’ barriers to employment and to provide access to justice for all Western
Australian ex-offenders experiencing ICRED within the State.
Subsequently the chapter will examine the operation of three statutory systems which aim to
regulate criminal record employment discrimination. The Spent Convictions Act 1988 (WA),32

31

Equal Opportunity Commission of Western Australia, Review of Equal Opportunity Act 1984 Report, (2007).
Spent Convictions Act 1988 (WA) – Referred to as the Spent Convictions Act 1988 throughout the remainder of
the thesis.
32
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the Australian Human Rights Commission Act 1986 (Cth),33 and the Fair Work Act 2009
(Cth),34 will be critiqued to show that the current fragmentary legal framework does not
sufficiently meet the ‘adequacy criterion’. Rather the lack of robust prohibition of ICRED
within these regimes leaves significant gaps in which only certain Western Australian exoffenders can enjoy egalitarian labour practices.35 As such, I will demonstrate that a large
‘discrimination window’ exists in the State, where employers are able to unequivocally ask for
generalised criminal record checks and take into consideration irrelevant criminal history when
making recruitment decisions. The thesis will contend that this ‘discrimination window’ is due
to a lack of comprehensive ICRED regulation in Western Australia which is paradoxical to the
literature detailing the socio-legal importance of employment to ex-offender community
reintegration. Ultimately, Chapter Four will argue that Western Australia needs to implement
additional legislation that will comprehensively regulate illegitimate ‘demand-side’ barriers to
the labour market and provide access to justice for all ex-offenders experiencing this form of
discrimination.
Next, Chapter Five will again utilise the 2007 Review of the Equal Opportunity Act 1984
Report to investigate Western Australian employers’ concerns about additional ICRED
legislation,36 with specific regards to how it would impact upon business certainty. This
investigation will examine the juxtaposition between potential vicarious liability suits for
employers and any further criminal record employment discrimination regulation implemented
within Western Australia. Whilst there is literature that delves into negligent hiring claims as a

Australian Human Rights Commission Act 1986 (Cth) – Referred to as the Australian Human Rights
Commission Act 1986 or AHRCA throughout the remainder of the thesis.
34
Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth) – Referred to as the Fair Work Act 2009 throughout the remainder of this thesis.
35
Ex-offenders in other Australian jurisdictions that do not have a formal ICRED ground would also be
experiencing a gap in protection against this from of prejudice. However as each jurisdiction’s equal opportunity
/ anti-discrimination and spent conviction legislation varies in existence and operation, this thesis will limit itself
to discussing the nuances of the Western Australian regime, however discussions may be extrapolated to other
states also in future research articles.
36
Equal Opportunity Commission of Western Australia, Review of Equal Opportunity Act 1984 Report, (2007).
33
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separate concern employers may experience when hiring ex-offenders,37 as well as employers’
duty to provide a safe working environment under occupational health and safety laws and a
similar implied duty under employment contracts,38 this thesis will concentrate on discussing
vicarious liability as a major source of litigation anxiety for business owners, as articulated
through submissions to the Review of the Equal Opportunity Act 1984 Report.39 Additionally,
the chapter will investigate why transplanting an exact replica of other domestic ICRED models
into the State’s statutory setting is problematic for employer stakeholders.
Chapter Six will then formulate recommendations for drafting a Western Australian criminal
record employment discrimination law based on three points covered throughout the thesis; 1)
the socio-legal implications of ex-offender employment exclusion, 2) the investigation into the
adequacy of current criminal record employment discrimination legislation covering Western
Australian ex-offenders and 3) the genuine employer stakeholder concerns of how any
additional regulation would impact business certainty.
Finally, the thesis will conclude that although additional criminal record employment
discrimination regulation is certainly a necessary step in the Western Australian jurisdiction to
enable ex-offenders to have greater employment mobility and to alleviate the flow on costs of
unemployment related recidivism, consideration must be given to the practical application of
such laws at the stage where they are drafted. This is to specifically ensure the laws create a
clear recruitment criminal record screening regime, whilst having minimal negative impacts
upon business pragmatism. In providing an overview of the thesis, the concluding chapter will
See for example Monica Scales, ‘Employer Catch-22: The Paradox between Employer Liability for Employee
Criminal Acts and the Prohibition against Ex-Convict Discrimination’ (2002) 11 George Mason Law Review 419.
38
Georgina Heydon, Bronwyn Naylor, Moira Paterson and Marilyn Pittard, ‘Lawyers on the Record: Criminal
Records, Employment Decisions and Lawyers’ Counsel’ (2011) 32 Adelaide Law Review 205, 209.
39
Negligent hiring falls within the realm of duty of care, and has not been explored in any depth within the context
of this thesis. This should be researched extensively in follow up papers to this thesis to ensure a full description
of employer concerns can be addressed prior to drafting Western Australian ICRED legislation.
For Australian case law examples that mention negligence in hiring based on a criminal record, see examples
generally: Gittani Stone Pty Ltd v Pavkovic [2007] NSWCA 355; Colwell v Top Cut Foods Pty Ltd [2018] QDC
119.
37
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also detail the types of future studies required to overcome any limitations found in this present
research endeavour. This is so the issue of ex-offender employment exclusion can continue to
improve within Western Australia, either via legislative means or otherwise.
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2 The Socio-Legal Importance of Ex-Offender Employment
2.1 Introduction
Numerous studies have been conducted to show that an inverse relationship exists between
employment and subsequent criminal behaviour.40 Although the extent of the inverse workcrime relationship is presently uncertain, with differing degrees of correlation found between
the two variables in the scholarship pool,41 this chapter demonstrates that a trend within the
literature points towards a reduced chance of recidivism for those ex-offenders who are able to
find work after serving their sentence. However, as will be discovered later in the thesis, many
obstacles prevent ex-offenders from successfully obtaining employment.
This chapter explains and justifies the socio-legal importance of work for ex-offenders through
the lens of economic rational choice and informal social control theory, exploring how
employment can be a structural turning point to an ex-offender’s life.42 Whilst this is not the
appropriate forum to discuss these theories in any great detail, it is important to give some
context as to why studies have found employment to be such an integral factor in reducing
recidivism odds for ex-offenders. After establishing the salience of work to the offenderreintegration puzzle generally,43 I will then turn to discuss the ramifications associated with
excluding ex-offenders from the workforce. These consequences include the flow-on indirect

40

See for example: Robert J Sampson and John Laub, Crime in the Making: Pathways and Turning Points through
Life (Harvard University Press, 1993), Christopher Uggen, ‘Work as a Turning Point in the Life Course of
Criminals: A Duration Model of Age, Employment, and Recidivism’ (2001) 5(4) Corrections Management
Quarterly 1, Julie Horney, D. Wayne Osgood and Ineke Haen Marshall, ‘Criminal Careers in the Short-Term:
Intra-Individual Variability in Crime and its Relation to Local Life Circumstances’ (1995) 60 American
Sociological Review 655.
41
For example, age seems to play a central role in the ability for work to act as a ‘turning point’ in offenders’
lives. Uggen (in Christopher Uggen, ‘Work as a Turning Point in the Life Course of Criminals: A Duration Model
of Age, Employment, and Recidivism’ (2001) 5(4) Corrections Management Quarterly 1) found that for those
offenders aged under 27, work had little impact on reducing recidivism. Conversely, other studies that will be
discussed later in the chapter show a general strong trend towards employment as a key factor for all adult
offenders to move away from offending irrespective of age.
42
Christopher Uggen, ‘Work as a Turning Point in the Life Course of Criminals: A Duration Model of Age,
Employment, and Recidivism’ (2001) 5(4) Corrections Management Quarterly 1.
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costs of recidivism, such as the economic implications for the public purse of further
incarceration and offending. The main focus of this discussion will be centred on the Western
Australian jurisdiction.
Finally, the chapter discusses that whilst gaining stable employment cannot not always lead to
lowered recidivism, employment for ex-offenders is nevertheless socially desirable, as it
contributes to moving an ex-offender along the three stages of the desistance process (namely;
motivation, initial behaviour change and maintenance of change).44 Focussing on exploring the
links between motivation, work and the social contract, I will show that employment can
specifically assist with ex-offenders’ achieving the first two stages of the desistance process.

2.2 The Inverse Relationship between Work and Crime: Work as a
Turning Point in the Offending Life-Cycle
One popular criminological perspective propounded by Sampson and Laub,45 posits that work
can act as a profound turning point in the life-course of offending behaviour.46 This theory
contends that positive structural changes in an ex-offender’s life can reduce the likelihood of
re-offending47 and so hypothesises that an inverse relationship exists between work and crime.
There are two main overarching methodological approaches used within the literature to
investigate if the inverse work-crime relationship theory holds true. Some researchers use an
interview-narrative style method to allow recidivists to reflect upon what they believe

Stephen Tripodi, Johnny S. Kim and Kimberly Bender, ‘Is Employment Associated with Reduced Recidivism?
The Complex Relationship between Employment and Crime’ (2010) 54(2) International Journal of Offender
Therapy and Comparative Criminology 706, 709.
45
Robert Sampson and John Laub, Crime in the Making: Pathways and Turning Points through Life (Cambridge
MA: Harvard University Press, 1993).
46
Christopher Uggen, ‘Work as a Turning Point in the Life Course of Criminals: A Duration Model of Age,
Employment, and Recidivism’ (2001) 5(4) Corrections Management Quarterly 529.
47
Such as employment, a stable relationship or military work as described in Christopher Uggen and Jeremy Staff,
‘Work as a Turning Point for Criminal Offenders’ (2001) 5(4) Corrections Management Quarterly 1.
44
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contributed to their offending relapse.48 This interview-narrative approach also allows first time
offenders to reveal what they deem will keep them from re-offending after release from prison.
However, a more common approach within the literature is for researchers to use empirical
data collection methods that juxtapose ex-offender unemployment with re-offending behaviour
in a particular geographical location.49 This body of research, which I describe as ‘follow-up’
style studies, tracks large cohorts of ex-offenders over a designated period of time, examining
the relapse into criminal behaviour and resulting re-incarceration in the presence or absence of
employment. These ‘follow-up’ style studies take an odds-based approach to test the turning
point theory, where employment either does or does not impact the crime-cycle.50 Both
interview-narrative and empirical research approaches will be discussed in this chapter in order
to investigate how work plays an important role in reducing a return to crime and so
determining if employment has specific socio-legal implications for ex-offenders.
2.2.1 Interview-Narrative Studies
Although a paucity of interview-narrative studies exists that specifically discuss ex-offenders’
experiences with employment and recidivism, research that examines the cohort’s general
feelings, attitudes and accounts of life after prison provides a rich source of information about
the inverse work-crime hypothesis. These interview-narrative studies allow the recidivist to
reflect upon the contributing factors that lead to their return to crime. A common theme
amongst this literature is that respondents believe that stable employment is paramount to their

48

See for example: Edward Zamble and Vernon Quinsey, The Criminal Recidivism Process (Cambridge
University Press, 1997); A Iudici, F Bocatto and E Faccio, ‘Perspectives on Re-Offenders: The Views of
Detainees, the General Public and those Working with Offenders’ (2018) 7(1) International Journal for Crime,
Justice and Social Democracy 60.
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future pivot point away from crime and that financial hardships encountered outside prison due
to a lack of work assisted to motivate their return to criminal activity. For example, Zamble
and Quinsey interviewed 311 first time recidivists in the United States of America (USA).51
This study asked respondents to explain their emotions, thoughts and behaviours prior to reoffending. Although there are limitations of this study in terms of reliance on interviewees to
be truthful in their reflections, almost 50 percent of the respondents cited unemployment and
financial difficulties as a major impediment to their return to society and living crime-free.52
In a similar vein, a 2015 study by Iudici, Bocatto and Faccio set out to capture the viewpoint
of incarcerated prisoners in an Italian jail about re-offending.53 This study used semi-structured
interviews to examine what 22 respondents thought contributed to their choice to re-offend and
importantly how to remain crime-free upon their release. Despite the small number of
respondents within the study, Iudici, Bocatto and Faccio found that their incarcerated
respondents almost exclusively believed that the pathway to a successful reintegration into the
community would be external factors such as employment,54 with one prisoner stating:
‘…..getting the first reintegration into the workplace helps you experiment and take
responsibility. If we’re given the opportunity, we can return to society as better people’. 55 The
importance of providing ex-offenders with the opportunity to change through employment will
be a common thread throughout this thesis and will be expanded upon and explored in greater
detail in Chapter Four.
Iudici, Bocatto and Faccio also found that there was a general consensus amongst recidivists
that re-offending has roots in unemployment and the financial burdens it places upon an
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individual returning to the community from prison. One respondent shared: ‘The problem is
that when you can’t find work, you’re almost forced to use the old ways’.56 Another stated:
‘Even though you know very well you run the risk of returning to prison, sometimes just to eat
you will fall back into your old habits’.57
Similarly, King lead a small semi-structured interview style study with 20 parolees in the
United Kingdom (UK) to explore circumstances that lead to past re-offending behaviour and
difficulties to remain on the desistance pathway.58 Despite the limitations of a small respondent
cohort to draw inferences from and extrapolate to a wider context, as well as the potential for
selection bias (as respondents were chosen by parole officers who acted as ‘gatekeepers’ to the
respondent recruitment strategy),59 this study elicited responses that frequently cited work as a
crucial factor or ‘key conduit’ to the desistance process.60
Whilst the economic factors linking an absence of work with crime will be discussed in further
detail later in the chapter, the above studies highlight that unemployment can play an enormous
role in the offending and re-offending cycle. Devery’s Australian study confirms this economic
focussed sentiment, which mapped the geographical areas of New South Wales that displayed
the highest rates of unemployment, and correlated this data with local court appearances.61
Devery’s research found that those geographical areas with high unemployment rates had a
corresponding high rate of offenders.62 Interestingly, Devery’s findings empirically reconciles
with the words of one of King’s respondents who appeared to link unemployment in a certain
geographical area with an increased likelihood to return to crime, stating: ‘….but it’s like
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everyone who lives round my way is in the same position, you know? Hardly no-one’s working,
there’s a lot of people up to no good, and everyone pretty much is either taking drugs or selling
drugs’.63
Whilst interview-narrative studies do not aid in showing an inextricable link between work and
reduced criminal activity specifically, they do reveal that the offenders themselves place worth
on employment as a means away from crime through achieving financial stability. As such
these studies identify employment as a key element of living within the community as a lawabiding citizen for those offender respondents.
2.2.2 ‘Follow-Up’ Style Empirical Studies of the Inverse Work-Crime Relationship
A large amount of empirical studies have been conducted to investigate if the inverse workcrime theory holds true, whereby the presence of work decreases the odds of returning to
crime.64 These studies take a ‘follow-up’ approach, correlating prison data with an individual’s
unemployment status. Via tracing an individual’s employment and incarceration standing,
researchers are able to draw an inference as to whether the absence of employment increases
or decreases the odds of an individual returning to crime. Whilst the distinct limitation of such
studies centres on their one dimensional representation of why an ex-offender may re-offend,65
‘follow-up’ style studies are a good proxy for establishing whether a trend exists that
demonstrates employment is associated with a general decrease in odds of re-offending.
As such, the following review intends to act as a succinct synopsis and illustration of the wide
literature base that draws an antithetical nexus between the two variables of the work-crime
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relationship and in turn emphasizes the importance of making employment a priority for exoffenders.
2.2.2.1 Examples of Inverse Findings between Work and Crime
Although very little empirical work has come out of Australia examining the inverse workcrime relationship, extrapolated data from international studies are useful to demonstrate that
a generally strong negative nexus exists between the two variables across the globe. For
example, Skardhamar and Telle followed 7476 Norwegian prisoners released in 2003 and
tracked their re-offending and employment trajectories until 2006.66 They discovered that
respondents with no income in this period re-offended at a rate as high as of 63 percent, whilst
the total recidivist rate of the entire cohort reached 54 percent.67
Studies conducted in the USA have also yielded similar results. For example, Siwach used a
large sample of 11 341 ex-offenders living in New York who were actively seeking
employment to gauge the impact unemployment had on the likelihood of a return to crime.68
The author tracked the employment and re-arrest status of the cohort between 2008 and 2014.
Siwach found that each additional three months of unemployment living within the community
increased the likelihood of re-arrest by five percentage points.69
Taking a more graduated approach, Nally, Lockwood, Ho and Knutson undertook a five year
follow-up study which investigated whether the work-recidivism relationship was influenced
by the variation of crime type.70 The authors recruited 6561 offenders from the Indiana
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Department of Corrections (USA), and followed their employment-recidivism journey from
2005 to 2009. Interestingly, the variance in type of offences originally committed did not
impact on the work-crime relationship, with results showing that there was a fairly consistent
correlation between recidivism and ex-offender unemployment. The following table has been
curated from this research and serves to show that there is a general trend that a majority of reoffending behaviour can be linked to unemployment, irrespective of the classification of an
offender’s original crime.71 This can be ascertained through subtracting the percentage of those
who were never employed (column two) from the percentage of the cohort that re-offended
(column three) featured in the following table. This process demonstrates that between only
8.9 percent and 18.4 percent of recidivist behaviour cannot be linked to the possibility of
unemployment. This figure highlights that the remaining percentage of re-offending across a
variety of categories can be associated with unemployment and serves to illustrate the
importance of ex-offender employment opportunity.
Table 2.1: The Work-Crime Relationship by Crime Category72

CRIME CATEGORY
Violent Offenders

PERCENTAGE OF
COHORT NEVER
EMPLOYED
37%

PERCENTAGE OF
THOSE WHO
RE-OFFENDED
46.6%

Non-Violent Offenders

38.2%

48.6%

Sexual Offenders

36.3%

54.7%

Drug Offenders

36.9%

45.8%

71
72
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Finally, in a three year SAFER Foundation 2008 (USA) study, the ex-offender cohort that had
stable post-imprisonment employment for one year experienced a 16 percent rate of recidivism
as compared to the general prison population re-offending rate of 52.3 percent.73
Whilst the inverse correlation between work and re-offending is not unequivocal and varies in
magnitude, as it is dependent on the way in which a particular research study is conducted
(where length of follow-up undertaken, number of subjects participating in the study and the
economic climate of a location can impact upon ultimate findings),74 the general trend within
the literature points towards employment having a positive impact on the odds of an exoffender leading a law-abiding lifestyle.75 As such, the next section will analyse and explain
why this correlation may be present in the literature.
2.2.3 Why an Inverse Relationship Exists between Work and the Increased Chance of
Recidivism: Using an Economic Theory and Informal Social Control Theory Lens
From a common sense perspective, employment provides ex-offenders with financial stability
to obtain the necessities of life upon completion of their sentence. Without employment, the
economic adversity faced by these individuals contributes to a recidivist lifestyle, as exclusion
from employment leaves the ex-offender with little options to survive, bar reliance on social
security or returning to crime.76 The interview-narrative style studies documented earlier in this
chapter gave a first-hand account of the importance employment plays in an offender’s return
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to civilian life and supports the theory of economic rational choice. This theory contends that
if the payoffs (both monetary and personal) of legitimate employment outweigh the benefits
gained from involvement in illegal activity, ex-offenders are more likely to not re-offend.77 As
such, economic rational choice theory proposes that if an ex-offender’s lack of financial
stability through legitimate means is minimal, the ex-offender is more likely to return to crime
as the payoffs of illegality outweigh the decision to lead a law-abiding lifestyle.
However, beyond the importance of providing financial stability, other theoretical frameworks
have attempted to hypothesise why employment appears to reduce the odds of recidivism.78
For example, Sampson and Laub’s age-graded theory of informal social control contends that
the quality of adult relationship bonds formed through positive social interaction (such as at
work),79 positions an ex-offender to have a commitment to conformity.80 Conformity can be
defined as ‘adjusting one’s behaviour or thinking to coincide with the group standard’.81 For
those ex-offenders engaged in work, conformity in this sense means leading a law-abiding
lifestyle that is synonymous with being a productive ‘good’ citizen and reliable employee.
According to Sampson and Laub, this commitment to conformity can vary over the individual’s
life course depending upon the degree of strength of relationships with work colleagues and
other positive personal relationships made such as through marriage.82 It is thought that coworker relationships can aid in restraining the ex-offender from continuing illegal activity
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through deep personal investment.83 Such positive relationships impose what is known as a
normative social influence on the ex-offender, which stems from the individual’s desire to
obtain peer approval.84
From another perspective, the employment environment can minimise an ex-offender’s
likelihood to fall back into criminal activity through what Chartrand and Bargh describe as the
‘chameleon effect’.85 The authors explain that humans are innate mimics,86 and so ex-offenders
in employment settings begin to imitate the pro-social behaviours around them, integrating
these behaviours as their own. Although divergent in some regards,87 Sampson and Laub’s
‘conformity’ interpretation of informal social control’s impact upon curbing the cycle of crime
supplements and extends Hirschi’s perspective that law-abiding behaviour is predicated upon
the fear of loss as a result of breaking the law.88 In regards to employment, this loss would not
only be financial, but would also extend to the social attachments made through the workplace.
That is, as the ex-offender invests more of themselves into the job and the positive social
attachments formed with co-workers, their ‘stake in society’ and desire to be accepted via
conformity increases.89
Circling back then to the opening paragraphs of this thesis, employment is not only interwoven
with an individual’s sense of purpose and achievement, but through the lens of informal social
control, employment also contributes to an ex-offender’s new identity as a productive member
of society and their connectedness to individual relationships formed with co-workers and with
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the wider community. Conversely, lack of employment creates a void between the ex-offender
and society. This sense of bond to one’s community can manifest through simple ramifications
of employment, such as paying taxes. For example, Farrall and Caverley found that working
ex-offenders adopted a new identity or role as a ‘responsible taxpayer’, giving them an
appreciation for financially contributing to their community and in turn increased the particular
ex-offender’s awareness of their own external behaviour and internal thought patterns.90 To
illustrate this point, one of Farrall and Caverley’s interviewees described that obtaining
employment post prison release put violence and property damage offending into a new light,
stating: ‘Once you start paying taxes or things like that….. you think you’re paying for all these
services, so when that bus shelter over there gets smashed its taxpayers’ money’.91 The idea
of informal social control through employment as a potential catalyst for changing persistent
criminal behaviour has also been confirmed by Maruna’s study which found that many of the
desisting ex-offender respondents stated that they wanted to become contributors to their
communities.92 Farrall and Caverley describe this as the feeling of wanting to be an active
citizen.93 This can be linked to the broader field of study surrounding social capital theory.
Additionally, Farrall and Caverley’s point is further emphasised through the Good Lives Model
of offender rehabilitation. This model posits that people commit crimes in order to try and meet
a need or obtain something that is normal and common to all humans in modern life, such as
excellence in work and relatedness to others in the community.94 Paradoxically however,
Edgely argues that offenders are oppressed from engaging in an active citizenship role by being
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exposed to collateral consequences of their crime.95 As will be further discussed in Chapter
Three, employment barriers that prevent re-engaging in an active citizenship role after an
individual has served their sentence (such as ICRED), is one such collateral consequence and
derives from the stigma and unjustifiable discrimination against those deemed to be ‘criminal’.
It is with these factors in mind that addressing barriers to ex-offender employment and
analysing the need for legislative intervention to regulate criminal record employment
discrimination is an essential endeavour in jurisdictions where prison populations continue to
grow, such as in Western Australia.96

2.3 The Costs of Recidivism
As the preceding section detailed, ex-offender unemployment is linked with a return to crime.
Therefore, if we contend that employment plays a central role to limit re-offending, it is logical
then to attribute some of the flow on economic and social costs of re-offending to a lack of exoffender employment. Past Commissioner of the Western Australian Department of Corrective
Services, James McMahon, aptly described the dismal flow on effects of recidivism when he
declared that the real cost of re-offending ‘is more than economic calculations of annual
averages. The cost of failing to support offenders in their effort to turn their lives around is
human. It is the people of Western Australia not feeling safe and it is the individuals who never
live up to their full potential’.97 As such, this section concentrates on examining the various
costs of crime to further highlight the importance ex-offender employment has in the Western
Australian context, given the strong inverse relationship between work and recidivism.
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2.3.1 Defining Costs of Crime
At a baseline level, Anderson defines costs of crime as ‘all costs that would not exist in the
absence of illegal behaviour’.98 However this generalist definition needs further refinement to
fully appreciate the wide reaching literal and often metaphorical price-tag that is associated
with crime. Although there are many approaches within the literature that specify the way in
which crime-costs can be categorised,99 for the purposes of this thesis I will adopt the simplicity
of Wickramasekera et al’s explanation of the ‘sub-division’ classification system.100 This
system outlines three overarching crime costs groupings (as illustrated in the diagram featured
at Figure 2.1). However, it must be made clear that distinguishing between the types of crime
costs is not always clear cut,101 and as such caution must be used when interpreting such a
structured ‘sub-division’ classification system.
Wickramasekera et al’s first grouping establishes that crime can yield direct financial costs.
These economic consequences arise through the criminal activity itself and involves what the
authors describe as a ‘monetary exchange’ between parties as a result of crime.102 The second
grouping refers to indirect costs.103 This category includes ‘the economic value of
consequences of crime that do not involve a direct money exchange’.104 These costs include
diminished human capital through loss of victim and offender productivity, criminal justice
and corrections costs, as well as the government spending through criminal injury
compensation schemes for victims of crime. The final group, intangible costs, are those which
have no specified dollar value, but rather occur through the associated fear and reduced quality
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of life for society as a whole, particularly so for victims of crime.105 Although intangible costs
lack economic value, they are no less important to the crime-costs equation and impact upon
the collective psyche of a society.
In the following section I briefly examine some of the indirect costs associated with crime in
Western Australia, focussing on the corrections costs and criminal injuries compensation costs.
This data illustrates the economic ramifications of recidivism, which can be in some part
attributed to a lack of ex-offender employment. I have chosen to discuss economic
consequences of crime as opposed to intangible consequences due to the limited concrete
measures of such costs in the Western Australian jurisdiction. Additionally, the following
discussion centres upon indirect of costs crime due to their impact on the broader Western
Australian society as opposed to the narrower implications direct costs can have on individual
victims.
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Figure 2.1: An Example of Crime Costs (Thesis Author Derived)

CRIME
COMMITTED
(e.g: Stealing a car)

DIRECT COST
EXAMPLE

Owners or insurers of the
car may have to purchase
or pay for a replacement
vehicle.
(This involves a direct
monetary exchange as a
result of the crime).

INDIRECT COST
EXAMPLE

Owner of car may not
be able to work until a
replacement car is
sourced if their business
is reliant upon a
particular vehicle.
(Here, productivity may
be reduced).

INTANGIBLE
COST EXAMPLE

Neighbours may begin
to fear their cars will be
targeted next.
(Potential victim’s fear
is hard to quantify in
monetary terms, and so
is intangible in nature).

2.3.1.1 Indirect Costs of Crime in Western Australia: Corrections and Criminal Injuries
Compensation Costs
From a public policy standpoint, the necessity of Western Australian ex-offender employment
opportunity is underpinned by fiscal reasoning. Firstly, Minehan attests that decreasing exoffender unemployment will in turn reduce criminal justice costs, 106 as ex-offender
unemployment drives more criminal activity and therefore leads to more incarcerations. As
seen in the following diagram taken from the 2019 Report of Government Services, the total
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net cost of housing a prisoner during the 2017-2018 financial year equated to $302 per day as
a national average, with Western Australia sitting above the Australian figure.107
Figure 2.2: Report on Government Services Daily Cost of Incarceration for 2017-2018108

With these statistics in mind, it is vital that recidivism is reduced within the State, which can
be assisted through ex-offender employment.
Secondly, indirect costs of crime are also incurred through the criminal injuries compensation
scheme. For example, according to the Chief Assessor’s 2016-2017 Report,109 2279 awards
were made in that financial year,110 with a considerable amount conferred to victims of crime
totalling $39 777 383 paid out from the public purse.111
The Chief Assessor’s Report outlines the role of the Office of Criminal Injuries Compensation
stating:
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The Office of Criminal Injuries Compensation (OCIC) is established pursuant to the
Criminal Injuries Compensation Act 2003 (the Act) to compensate applicants for injuries
and some losses suffered as a consequence of an offence. Compensation can be awarded
for bodily harm, mental and nervous shock, and pregnancy suffered as a consequence of an
offence. Compensation is available for pain and suffering, loss of enjoyment of life, loss of
income, the cost of reports, some personal items and treatment expenses. The maximum
amount payable is $75,000.00 for an offence committed in Western Australia after 1
January 2004, and lesser amounts for offences prior to that.112

Via examining the statistical profile provided by the Chief Assessor’s Report, it is apparent
that the number of claims to the OCIC has increased steadily over the last five financial years,
mirroring the growth in incarceration rates within the State. 113
Interestingly, and to further demonstrate the importance of ex-offender employment, the State
is able to try and recover this money from ex-offenders under the Criminal Injuries
Compensation Act 2003 (WA) through a compensation reimbursement order (CRO).114
However, as the following excerpt from the Chief Assessor’s Report explains, the recovery
process is contingent upon an ex-offender’s ability to meet such payments:
The State's opportunity to take action to recover compensation paid to a victim of crime
from the convicted offender depends on the determination of the Assessor of the
appropriate amount of recovery, taking into account all of the circumstances. Issues which
are relevant to this determination include, for example, the offender's assets, the impact on
the offender's earning capacity of a period of imprisonment and issues relating to the
offence itself.115
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Section 52 (2)(d) of the Criminal Injuries Compensation Act 2003 explains that when assessing
whether to try and recoup money from an ex-offender, special regard must be given to the
individual’s means to repay the debt through considering their assets, liabilities and income
and their current and prospective employment opportunities.116 In the 2016-2017 financial year,
only $1 778 330 was recovered from ex-offenders through the OCIC.117 This is a considerably
small amount when compared to the criminal injuries payout figure of $39 777 383 in that same
year. What also needs to be taken into consideration is that the processes of debt recovery
would in and of itself be an expensive procedure to undertake and so this reported recovery
amount may not accurately reflect the true indirect costs of crime through the criminal injuries
compensation scheme.
As there is yet to be published research into the examination of the proportion of criminal
injuries compensation costs that originate from recidivists in Western Australia,118 the strong
line of evidence that demonstrates unemployment is correlated with increased incidences of
crime highlights the importance of ex-offender labour market inclusion to both aim to curb reoffending behaviour and to assist ex-offenders to obtain the means to pay back the out of pocket
expenses the Western Australian government must bear in the interim.

2.4 The Impact of Employment on the Desistance Process
2.4.1 The Intermediary Benefits of Work to Prolong Crime-Free Living: Beyond the
Odds-Based Recidivism Research Approach
So far in this thesis I have concentrated on establishing the socio-legal importance of exoffender employment in Western Australia, given the strong inverse relationship found in the
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odds-based literature between work and the likelihood of recidivism. I have argued that the
distinct flow on effects of re-offending, such as economic and safety concerns, provides sound
justification for further investigation into the legal aspects of ex-offender employment
exclusion.
However, before moving on to this investigation, it is important to detail that employment has
deeper implications to the crime-cycle beyond the polarity of odds-based measures of
recidivism discussed earlier in the chapter. A disparate body of odds-based research has found
that a job has little or no impact upon reducing the likelihood of recidivism. For example, ageinvariant theorists believe that propensity for crime reduces with age and is independent of the
attainment of employment.119 From another perspective, Ramakers et al established that the
‘mere presence or absence’ of work cannot act as a litmus test for the likelihood of future reoffending.120 Rather they believe that it is the quality of work that is the critical factor to the
ex-offender inverse employment-recidivism equation.121 Finally Tripodi, Kim and Bender
found that their sample of 250 Texan male parolees provided statistically insignificant evidence
that employment decreased the risk of recidivism.122 Although this study used parolees that
were released from prison at different times between 2001 and 2005, the authors overcame this
limitation by adopting appropriate analysis methods to reconcile any inconsistencies in the
data.123 These results gave similar findings to Turner and Petersilia’s earlier study of a work
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release program on recidivism rates which established that employed ex-offenders were not
less likely to recidivate than non-employed ex-offenders in the Washington State area.124
Agreeing then with Tripodi, Kim and Bender’s stance towards odds-based employmentrecidivism studies,125 I contend that the odds-based methodology concentrates on the ‘black
and white’ view that employment either does or does not assist an ex-offender to reintegrate
into society.126 Odds-based recidivism research in this regard neglects the idea that once a
person has come into contact with the criminal justice system, desistance from crime and
reintegration into the community involves navigating a complex matrix of criminogenic factors
and external obstacles (such as discrimination). As such, the remainder of this chapter is
dedicated to highlighting that the narrow scope of odds-based recidivism research disregards
the positive intermediary impacts employment can have on assisting an ex-offender to break
the crime-cycle. These intermediary impacts are just as important to justify the socio-legal need
to improve ex-offender employment opportunity as odds-based recidivism research
provides.127 To explain the importance of work to ex-offenders in this sense, I will explore in
greater detail how employment has intermediary impact on the crime-cycle and influences exoffenders to move along the desistance spectrum towards behaviour change.
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2.4.1.1 The Desistance Process
Recent scholarly work has begun to agree that the cessation of crime should be viewed as a
journey128 and does not often occur in a linear fashion as suggested by the simplicity of oddsbased recidivism studies. Borrowing from the works of Tripodi, Kim and Bender, the following
excerpt precisely defines the scope of the desistance journey:
The National Research Council (2007) perceives desistance from criminal activity as a
process instead of an outcome. This process includes the following three stages of
behaviour change: 1) motivation and commitment, 2) initial behaviour change, and 3)
maintenance of change…. In accordance with this framework offenders who delay their
time to re-incarceration have progressed from the motivation stage to initial behaviour
change stage before regressing and being re-incarcerated.129

The idea that desistance from criminal activity should be viewed as a process rather than an
outcome, unlike recidivism odds-based measures, can be summarised and represented in the
following diagram, where some ex-offenders may take longer to move along the spectrum of
desistance than others:
Figure 2.3: The Desistance Spectrum (Thesis Author Derived)

Motivation &
Commitment

Initial Behaviour Change

Maintenance of Change

Using this process model, Tripodi, Kim and Bender’s research suggests that work assists to
move ex-offenders from the motivation and commitment stage to the initial behaviour change
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stage of the desistance spectrum. These authors found that although work did not invariably
decrease the chances of re-offending, ‘employment increased time to re-incarceration….as
those who were employed had non-offending periods almost twice as long as those who were
unemployed’.130 Distinct from the rigid odds-based recidivism studies detailed earlier in the
chapter, this more nuanced approach to the work-crime relationship articulates that
employment can influence the process of behaviour change, as desistance is centred upon an
individual progressing away from crime to living a law-abiding lifestyle.
Cognitive-behavioural research suggests that necessary preconditions must be met before
structural factors (such as employment) can have any impact on the desistance process, through
adapting an individual’s internal thought patterns from anti-social predilections to more prosocial reasoning.131 This stance proposes that an individual needs to be intentionally and
purposefully ready for the act of self-change.132 Whilst the cognitive-behavioural perspective
is not contested, this thesis is focussed on how external factors (in this case employment
opportunity) can assist in the behaviour change process once cognitive transformation is
undertaken through appropriate corrections programs and as such have intermediary impacts
on the crime-cycle. As such, I will examine the concept of ex-offender motivation and
behaviour change under the lens of Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs.133 This discussion will bring
to the foreground the socio-legal importance of removing barriers to employment for exoffenders, despite the questionability of works’ capacity to directly and immediately act as a
structural turning point to criminal behaviour.
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2.4.1.2 Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs and the Motivation-Employment-Desistance
Equation
The previous section has described that desistance from crime manifests through various
stages, starting with the initial motivation and commitment to change one’s behaviour from
engaging in criminal activity, to becoming a law-abiding citizen. Myers defines motivation as
‘a need or desire that energizes behaviour and directs it towards a goal’.134 As previously
discussed, many offenders have aspirations to change their offending ways and become
productive members of society,135 citing that work is paramount to their reintegration into the
community.136 However using Maslow’s developmental progression model, the actualisation
of this behaviour change goal, where an ex-offender reaches their full potential, is contingent
upon other more primitive human needs being satisfied first. Whilst Maslow’s model is not a
behaviour change model itself, it does theorise that motivation towards higher-order goals is
driven by the accomplishment of lower-order needs in the pyramid.137 As can be seen from the
proceeding diagram, the satisfaction of basic needs of food, water and shelter pushes the
individual up Maslow’s pyramid to try and fulfil the next order of needs. Ex-offenders’
energisation to move up the ladder towards the self-actualisation apex can be assisted through
employment. As work removes economic uncertainty that may otherwise compel a person to
resume offending, the ex-offender can satisfy the lower-order needs by affording basic survival
essentials. This aspect of needs-based motivation theory is reminiscent of the previous
discussion of the economic theory of rational choice and confirms that work is critical in
assisting ex-offenders on their desistance journey.
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Figure 2.4: Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs when viewed Under an Ex-Offender
Reintegration Lens138

SelfActualisation

Esteem
Need to
achieve.

Belongingness
Need for acceptantace
& to avoid alienation.

Safety
Need to feel safe, secure &
stable

Physiological
Need to satisfy hunger & thirst

An ex-offender’s
motivation to stay
crime-free is contingent
on meeting basic needs.
If they can financially
support themselves
through legitimate
work, they can then
move up the pyramid to
accomplish other needs
such as achievement
and acceptance which
can also be satisfied
through employment.

Looking at the third and fourth layers in Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs, it is apparent that social
acceptance and a sense of achievement is also a necessary step towards the motivation to
change behaviour and move towards the self-actualisation goal of becoming a law-abiding
citizen. As work provides ex-offenders with the means to build social networks, it allows an
individual to feel a sense of belonging to an organisation and be productive. The satisfaction
of these social-order needs propels the individual to explore their ‘replacement identity’ beyond
their old criminal sense of self towards the pinnacle of Maslow’s pyramid.139 The satisfaction
of these social-order needs in motivating an individual to move up the pyramid can be linked
back to the previous discussion of informal social control theory, which posits that strong,
healthy bonds formed through work or personal connections can assist to restrain an individual
from returning to crime.
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Maslow’s Hierarchy shows that employment assists to drive an ex-offender towards the overall
goal of desistance through behaviour change, by acting as a catalyst to satisfy human needs.
Without employment, lower-order needs would be difficult to satisfy and so the motivation to
achieve higher-order goals (such as becoming a law-abiding citizen) are stifled in the interim.

2.5 Conclusion
This chapter has provided a basis in which to understand the important role employment plays
in breaking the crime-cycle. While it is still unclear the extent to which work can decrease the
odds of returning to crime, a link between the attainment of work and the reduced likelihood
of recidivism as well as extending an ex-offender’s non-offending period within the community
is apparent. As such, the underlying premise and major takeaway from this chapter is that due
to the increased odds of re-offending when unemployed, the flow on economic and social
implications of crime have in part an association with ex-offender unemployment. Therefore it
has been argued that making work a priority for ex-offenders in Western Australia is of
paramount importance from a public policy perspective. Additionally, this chapter has
highlighted that even in the absence of employment as a definitive turning point in an
offender’s life, work can motivate and move ex-offenders along the desistance process towards
achieving self-actualisation of living up to their full potential and joining the community as a
productive citizen.
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3 Barriers to Ex-Offender Employment: Building a Framework
to Understand Why ICRED is a Major Barrier to Ex-Offender
Employment
3.1 Introduction
As was discussed in Chapter Two, the importance of ex-offender employment stems from the
embroiled relationship between work and crime. Despite the salience of employment to reduce
recidivism odds and assist with an ex-offender’s desistance journey, many barriers to work
exist for the cohort, including ICRED. Before delving into an analysis to establish if current
laws are adequate to regulate this barrier to employment for Western Australian ex-offenders,
this chapter will first give context by exploring where ICRED originates from, how it is a
significant employment obstacle for ex-offenders and where this barrier fits within the
spectrum of other factors impacting upon ex-offender employment outcomes.
To do so, this chapter will begin by detailing ex-offenders’ poor labour market experiences
through examining studies that show that a criminal record actually impedes upon recruitment
success. Holzer, Raphael and Stoll’s ‘supply-side’ and ‘demand-side’ barrier theory will then
be used to explain why ex-offenders struggle to obtain work.140 Although it is outside the scope
of this thesis to discuss ‘supply-side’ barriers in any depth, it is important from an objective
standpoint to show that ex-offenders’ poor labour market experiences originate from both lack
of individual ‘job-readiness’ (the ‘supply-side’ barriers) and employer discrimination (the
‘demand-side’ barriers). As such, I will identify and briefly describe three ‘job-readiness’
issues common to many of the Western Australian ex-offender population. These ‘supply-side’

Harry Holzer, Steven Raphael and Michael Stoll, ‘Employment Barriers Facing Ex-Offenders’ (Paper
constituted for the Urban Institute Re-entry Roundtable, New York University Law School, May 19-20 2003) 2.
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barriers signpost to potential employers that the ex-offender candidate will not successfully
integrate into the role and so impact upon recruitment success.
The remainder of the chapter is dedicated to investigating the ‘demand-side’ barriers to exoffender employment. Two categories will emerge from this discussion. Firstly, those
‘demand-side’ barriers that originate from an employer’s genuine need to discriminate against
a particular ex-offender in recruitment will be covered. It will be shown that these legitimate
discrimination barriers arise from either an incompatibility between a specific criminal record
and the essential duties of the job applied for, a legal prohibition, or an industry licencing
requirement that excludes certain ex-offenders because of the nature of the crime committed.
The second ‘demand-side’ barrier category manifests through employers’ ICRED and so is the
focal point of this chapter. Through examining employer attitudinal surveys and recruitment
studies, this chapter will show that an engrained and widespread adverse objection towards
hiring ex-offenders exists globally. This is specifically apparent in circumstances where an
employer’s moral disdain for a particular offence type (for example murder or sexual
offences),141 as opposed to the relevancy of the offence type to the job applied for interferes
with the hiring process. In these situations the employer’s recruitment decision is clouded by
the repugnancy of the crime as opposed to whether the crime is actually relevant to the job
applied for. In order to show the extent of the ICRED problem within society, I will examine
this second ‘demand-side’ category in greater depth. In doing so, I use a stigma lens to explain
the anatomy of ICRED and how it is perpetuated in the modern day Western Australian context
as a major barrier to ex-offender employment. This is due to the uprising of the criminal record
check.

Ilona Haslewood-Pocsik, Steven Brown and Jon Spencer, ‘A not so Well-Lit Path: Employers’ Perspectives
on Employing Ex-Offenders’ (2008) 47 The Howard Journal 18, 21. Here the authors refer to a ‘hierarchy of
offences’ that exist in terms of employer attitudes to hiring ex-offender candidates.
141
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Finally, this chapter will conclude by signposting that due to the importance of work on
reducing recidivism odds and the significant obstacle to the labour market ex-offenders face
through ICRED, Western Australia may need additional regulation in order to improve the
cohort’s employment prospects.

3.2 Evidence of Ex-Offenders’ Poor Labour Market Outcomes
This review presents survey-style research and narrative theory studies that confirm that a
correlation between past incarceration and the likelihood of being unemployed exists. The
various barriers that impact upon ex-offender employment will be explored later in the chapter.
3.2.1 Survey-Style Research
Whilst some survey-style studies have tried to examine the proportion of ex-offenders that
make up the unemployed population in a particular geographical location,142 others have
attempted to establish the impact incarceration has had on future job prospects. 143 These
survey-style studies often use a ‘self-report’ methodology, where respondents are responsible
to disclose criminal history. There are distinct limitations of ‘self-report’ styles of research,
(such as accuracy, as the results are dependent on the honesty and candour of participants who
may not want to disclose criminal history to strangers). Nonetheless, these studies show a trend
that points towards having an ex-offender status impedes upon recruitment success. For
example, using a geographical proportion approach, a study from the USA found that 34
percent of unemployed men surveyed in the 2015 Kaiser Family Foundation poll identified as
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having a criminal record.144 Using a similar ‘self-report’ geographical approach, the Australian
Job Seeker Classification Instrument (JSCI) details the proportion of unemployed individuals
who identify as an ex-offender on a national and state level. In order to obtain these statistics
the Department of Human Services (better known as Centrelink), uses the JSCI to learn about
an individual’s risk of sustained unemployment through administering a questionnaire when
jobless individuals seek government financial support.145 The JSCI uses 18 factors to determine
if a job seeker has a ‘significant likelihood of remaining unemployed for another year’,146 with
criminal convictions being one factor. Although lower than the USA study, the proportion of
unemployed people in Australia, (and specifically Western Australia), who identify as an exoffender, is at a significant level as identified in the following table:

Table 3.1: Proportion of Ex-Offenders on Job Services Australia Caseload - Perth,
Western Australia, and National - 2010 to 2015147

Data as at

Perth*

Western
Australia^

National

31/03/2010
31/03/2011
31/03/2012
31/03/2013
31/03/2014

12.5%
13.5%
14.1%
14.4%
13.7%

13.5%
14.5%
15.3%
15.4%
14.7%

9.9%
10.1%
10.5%
10.5%
10.3%

31/03/2015

13.5%

14.6%

10.5%

* Data based on Job Services Australia provider site address in Employment Services Area within Perth.
^ Data based on Job Services Australia provider site address in Western Australia.
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However, there are some limitations of this ‘self-report’ dataset. For example, it is expected
that the actual proportion of unemployed people who identify as an ex-offender across
Australia, (and for our purposes Western Australia), may be higher than represented by the
data, as not all ex-offenders will disclose their criminal history when answering the voluntary
JSCI question. Additionally, not all ex-offenders will present themselves to receive
government financial aid and so may not have the opportunity to identify as an unemployed
ex-offender. Rather, they may be obtaining assistance from their support network such as
family, or source funds from illegitimate means.148
To try and overcome the limitations of the ‘self-report’ methodology, Gellar, Garfinkel and
Western took a ‘data-corroboration’ approach to establish the impact incarceration has on
employment success.149 The authors conducted a two year longitudinal study to track
approximately 5000 children and their families across 20 USA locations in order to document
the economic and incarceration status of the children’s fathers. Rather than relying on the ‘selfreported’ incarceration status of the fathers alone, the study corroborated with the mother’s
accounts. Here the authors concluded that employment rates of formerly incarcerated men were
between 5.6 and 6.3 percentage points lower than for those men who had not been incarcerated,
showing that the ex-offender status impacts on future job prospects.150
In addition to conducting their own longitudinal research into the impact imprisonment has on
future employment prospects, Gellar, Garfinkel and Western also undertook an audit of results
obtained in other ‘survey-style’ and ‘administrative data’ studies from the USA.
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‘Administrative data’ research utilises state unemployment information and cross-references
this data with prison metrics to infer subsequent unemployment associated after release from
incarceration. Through undertaking this audit of past research findings, the authors discovered
that inconsistencies exist as to the impact an ex-offender status has on future employment. For
example, whilst some ‘administrative data’ studies showed little impact to employment
earnings,151 other longitudinal studies revealed that incarceration greatly impacted job
prospects, reducing the likelihood of employment by as much as 26 percent post prison
release.152
3.2.2 Narrative Theory Research
Despite inconsistencies and limitations of the ‘survey-style’ data showing that ex-offenders
have poor labour market outcomes, a small but growing body of scholarship is dedicated to
detailing the stories of ex-offender employment experiences. Using a narrative theory
perspective, these studies provide a rich, first-hand account of how a criminal record can impact
employment prospects, but do rely on the respondent’s accuracy of their accounts of
recruitment experiences. For example, Hlavka, Wheelock and Cossyleon uncovered that some
American ex-offenders feel ‘trapped’,153 and despite being persistent to find work, are
continually rejected because of their criminal record. For example, one respondent stated:
My record is messed up, so when I try to do, you know, job services, they will hire me for
the 60 or 90 day probation time, and once that’s up, they lay me off. I was wondering why,
seeing you all—let me off? I’m a good worker. I come here every day on time. And one of
the guys, supervisors told me, I’m going to tell you the truth, it’s because of your record.154
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What can be gleaned from Hlavka, Wheelock and Cossyleon’s study is that the ex-offender
status has an impact on employment opportunities, even where an ex-offender has proven
themselves to be a reliable employee.
Closer to the context of this present study, a Western Australian narrative analysis of exoffenders’ experiences of ‘recapturing freedom’ found that many participants struggled in the
labour market after their long-term incarceration period.155 Between 1998 and 2001, Goulding
interviewed nine prisoners, one prison consultant and one ex-offender. These participants had
committed a variety of offences ranging from drug related crimes to assault charges. The
interviews were conducted both days prior to their release and then again in a follow-up style
interview six months later.156 One repeat offender respondent revealed that he was unable to
find stable work for more than five years after being initially released from prison and
continued to relapse into crime.157 Another interviewee reported that after three months living
back in the community, finding work post-release was difficult. This ex-offender stated: ‘Right,
I go out there and front up at social security and the employment agency. How do I account for
the last seven years...? I’ve been in prison, mate [and then they say] don’t ring us mate, we’ll
ring you. End of story. That is hard to take’.158
Although Goulding’s research was not focused on employment and recidivism specifically, her
study contributes to understanding that ex-offenders generally find obtaining stable work and
financial surety a struggle upon release from prison. Interestingly, only one of the participants
remained crime-free throughout the research period. This participant was able to secure work
promptly after exiting prison.159
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Whilst it is not the intention of this thesis to draw a sole inference between unemployment and
a return to crime, the links between work and recidivism have been discussed previously and
in turn illuminate that employment at the very least should be viewed as a possible contributing
factor to re-offending behaviour.
I will now turn to examine what specific elements of an ex-offender status impact upon job
prospects, tracing both ‘supply-side’ and ‘demand-side’ barriers to employment.

3.3 Barriers to Ex-Offender Employment
Literature investigating ex-offender community reintegration often lists the various
impediments to the group’s labour market success.160 However, as previously stated, Holzer,
Raphael and Stoll’s work takes a more sophisticated and comprehensive approach by
categorising barriers to ex-offender employment into two discernible groups.161 These include
barriers that derive from the ‘supply-side’ of the employment equation, which references issues
attributed to the ex-offender individual themselves, and those barriers that derive from the
‘demand-side’ of the employment equation, the employer’s discrimination. This formula
allows for a systematic and deep appraisal of ex-offender recruitment obstacles, their origins
and severity on employment prospects.
3.3.1 ‘Supply-Side’ Barriers: The Importance of Being ‘Job-Ready’
Being ‘job-ready’ is crucial to everyone’s recruitment success. While each individual employer
may have varying ideas of what constitutes a ‘job-ready’ candidate, a common understanding
is that it is a precondition to employment based on the candidate’s qualities and characteristics

See for example: Cassandra Atkin and Gaylene Armstrong, ‘Does the Concentration of Parolees in a
Community Impact Employer Attitudes toward the Hiring of Ex-Offenders?’ (2013) 24(1) Criminal Justice Policy
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617, 623.
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which embodies the employer’s expectations.162 However, the literature describes numerous
traits common among ex-offenders that may flag to prospective employers that the individual
is not ‘job-ready’. Most notably these include poor education, lack of work history and
psychological, drug or other health related issues.
3.3.1.1 Poor Education
Education is one of the most crucial variables impacting upon an individual’s employability.163
Even most unskilled positions require a high school diploma or relevant transferrable skills,
with less than five percent of jobs surveyed requiring neither of these attributes.164 As such,
education is a significant barrier to employment for ex-offenders. While Freeman found that
approximately 70 percent of American offenders and ex-offenders did not complete high
school,165 Hirsch et al. determined that approximately half of the offender and ex-offender
cohort interviewed were ‘functionally illiterate’.166
These dismal statistics continue within Australia. A recent report highlights that in 2015 only
15 percent of prison dischargees had Year 12 or equivalent education levels.167 These figures
can be seen in the following table and do not hold ex-offenders in good stead to be ‘job-ready’.
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Table 3.2: Education of Prisoners in Australia168

More recently in 2018, it was found that only 19 percent of prison entrants had completed Year
12 schooling within Australia.169 This figure can be compared to the national completion rate
of high school for the general population in 2018 of 78 percent.170
3.3.1.2 Poor Employment History
Gaps in work history due to imprisonment inevitably impinge on an ex-offender’s likelihood
to be successful in recruitment. Aside from incarceration signposting that an ex-offender may
lack ‘soft skills’ such as reliability and social aptitude,171 Singley states that the gap in work
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history highlights a deterioration of human capital to employers. 172 Holzer, Raphael and Stoll
clarify the term ‘erosion of human capital’, explaining that ‘periods of incarceration diminish
the ex-offender’s job skills, positive work habits or connections to employers they may have
had’.173
Similarly, ex-offenders may be disadvantaged in the labour market due to their preincarceration work patterns. Viscusi’s study uses the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth
(NLSY) data set to confirm that those individuals who had been incarcerated at some point in
their life had below average employment participation rates prior to imprisonment.174
Nakamura and Nakamura would attribute this finding to their ‘inertia effect’ theory. They argue
that employment history is a profound determinant of future employment prospects due to the
erosion of human capital,175 and so greatly impacts upon an ex-offender’s present opportunity
to succeed in the labour market.
3.3.1.3 Health Issues
Individuals who have health issues, coupled with substance abuse problems are unlikely to be
‘job-ready’. As the following statistics demonstrate, the offender and ex-offender cohort
experience relatively high levels of both mental health issues and substance abuse problems
that yield associated physiological health complications. These issues culminate to further
exacerbate their disadvantage in the labour market and contribute to the cohort’s overall poor
employment participation rates.
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The Australian Institute of Health and Welfare gathers data in their yearly investigation on the
health of Australia’s prisoners, and consistently confirms that the group have high rates of selfreported mental health issues.176 For example, the 2015 paper cited that 44 percent of prison
dischargees reported that they had been diagnosed with a mental health disorder.177
Furthermore, the Institute states that these issues do not dissipate upon release. Rather, those
with mental health issues are found to be more likely to engage in substance abuse and
experience resulting undesirable health complications in the six months post release.178
3.3.2 ‘Demand-Side’ Barriers: Employers’ Ex-Offender Discrimination
3.3.2.1 Barriers Sourcing from Legitimate Discrimination
There are instances where an employer needs to discriminate against an ex-offender candidate
because of a genuine employment requirement. This legitimate discrimination barrier sources
from the incongruence between the inherent requirements of a specific job applied for and a
particular criminal record. Inherent requirements of a job are those duties or contextual factors
that go to the heart of the work to be carried out and have been defined as ‘something that is
essential to the position rather than incidental, peripheral or accidental’.179 In some instances
prohibiting legislation or a specific licencing requirement precludes people with a particular
criminal record from entering into an industry. For example, this can be seen in the Western
Australian child-related employment context, where certain offenders are prohibited from
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engaging in work involving minors.180 In order to work with children, individuals must apply
for a Working with Children Check (WWCC).181 This process screens for relevant criminal
records that pose a potential risk to children.182 Under the Working with Children (Criminal
Record Checking Act) 2004 (WA) employers in child-related industries must procure a WWCC
from potential candidates. These employers can be held liable if they hire someone with a
negative WWCC assessment,183 or recruit an individual who has not applied for a WWCC.184
In these circumstances a legitimate discrimination barrier exists between certain ex-offenders
and specific child-related jobs.
Beyond legal requirements such as the WWCC however, legitimate discrimination can also
occur in recruitment if an employer believes that a close nexus exists between the particular
job role advertised and a specific record. In this regard, it is appropriate for an ex-offender
candidate to be discriminated against if their record interferes with the performance of the
essential duties of the job. For example, a conviction of obtaining property by deception
(through credit card fraud), may be viewed as relevant to the position of a bank
representative.185
3.3.2.2 Barriers Sourcing from ICRED: The ‘Stigma-Discrimination Correlation’
The second ‘demand-side’ barrier category, ICRED, derives from an employer’s propensity to
unjustifiably treat ex-offender candidates less favourably than other groups in recruitment.186
This barrier involves an employer taking a broad-brush approach to ex-offenders, failing to
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give proper consideration to the relevancy of their conviction to the job applied for and can be
described as an illegitimate discrimination barrier. For example, employers that claim an
industry wide requirement that all employees be criminal record free, is unacceptable.187 This
point is exemplified in the case of Mr Mark Hall v NSW Thoroughbred Racing Board.188 In
this instance the thoroughbred racing industry demanded all employees be criminal record free.
Whilst the applicant who applied for a stable-hand position had prior criminal offences
including traffic and obscene exposure convictions, there was not a strong enough correlation
between the position applied for and his record to fall within the legitimate discrimination
definition.
Before analysing the adequacy of current Western Australian laws to address this employment
barrier, it is important to firstly understand why some employers have a propensity to take this
broad-brush approach to unduly discount ex-offenders in recruitment and to recognize to what
extent this discrimination occurs within society.
Link and Phelan’s stigma concept is a useful tool and starting place to explain that an
employer’s illegitimate discrimination against ex-offenders is firmly grounded in the
stigmatisation of the criminal trait.189 While a stigma is a ‘mark’ of an undesirable and
discrediting attribute (such as a criminal record),190 stigmatisation refers to the social response
to a person who possesses such a ‘marked’ undesirable attribute, for example ICRED.191
Although many scholars agree that stigma engenders discrimination,192 Link and Phelan go one
step further and postulate that when dominant groups who have societal power undertake four
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interrelated stages, (which for ease of reference I describe as labelling, negative stereotyping,
prejudice and status loss / discrimination),193 the result is that a particular trait becomes
stigmatised. This stigma process is illustrated in the following graphic:
Figure 3.1: Link and Phelan’s Stigma Concept194

1.

• People distinguish and label human differences.

LABEL

2.
STEREOTYPE

3.
PREJUDICE

4.
DISCRIMINATION

• Dominant cultural beliefs link the labelled person to undesirable
characteristics or negative stereotypes.
• Labelled people are placed into distinct categories to accomplish
some degree of separation of 'us' and 'them'.
• Labelled people experience status loss and discrimination that leads
to unequal outcomes.

Drawing from Solanke’s interpretation of Link and Phelan’s stigma concept in which she
references the sequential nature of the process,195 I contend that a ‘stigma-discrimination
correlation’ exists. That is, whilst the stigma process directly involves a discrimination
component, the occurrence of discrimination such as ICRED, is directly informed through the
earlier stages of the stigma process. Although this is a seemingly circular notion, Hannem and
Bruckert assist to clear the confusion by highlighting that ‘discriminatory behaviour is the
observable evidence of [the] stigma’ [process].196
This ‘stigma-discrimination correlation’ provides a lens to analyse where ICRED comes from
and the extent to which it is a barrier for ex-offenders seeking employment. The correlation
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allows a nexus to be drawn between the elements of the stigma process (labelling, negative
stereotyping, prejudice and status loss/discrimination) and the social response to the exoffender trait in employment contexts. An investigation of this nexus will now be conducted,
and will illuminate that ICRED is an expansive labour market barrier that requires adequate
legislative intervention due to its stigma roots, as it branches out into two main sub-barriers.
These include an interpersonal ICRED barrier that manifests as direct employer discrimination
against an ex-offender in recruitment,197 (which will be the focus of the remainder of this
chapter), and structural stigma factors that can also lead to ICRED in a broader context.
3.3.2.2.1 The Interpersonal ICRED Barrier
3.3.2.2.1.1 Labelling of the Ex-Offender Trait
Link and Phelan propose that the first component of stigma and subsequent discrimination is
the differentiation and labelling of human traits.198 The labelling of ex-offenders dates back to
Ancient Greek times where criminals were physically branded with a hot iron coal or other
torturous devices to mark their worthlessness to participate in civic life.199 There are remnants
of this labelling process still found in modern times with one overarching alteration; society
has exchanged the brutish branding irons for the more politically correct criminal record.200
From a colonial Australian context, the labelling of ex-offenders continued from the point of
convict transportation from England where a ‘conviction of felony rendered a man forever
infamous…..infamous in law and attaches to him for life’.201
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Although criminal records and the record checking process will be discussed later in the
chapter, Pager describes this process as creating a ‘negative credential’,202 whilst Naylor has
referred to the labelling and subsequent stigmatisation of ex-offenders through the criminal
record as fostering a ‘dominant trait’ or ‘master status’ which works to deter socialisation with
anyone exhibiting the flawed trait,203 including in employment contexts. That is, society
distinguishes between those who have displayed past criminal or non-criminal behaviours and
as a result assigns those who have broken law the label of ‘ex-offender’ through the mechanism
of a criminal record.
3.3.2.2.1.2 Negative Stereotyping of Ex-Offenders
After the labelling of an ex-offender has occurred, the negative stereotyping of those displaying
the label commences within society. This is the second step towards the stigmatisation and
subsequent ICRED against ex-offenders. Solanke defines stereotype to mean ‘the general
categorisation of a certain characteristic, which can…. lead to avoidance of association with
the individual’.204 In a more anecdotal sense, Lippman uses the analogy of ‘pictures in our
heads’ to describe the concept of stereotypes,205 where we conjure images of others through
our beliefs and opinions of their attributes and behaviours.206
Literature details the common negative beliefs about those labelled as an ex-offender. These
include a generalisation that all ex-offenders have a disposition for violence and so risk
safety,207 are wholly untrustworthy, unreliable and have a lack of respect.208 Other research has
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also found people associate criminals with a lack of warmth.209 Whitely Jr and Kite discuss that
that the transmission of negative stereotypic beliefs (such as those about all ex-offenders)
occurs through two main sources; through social learning from parents and peers, and media
portrayals.210 Although generalisations maybe true of some ex-offender individuals, it cannot
be assumed or believed that all members of the ex-offender group exhibit the same
characteristics.211 In an employment context, the criminal record label perpetuates the belief
that an ex-offender is a wholly bad and morally culpable person which in turn can lead typecasting those exhibiting the trait as ‘undesirable’. Such stereotyping clouds the ability for an
employer to take stock of an individual ex-offender’s crime, personal circumstances and other
positive qualities in relation to the job applied for, and so is a precursor for ICRED to occur.
3.3.2.2.1.3 Prejudice through Separation: The ‘Us and Them’ Divide
Although Link and Phelan describe the third stage of the stigma process as the categorisation
of labelled people to obtain some separation between those who are ‘marked’ and the rest of
society,212 I contend that this ‘us and them’ distinction is intertwined with the concept of
prejudice. At its core, ‘prejudice literally means prejudgment’, 213 and comprises of a negative
attitude towards a group. As Myers describes, attitudes are borne from the culmination of
stereotyped beliefs, emotions (such as fear towards stereotyped individuals), and a predilection
to act on these emotions, such as to create an ‘us and them’ divide.214 From a social psychology
perspective, this ‘us and them’ divide sources from a cognitive distinction between the ‘ingroup’ (for our purposes those without a criminal record), and the ‘out-group’ (those with a
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criminal record).215 This concept of ex-offender alterity can be found in literature that
documents employers describing the emotional element underpinning their negative attitude
towards the ‘out-group’, calling ex-offenders ‘alien’,216 or what Naylor describes as the
‘dangerous other’.217 It is suggested that the negative stereotypes ascribed to ex-offenders, such
as being violent and untrustworthy, propel these negative attitudes and need for proximity
between employers and ex-offenders. Building on Solanke and Goffman’s idea ‘that by
discrediting an individual, we believe that the person is not quite human’,218 and in turn exercise
‘varieties of discrimination through which we effectively reduce his life chances’, 219 the
prejudice ex-offenders experience in recruitment can therefore lead to the interpersonal ICRED
work barrier.
Evidence of this divide and prejudicial treatment of ex-offenders in employment is typified by
two interrelated research methods discussed in the next section. The first method used is the
Not In My Backyard (NIMBY) phenomenon. Although this type of research is a relatively
uncharted methodology in the ex-offender employment domain, the study serves to illustrate
that a distinct ‘us and them’ divide culture exists in the Australian context. The second research
pool that examines the ‘otherness’ of ex-offenders in employment is a comprehensive body of
work that documents employers’ attitudinal responses towards hiring ex-offenders.
3.3.2.2.1.3.1 NIMBY Research and Ex-Offender Employment Prejudice
Hardcastle, Bartholomew and Graffam describe the NIMBY phenomenon as a community
response to an issue, where public support is given in a theoretical sense as opposed to one
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which entails close proximity to the issue itself.220 For example, agreeing with the premise that
ex-offenders need employment to fully reintegrate into society in a theoretical sense, is quite
different from employers themselves being prepared to engage ex-offenders as employees. The
NIMBY premise illustrates the ‘us and them’ separation between ex-offenders and nonoffenders as it is squarely contingent on the idea of physical distance between the two groups,
facilitating Link and Phelan’s concept of a degree of separation through the stigma process.
Hardcastle, Bartholomew and Graffam recruited 2635 participants to firstly respond to
principled or ‘in theory’ questions about support for government ex-offender employment
policy initiatives that would assist with ex-offender reintegration. The interviewees were then
asked their individual preparedness and comfort level of working with an ex-offender
generally. An additional data collection process was then conducted to ascertain if information
about the type of criminal offence committed swayed their support level in both policy and
personal questions. Two clear trends emerged from the research. Firstly the ‘us and them’
divide was apparent through analysing participants’ distinction between their ‘in theory’
support for ex-offender employment assistance and their ‘proximal’ support to work with exoffenders. Overall participants reported lower support rates for working with or near exoffenders than supporting government ex-offender employment assistance policies. Secondly,
once criminal record information was introduced, support in both domains lowered. Although
this research was confined to the State of Victoria in Australia, this second finding is pertinent
to the final stages of the ‘stigma-discrimination correlation’ in terms of ICRED, where peoples’
negative attitudes towards ex-offenders and a general distaste for certain criminality (despite
its irrelevance to the position applied for), can impede on recruitment success. This concept
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will be expanded upon later in the chapter to solidify the need for restrictions on broad criminal
record access and legislation to make ICRED unlawful in Western Australia generally.
3.3.2.2.1.3.2 Employer Attitudinal Surveys
Building on Hardcastle, Bartholomew and Graffam’s work, a wider body of employer
attitudinal research validates that the stigma process underpins the ICRED barrier through the
‘in-group’ and ‘out-group’ divide. Various studies affirm that employers have a carte blanche
negative attitude towards hiring ex-offenders in their business. For example, Holzer, Raphael
and Stoll used the Multi City Study of Urban Inequality survey of over 3000 businesses to
conclude that over 60 percent of employers would ‘probably not’ or ‘definitely not’ be willing
to hire someone with a criminal record.221 This study spanned from June 1992 until May 1994
and recorded data from Atlanta, Boston, Detroit and Los Angeles in the USA. What the authors
noted as an interesting part of their data analysis is that the attitudes towards hiring ex-offenders
remained constant across the locations, despite variances in demographic and economic
stability.222
Holzer, Raphael and Stoll’s subsequent research into employer attitudes became more nuanced,
moving past the use of simple questions such as ‘how likely are you to hire an ex-offender’, to
asking about employers’ feelings towards hiring ex-offenders with particular offence types.223
This shift in methodological strategy revealed that certain criminal records are more
stigmatised than others, where employers display a general moral objection to working with
someone with a particular criminal label, irrespective of its relevance to the inherent
requirements of the job. This study was conducted in 2001 and was confined to Los Angeles.
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The authors surveyed 619 businesses about their willingness to hire an ex-offender.224 While
40 percent of respondents stated they would ‘probably not’ or ‘definitely not’ be willing to
recruit an ex-offender generally, 35 percent stated their response depended on the crime
committed.225 At first glance this may appear to represent a positive step that employers
recognize that they should only legitimately discriminate against relevant records to the job
applied for. While this may be true for some of the employers surveyed, when this data is
coupled with other studies, it is evident that many employers take a moral stance and objection
to hiring certain offence types, whether or not they are relevant to their business.
Evidence of this recruitment thought pattern is present in the previously discussed NIMBY
study. The following table derives from Hardcastle, Bartholomew and Graffam’s research,226
and serves to demonstrate that variation exists between the public attitude towards hiring or
working with certain ex-offenders generally:
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Table 3.3: Comfort Levels of Working with Ex-Offenders227

What is interesting to note about Hardcastle, Bartholomew and Graffam’s above findings
(where a seven point scale was used to measure ‘comfort’ and ‘support’ levels), is that
employers and the public were more willing to work with or hire an ex-offender who committed
‘white collar’ crimes, such as fraud or embezzlement, as opposed to murder or child related
crimes. The criminal convictions of fraud or embezzlement of funds would appear to be a
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directly relevant concern for employers, yet the data shows the public is more willing to work
with or hire such an offender over the more morally repugnant murderer or child sex offender.
Whilst this may be related to an employer’s aversion to risk in the workplace, trying to uphold
their duty to ensure a safe place of business for employees, customers and other members of
the public on their premises,228 Haslewood-Pocsk, Brown and Spencer contend that a
‘hierarchy of criminality’ exists in hiring decisions,229 which is not necessarily akin to
relevancy to the job applied for, but rather based on the stigma of certain records that can lead
to the ICRED barrier. Corroborating with Hardcastle, Bartholomew and Graffam’s study,
Haslewood-Pocsk, Brown and Spencer found that 71 percent of employers admitted that they
would not hire an ex-offender who had committed arson and 70 percent would not hire a sexual
offender.230 Miller’s commentary helps to bring into focus the ‘hierarchy of criminality’ theory,
explaining that research from the likes of Atkin and Armstrong231 show that employers believe
that they are less likely to hire ex-offenders who have violent or sexual convictions.232 Giguere
and Dundes also show the existence of the ‘hierarchy of criminality’, as they used an openended question methodology rather than a pre-set offence list to gauge employers’ attitudes
towards hiring ex-offenders.233 In their study, murder was the most cited conviction to be
avoided in employment with 61 percent of respondents avoiding applicants with this record,
followed by robbery at 58 percent, rape at 52 percent and child abuse at 23 percent.234
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These studies reveal that the prejudicial attitudes and the ‘us and them’ divide is more
graduated than first articulated by early attitudinal research and as such directly impacts upon
ICRED barriers for those with a highly stigmatised criminal history. These attitudinal studies
specifically highlight that those with violent and sexual criminal histories are at a high risk of
prejudice in recruitment, confirming that the stigma process is a precursor to the ICRED
barrier.
3.3.2.2.1.4 Discrimination against Ex-Offenders in Employment
The final stage of Link and Phelan’s stigma process is discrimination. Through the culmination
of the previous steps of the stigma process, the stigmatisation of the ex-offender trait manifests
through discriminatory actions in various contexts as a social response to the criminal record
mark. Edgely describes this process as creating a second class citizen sub-culture,235 as exoffenders are often exposed to extra-curial punishment in the form of social exclusion through
the ‘stigma-discrimination correlation’ where they are firstly labelled, made the subjects of
inaccurate or overgeneralised assumptions, negative stereotypes and are prejudiced. Naylor
describes this form of discrimination and punishment as popular punitiveness.236 In
employment contexts, social exclusion of ex-offenders arises through unjustifiable and unfair
treatment where the ex-offender’s record bears no relevance to the job applied for. Specifically
this ICRED barrier is undertaken when a ‘morally culpable’ ex-offender candidate is pitted
against an ‘innocent’ candidate in recruitment. This discrimination process is facilitated by the
criminal record checking process, which can be described as the business of fostering
interpersonal stigma.
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For example, in Australia, criminal record checking is growing industry. In the 2017-2018
financial year, 5.29 million checks were conducted through the national provider of criminal
intelligence,237 the Australian Crime and Intelligence Commission (ACIC). This was an
increase of 11.1 percent from the previous financial year.238 In order to accommodate an ever
escalating demand for comprehensive criminal record checks for employment purposes across
the country, the ACIC not only provides Australian police agencies with the resources to
conduct nationally coordinated criminal history checks, but also allows accredited criminal
record checking businesses to offer this service to the public.239
Whilst such rapid growth within the criminal record checking industry is particularly lucrative
for accredited agencies conducting criminal record checks for profit, these checks have become
the primary way in which employers can ask an employee or potential candidate to consent to
providing past criminal history and in turn, use irrelevant criminal history to discriminate
against an ex-offender. Interestingly, Naylor describes the disconnect between Australia’s past
with the present overuse of criminal records in everyday modern employment contexts stating:
‘for a country settled by white colonisers for the warehousing of convicts, Australia is
remarkably reluctant to forgive’.240 The ‘transportation [of convicts from the United Kingdom]
itself was the punishment; those who survived the journey could then work hard and reestablish their lives’.241
Our previous discussion of the ‘stigma-discrimination correlation’ centred on how
interpersonal stigma manifests through the use of criminal records in employment contexts.
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This analysis suggested that employers tend to use criminal records with a ‘pass or fail’
mentality, essentially associating the individual’s whole of character with the presence or
absence of criminal history.242
However, another form of criminal record employment stigma operates at a ‘macrosocial’
level; structural stigma.243 Corrigan, Markowitz and Watson define structural stigma as
‘institutional policies that either intentionally restrict the opportunity of stigmatised individuals
or unintentionally yield consequences for them’.244 In terms of criminal record checking
processes, Hannem and Bruckert’s characterisation of structural stigma further clarifies that
broad disclosure of criminal history ‘….is based on an intent to manage a population that is
perceived on the basis of the stigmatic attribute, to be ‘risky’ or morally bereft….. [and] is a
result of carefully calculated decisions at an institutional or bureaucratic level to manage the
risks that a particular population is perceived to present’.245
Hannem and Bruckert’s assessment of structural stigma is illustrated through the national
police checking procedures in Australia, as current practices foster structural barriers and
stigma related consequences for those ex-offenders trying to obtain work in industries where
their record is irrelevant to the inherent requirements of the job. From an institutional
standpoint, this structural stigma occurs through the procedures that govern the dissemination
of information on a criminal record check, and more specifically, the failure to limit the scope
of criminal history revealed through this check.
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Table: 3.4: A Summary of the Criminal Record Checking Process: Limited Vetting of
Irrelevant Criminal Records246
STEP

ACTION

1. Applicant submits a
request for a police check

The applicant submits this request either through a
police agency such as the Western Australian Police, or
an ACIC accredited body such as Australia Post.
The accredited body or police agency verifies the
applicant’s identity.
Once this is confirmed, the applicant’s personal details
are entered into the National Police Checking Service
Support System (NSS).
This system is owned and operated by the ACIC.
An applicant’s details are searched against police
information across all Australian jurisdictions.
If the system finds any corresponding details, it will
generate a ‘potential match’.
Once referred to the relevant police agency, a ‘potential
match’ is investigated further.
The police agency may confirm that no match is present.
Here a ‘No Disclosable Court Outcome’ result will be
provided.
The police agency may determine that the applicant’s
details match the police information. In this scenario a
referral is generated with the relevant police agency for
them to undertake a ‘vetting’ process.
The police agency will apply any relevant spent
conviction legislation or information release polices.
This is done at a state or territory level, where each
jurisdiction applies their own spent conviction
legislation.
Results are provided to the applicant.

2. Application is lodged

3. Applicant’s details are
searched in the NSS

4. Police Referral (Matching)

5. Vetting

6. Results Released

The results will outline whether the applicant has ‘No
Disclosable Court Outcomes’ (NDCO) or ‘Disclosable
Court Outcomes’ (DCO). This process only considers
relevancy of a record as far as applying spent conviction
legislation.
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As can be seen from the preceding table, at a practical level, an individual’s National Police
Certificate (NPC) will indicate that the person either has no disclosable records available, or
will include disclosable crime related information such as court appearances, convictions,
penalties, charges and findings of guilt with no conviction recorded.247 This means that if an
employer requests a criminal record check from a candidate or current employee, and that
person has disclosable offences listed on their record (those which are not spent convictions as
discussed in detail later in the thesis), then the employer is able to see all offences even if some
may be irrelevant to the particular job being applied for.
Whilst it is reasonable to argue that the minimal ‘vetting practices’ under the ACIC’s police
checking procedure may not be indicative of structural stigma, but rather is likely to stem from
the sheer complexity in deciding which records are or are not relevant to disclose in a particular
application, the inability to filter criminal history that may be irrelevant to a particular job (bar
those offences that are ‘spent’ under a particular jurisdiction) and the broad disclosure of all
listed criminal history contributes to the interpersonal ‘stigma-discrimination correlation’. In
this regard, without any further regulation employers are able to continue to ask for broad
criminal record disclosure as part of standard recruitment practices.
However, beyond the facilitation of discrimination through the criminal record checking
process, a small aggregate of experimental studies have set out to demonstrate that employers
not only hold negative attitudes about hiring ex-offenders as discussed earlier in the chapter,
but in fact act upon their feelings in recruitment, despite the irrelevancy of an individual’s
conviction to the job applied for. These studies have aimed to provide some level of empirical
evidence that ICRED occurs as a result of the ‘stigma-discrimination correlation’.
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One of the first experimental studies to try and show that this form of discrimination occurs,
was conducted by Schwartz and Skolnick.248 These researchers used four synthesized written
resumes to apply for entry level jobs, each with varying levels of criminal record attributes. All
other variables were held constant. These applications were given to businesses by ‘employer
agents’ on behalf of the candidates. That is, there was no formal hiring advertisement that the
applicants were responding to, rather the fictitious applicants were searching for employment
through the employment agents. The employers were asked if they could ‘use’ an employee
like the one described. In each instance employers claimed they were less interested in
applicants with a criminal record as opposed to the applicant with no record.249
Building on this early work, Finn and Fontaine took a similar approach to discern whether
employers socially exclude ex-offenders in the hiring process through ICRED.250 In 1985 Finn
and Fontaine recruited 225 undergraduate students in personnel management classes to rate 20
fictitious job applicants for an entry level position. The researchers chose this approach as these
students would be looking for hiring manager positions after graduation and so were a good
proxy of how future employers would treat ex-offenders in the labour market. Again their
findings supported that those applicants with no offence history were favoured over exoffender applicants.251
Whilst the abovementioned experimental studies used a primitive correspondence test design
methodology to show that employers preferred to not hire ex-offender candidates, they lacked
the human element. That is, whilst it may be easy to disregard someone with a criminal record
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based on a paper application, an in person interview may allow the individual to present
themselves in a more favourable light.
Pager’s ‘matched pair’ audit methodology study aimed to overcome the limitations of these
previous works, providing credible evidence of employers’ unwarranted recruitment
discrimination against ex-offenders.252 Pager took paired testers who were identical in age,
race, sex, educational attainment, employment experiences and other variables, assigning one
a criminal record status for half of the study, then swapping to the other tester for the remaining
half. A felony drug conviction was used as opposed to a violent or property crime due to the
irrelevance of the crime type to jobs applied for.253 The testers were sent to interview for the
same entry-level jobs consisting of mainly restaurant wait-staff, labourers or warehouse
positions and production operators.254 Pager found a 50 percent reduction in the likelihood of
a call-back for those given the criminal record status for the purposes of the research, as
compared to candidates without.255 Whilst this statistic alone cannot unequivocally prove that
employers are intentionally unjustifiably discriminating against ex-offenders, it does serve to
show that the stigma attached to the criminal trait acts as a barrier to employment and manifests
as discrimination. In other words ICRED may not always occur from an employers’ conscious
action, rather it may be a result of the stigma process and inherent social exclusion behaviour
that derives from the ‘us and them’ divide. However, an interesting finding through Pager’s
study is that one tester experienced blatant ICRED. In this instance the tester with the criminal
record filled out a large application and math test that took approximately 45 minutes to
complete. After he turned in the application to the hiring manager, he was immediately told
that the position had already been filled.256 Similar scenarios occurred in other interviews,
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where testers reported that employers appeared to be less responsive or interested after seeing
or hearing that the individual had a criminal record. Pager describes this as a ‘screening
strategy’, where employers would not explore the criminal record further to establish relevancy
to the position applied for.257
This experimental evidence and employer attitudinal research emphasizes the enormity of the
stigma attached to criminality and the subsequent ICRED that can occur as a result of the
‘stigma-discrimination’ correlation. It is because of this entrenched stigma of the criminal trait
that interpersonal ICRED is a major barrier to ex-offender employment.

3.4 Conclusion
This chapter has laid a foundation to understand the different barriers at play that minimise exoffenders’ labour market opportunities, specifically detailing how ICRED is a major obstacle
through the entrenched social stigma attached to criminality. This is particularly true of some
specific criminal records that have a violent or sexual nature. From the literature review and
investigation, it appears that employers have a predisposition due to the ‘stigma-discrimination
correlation’ to determine recruitment suitability through the consideration of criminal records
that may not be directly related to the individual’s ability to perform the inherent requirements
of the job. As such, the next chapter will evaluate and discuss current laws that aim to regulate
ICRED barriers for Western Australia’s ex-offenders who are seeking work. Given the
important role employment has in curbing the crime-cycle, it will be contended that any
inadequacies of present laws may need further regulatory intervention.
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4 Examining the Adequacy of the Current Legal Framework
Governing the Consideration of Criminal Records in Employment
within Western Australia
4.1 Introduction
Whilst previous chapters have considered the socio-legal aspects of why ex-offender
employment is pivotal to the desistance process, Chapter Four aims to contextualise such
discussion within the Western Australian legislative landscape.
Firstly, Chapter Four will establish that an intensive socio-legal evaluation of the current
Western Australian ICRED legislative framework has yet to be conducted. This academic void
brings into focus the question of whether the current legal regime is able to address ex-offender
employment discrimination concerns adequately within the State.
In order to bridge this gap, Chapter Four will then create a criterion to critically analyse the
legislation that governs ICRED within Western Australia to determine if further regulation is
required. This two-limbed ‘adequacy criterion’ will be underpinned by both behaviour change
theory and access to justice principles. The first limb of the criterion will assess the legislations’
ability to address ‘demand-side’ obstacles to ex-offender employment opportunity and will
specifically focus on whether a particular statute limits an employer’s access to request broad
criminal record certificates. The second limb of the ‘adequacy criterion’ will consider whether
the current legislation provides all Western Australian ex-offenders with egalitarian labour law
practices when experiencing illegitimate criminal record discrimination in recruitment.
Next, the ‘adequacy criterion’ will be applied to the various statutes that regulate criminal
record employment discrimination for Western Australian ex-offenders. To begin, an
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examination of the Spent Convictions Act 1988 (WA) will be conducted.258 This examination
will highlight two key shortcomings of the legislation to meet the ‘adequacy criterion’. Firstly,
this section will establish that there are limited ways in which an ex-offender can obtain a spent
conviction order under the spent convictions regime. A spent conviction both restricts an
employer’s accessibility to an individual’s criminal record and enables an ex-offender to seek
compensation under the Equal Opportunity Act 1984 if denied employment opportunities based
on a spent conviction. As such, this sub-chapter will demonstrate that the Spent Convictions
Act 1988 does not provide the majority of Western Australian ex-offenders who are yet to
obtain a spent conviction, with protection from broad criminal record checking questions (and
so does not meet the first limb of the ‘adequacy criterion’). Additionally, the statute does not
offer those ex-offenders who are yet to obtain a spent conviction with any form of practical
compensation avenues in the interim if they experience ICRED ( and so does not meet the
second limb of the ‘adequacy criterion’). Secondly, this section will demonstrate that the
lengthy crime-free waiting periods required to obtain a spent conviction and associated
protection against broad criminal record check questions, are in the absence of additional
ICRED regulation, problematic for ex-offenders to achieve. A diagrammatical representation
of this argument will be presented to illustrate that large gaps in ICRED prohibition and the
use of broad criminal record checks are counter-intuitive to the overall rehabilitative legislative
objectives of the Spent Convictions Act 1988.
Next, the chapter will articulate the deficiencies present in the Australian Human Rights
Commission Act 1986 (Cth) (AHRCA) in meeting the ‘adequacy criterion’,259 with specific
reference to its limited ability to provide access to justice pathways for ex-offenders who
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experience ICRED. Although on a superficial level it appears the Australian Human Rights
Commission can assist with claims of criminal record employment discrimination, in practice
they are only able to pontificate the principles of anti-discrimination by conciliatory means.
This sub-chapter will in turn argue that despite some positive outcomes of the conciliation
process, ex-offenders experiencing ICRED are unable to use this statute to commence litigation
if conciliation between the parties proves fruitless.
Finally, the chapter concludes by examining the Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth) against the
‘adequacy criterion’.260 This examination will highlight the legislations’ minimal role in
regulating the consideration of irrelevant criminal records in employment and will articulate
that there is only a small scope in which ex-offenders may utilise the Fair Work Act 2009 to
seek compensation if they experience unfair dismissal due to employers’ reliance on an
irrelevant criminal record.
Ultimately, this chapter advocates that Western Australia should introduce additional
regulation into the Equal Opportunity Act 1984 or alternatively a new Act should be drafted to
exclusively cover the ICRED issue and address the ‘adequacy criterion’ within the State. The
upshot of such a provision would contribute to ameliorating the apertures in the existing
patchwork regime to provide redress options for those ex-offenders experiencing ICRED.
Additionally, further regulation may function to reduce illegitimate ‘demand-side’ barriers to
the labour market for ex-offenders via limiting employers’ general ability to ask broad criminal
record questions in human resource management decisions.261
Although law reform would not completely eliminate the occurrence of this type of
discrimination in Western Australia, it would at minimum provide legal standing for all of the
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State’s ex-offenders to have their case heard by Tribunal if conciliation is to no avail.262 This
would not only provide an avenue for affected ex-offenders to obtain compensation and relief
from such discrimination,263 but would also bring the issue of ICRED to bare in the public
arena for open scrutiny and community deliberation.264

4.2 Limited Academic and Stakeholder Evaluation of Western Australian
ICRED Laws
As previously mentioned in the introduction to this thesis, a growing body of literature
investigates and discusses the need for comprehensive ICRED regulation across Australia.265
In doing so, many research efforts have identified and examined the disparate legislative
framework that currently operates across the continent to regulate the illegitimate use of
criminal records in an employment context.266 The fractional regulatory system is often
critiqued within the literature through discrete categorisation of the types of laws that regulate
ICRED and access to criminal record information broadly across the nation; this includes anti-
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discrimination legislation, spent conviction legislation and privacy laws.267 Such research
typically articulates the issues with the current regimes in a summary or listed fashion, whereby
themes emerge and provide various lenses in which to view the need for additional
regulation.268 However, at the time of writing, no available published literature can be found
that creates and implements a standardised criterion to assess the adequacy of ICRED
provisions in current statutes in order to justify the need for further regulation, specifically in
the Western Australian jurisdiction.
Whilst creating a standardised criterion in which to analyse the need for additional regulation
may appear to be obsolete given the current literature base that already discusses the issues
with present criminal record consideration in employment contexts, the political impetus to
initiate law reform surrounding ex-offender employment opportunity may require a more
nuanced approach within the Western Australian context.
To illustrate this point, in 2006 the Western Australian community was given the opportunity
to make submissions to the State’s Equal Opportunity Commission to address whether the
grounds in the Equal Opportunity Act 1984 needed expanding to regulate areas which were
currently unprotected by the legislation; for example, irrelevant criminal record
discrimination.269 Of the approximately 680 submissions received by the Commission,270 a
freedom of information search uncovered that only eight of these discussed the possible
inclusion of an irrelevant criminal record ground, with six advocating for its inclusion, one
taking a neutral stance and one taking a negative stance. 271 The quality of research and depth
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of argument put forward by the six ‘affirmative’ stakeholders to make it unlawful to
discriminate on the basis of an irrelevant criminal record did not articulate a clear need for
additional regulation to assist in minimising ex-offender employment obstacles in a systematic
or structured way. A summary of these stakeholders’ overarching arguments within the
submissions can be found in the following table to demonstrate a lack of rigour in researching
and detailing the need for additional regulation within Western Australia to make irrelevant
criminal record discrimination unlawful:
Table 4.1: Stakeholder Submissions to the Review of the Equal Opportunity Act 1984
(WA)
Stakeholder

Submission to Review of Equal Opportunity Act 1984 (WA)

Department of Indigenous Affairs
(Government of Western
Australia)

The Department has a strategic goal to improve Indigenous disadvantage and so
improve the cohort’s participation in employment within the State. 272
In its brief submission, the Department advocated that due to Indigenous
peoples’ over-representation in the criminal justice system, this group would be
more likely to experience irrelevant criminal record discrimination than others
in society and so supported the expansion of the Equal Opportunity Act 1984 to
make this type of discrimination unlawful. 273

Department for Community
Development - Office for Women’s
Policy
(Government of Western
Australia)

This submission used a women rights lens to propose that an irrelevant criminal
record ground be introduced, highlighting that this type of discrimination is of
specific consequence to Indigenous women (who are currently overrepresented
in the penal system) upon release from prison. 274

Liquor, Hospitality and
Miscellaneous Union (LHMU)

LHMU advocated that it is common for people with criminal records to seek
employment in industries covered by their services and so has a vested interest
in seeing an irrelevant criminal record ground included into the Equal
Opportunity Act 1984.275
This submission took a stance that the Western Australian legislation should be
in line with other jurisdictions that have already made such discrimination
unlawful,276 however did not extrapolate as to why following these
jurisdictions’ practices would be appropriate in the Western Australian context.
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Western Australia Police - Office
of the Commissioner

This submission briefly stated that the Office of the Commissioner believed it
was important for Western Australian laws to reflect other jurisdictions’
legislation in a broad sense.277 Specifically this stakeholder suggested that the
Equal Opportunity Act 1984 include a ground of irrelevant criminal history,
where it is unlawful for employers to discriminate against a person’s criminal
record unless it precluded their ability to perform the inherent requirements of
the job.278

Uniting Church in Australia –
Synod of Western Australia (Social
Justice Commission)

The Uniting Church approached the issue of expanding the Equal Opportunity
Act 1984 from a human rights perspective.279
Their submission argued that the inclusion of an irrelevant criminal record
ground is required because of the broad use of criminal record checks as a
standard practice as part of employment in the modern context. 280
The submission also specifically drew attention to a topical debate in the
present Western Australian criminal justice context; criminal records and
imprisonment for fine default.281
The Church advocated that in particular, these records would be irrelevant to
many employment contexts as opposed to other offences such as fraud. 282

Equal Opportunity Commission
(Western Australia)

The Commission made a submission advocating for the inclusion of an ICRED
ground where a person’s criminal record should not impact upon their success
in recruitment if the record does not impair their ability to perform the inherent
requirements of the job.283

From these submissions, the Commission made several recommendations to Parliament
advocating for amendment to the Act to include various new grounds of unlawful
discrimination, one being irrelevant criminal record.284 Despite these recommendations, the
need for additional ICRED regulation was never taken up within parliamentary debate except
when Member of Parliament Nahan commented that:
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The agenda is to put an implied bill of rights into this Act and open up for a raft of people
new types of specified discrimination. That will undermine the quality of the Act and the
quality of the law. One of the problems in our world today is that laws are excessive,
complicated and complex, and open to all sorts of loopholes, with no ability for the
judiciary to interpret those laws, thereby leaving them open to a great deal of persuasion.
If we follow this route of putting into this Act a range of specified new types of
discrimination, we will undermine the quality of this Act and, if it is applied elsewhere, of
other Acts.285

Nahan’s cynical sentiments against the inclusion of new protected grounds into the Equal
Opportunity Act 1984 highlights the need for a rigorous, evidence based approach to
advocating for such law reform within the State. Additionally, any law reform proposal must
be simplistic enough as to not confuse or stifle commercial enterprise as a consequence of
implementation.
Agreeing with Nahan’s trepidation to expand social regulation within Western Australia, the
Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Western Australia (CCI) believes that any additional
regulation needs to be justified by three pre-conditions: 1) ‘a demonstrated need for the
regulation’ (this has been completed earlier in the thesis through the socio-legal appraisal of
the work-crime relationship and propensity for employers to discriminate against exoffenders), 2) ‘a lack of appropriate existing regulation’ (which will be addressed throughout
the remainder of this chapter) and 3) ‘evidence that the benefits outweigh the costs to
employees and employers’ (which will be addressed in the recommendations for law reform
within Chapter Six).286
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That is, this thesis contends that whilst previous literature has successfully outlined the general
need for ICRED legislation from a macro perspective, an intensive appraisal of the lack of
appropriate existing regulation needs to be undertaken at the State level. Therefore, creating a
criterion to undertake this assessment is paramount to not only address the CCI’s second precondition, but also to show a systematic, thoughtful and evidenced based practice to aim to
encourage a political reconsideration of the issue of ex-offender employment within Western
Australia.

4.3 Creating a Criterion to Examine the Adequacy of the ICRED Legal
Framework in Western Australia
The primary purpose of the remainder of this chapter is to evaluate and critique the current
legislation which regulates the dissemination and subsequent use of criminal records in
employment for Western Australian ex-offenders. To do so, the legislative framework will be
examined against the following two-limbed criterion; 1) are employer illegitimate ‘demandside’ barriers to the labour market addressed through regulating accessibility and use of broad
criminal record information and 2) is there access to justice for all Western Australian exoffenders experiencing ICRED?
Before moving onto investigate whether the current legislative framework governing the
consideration and use of criminal records in Western Australia satisfies either of these
‘adequacy criterion’,287 it is first necessary to clarify why the abovementioned conditions have
been selected as an appropriate means to measure the law’s ‘adequacy’, with specific reference
to the socio-legal implications of ex-offender employment exclusion.
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Beginning with the simpler of the two, the second element of the ‘adequacy criterion’ requires
that each ex-offender experiencing an illegitimate form of criminal record employment
discrimination should have equal standing to come before the court system and commence a
complaint and subsequent legal proceedings. If there is a distinction between various groups
of ex-offenders within Western Australia that are able to obtain access to the court system when
experiencing this form of discrimination, substantive justice is not achieved. Substantive
justice refers to the ‘merits of a situation and whether the actual law and its outcome seem to
be right’.288 If current laws do not presently provide access to justice for all ex-offenders
experiencing ICRED, then substantive law reform is required to achieve such open access.
Equal access to justice is particularly important for the ex-offender cohort, as this group already
has negative experiences and perceptions of the judicial system.289 Distinguishing one sub-set
of the ex-offender cohort from another in regards to access to obtaining legal redress for ICRED
will only further perpetuate the negative association and disenfranchisement this group
experiences towards the legal institution.290
Secondly, the importance of the first limb of the ‘adequacy criterion’ (to address illegitimate
‘demand-side’ barriers to the labour market through limiting employer access to broad criminal
record checks) can be best explained by borrowing a behaviour change intervention theory
from the health sciences discipline. Michie et al’s ‘Behaviour Change Wheel’ can be used to
articulate that in order to shift an ex-offender’s behaviour from criminal to law-abiding, three
central factors must be satisfied.291 These are that the ex-offender; 1) has the capability to
change, 2) has the motivation to change and 3) has the opportunity to change.292 The first
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element of the ‘adequacy criterion’ is focussed on Michie et al’s third behaviour change factor;
investigating whether the current legislative framework assists ex-offenders with the
opportunity to change through employment by addressing ‘demand-side’ barriers to the labour
market.
Whilst Chapter Two underscored that employment is paramount to reduce an individual’s
likelihood of recidivism through informal social control and rational choice economic theory,
(and so is one of the central tenants to curbing the offending life-cycle), we know from our
investigation into the empirical literature that employers continue to generally have a high
propensity to use irrelevant criminal history as a proxy measure of an individual’s suitability
for work. As such, without appropriate legal measures to regulate employers’ accessibility and
use of criminal records in recruitment decisions, the cohort’s opportunity to change is stifled.
Michie et al’s definition of opportunity to change is refined further into two subcategories; 1)
the physical opportunity to change (which when looking at employment as a means of exoffender behaviour change includes the general labour market climate and availability of work
in a particular geographical area for all of the population), and 2) the social opportunity to
change, based on the ‘environmental and cultural milieu that dictates the way we think about
things’.293
It is this second category of opportunity to change which underpins the need to assess Western
Australia’s ICRED legal framework and its ability to provide social opportunity for exoffenders to become law-abiding citizens through addressing illegitimate ‘demand-side’
barriers to the labour market. Michie et al’s ‘Behaviour Change Wheel’ (featured on page 85)
illustrates that ‘enablement’ is one way to provide for additional social opportunity to change
for ex-offenders, which can be achieved via various policy initiatives, two of which are
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legislation and regulation.294 The authors define enablement as ‘increasing means and reducing
barriers to increase capability or opportunity’.295 Whilst there are various behaviour change
intervention combinations available to try to curb re-offending conduct under the ‘Behaviour
Change Wheel’, legislative intervention at the Western Australian jurisdiction level that
promotes opportunity to change through ex-offender employment, aligns squarely with the
overall aims of this thesis. As such, the following annotated diagram which is modified from
Michie et al’s research, serves to illustrate and justify this thesis’s investigation into the current
ability of the Western Australian ICRED legal framework to satisfy the second element of the
‘adequacy criterion’:
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Figure 4.1: The ‘Behaviour Change Wheel’: Using Legislative Intervention to Enable ExOffender Employment Opportunity as a Means to Effectuate Behaviour Change296
1) In order to change
behaviour, ex-offenders
require the social opportunity
to change.

1

We know that stigma plays an
enormous role in employers’
use of criminal records in
recruitment decisions. In
order to not return to crime,
ex-offenders require work as
explained in Chapter Two.

2
3

2) To intervene and
enable social
opportunity to change
via work, illegitimate
‘demand-side’ barriers
to the labour market
need to be addressed.

3) One option to enable more employment
mobility for ex-offenders and to address
‘demand-side’ barriers to the labour
market, is to regulate the use of broad
criminal record checks and make ICRED
unlawful through legislation.

The remainder of the chapter will now apply this ‘adequacy criterion’ to the current ICRED
framework that governs Western Australian ex-offenders in order to evaluate whether
additional regulation is required.
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4.4 The Spent Convictions Act 1988 (WA): Regulating the Consideration of
Irrelevant Criminal Records in Employment
4.4.1 An Introduction to the Spent Conviction Scheme
Spent conviction orders and their associated regimes have been defined in various ways within
the literature. For example, one common approach defines spent conviction orders under the
lens of risk of recidivism. This method describes a spent conviction as a process, in which a
court or authorised body legally recognises that a person’s criminal history should no longer
be deemed relevant to the various social contexts in which it is raised, such as gaining
employment.297 As part of the process of obtaining a spent conviction, an ex-offender can only
qualify after reaching a general ‘redemption point’, where society is confident that the risk of
the ex-offender re-offending has abated to a level that is comparable to a non-offending
individual.298 In this regard the relevancy of the conviction falls away as time passes without
additional re-offending.
An alternative but equally valid description of a spent conviction stems from literature
analysing the protective pursuits of the order. This definition prefers to view a spent conviction
as a purposive signal, tool or representation that ‘wipes the ex-offender’s slate clean’ through
an amendment of the individual’s criminal record after a certain period of time where no further
offending has occurred.299 Such an order aims to operate as a shield, protecting the ex-offender
from the associated stigma and potential employment discrimination that can occur as a
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collateral consequence,300 or extra-curial punishment of the past conviction.301 Again in this
instance, the court or authorised body deems that the conviction should generally no longer be
a relevant consideration in the context of employment. As such, the visibility of the record is
removed from the individual’s National Police Certificate, as it is no longer a disclosable
offence.
Western Australia comes to the issue of awarding a spent conviction from both these riskredemption and protective perspectives as enunciated in the second reading speech by Mr
Pearce for the Spent Convictions Bill:
This Bill takes….a significant step further by providing for the expunging of old criminal

records under appropriate conditions and safeguards…..[and] the Government remains
committed to the fundamental proposition that criminal offenders must be appropriately
punished. However it is also believed that people should have the opportunity to be relieved
of the social stigma and other consequences of a criminal record where that it is justified
by blameless conduct for a lengthy period.302

From the protective aspect, there are two ways in which the Spent Convictions Act 1988
operates to address the first limb of the ‘adequacy criterion’. An award of a spent conviction;
a) discharges the ex-offender of the burden to declare the criminal record history in
recruitment,303 and b) makes it unlawful for an employer to obtain information about a spent
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conviction from an official criminal record,304 (a part from certain industry exceptions).305 As
such the Spent Convictions Act 1988 works in a dualistic fashion to remove the criminal history
deemed to be irrelevant by the spent conviction order out of the purview of potential employers
and as such so goes some way to address ‘demand-side’ barriers to the labour market for exoffenders. Paterson and Naylor highlight that spent conviction regimes function as gatekeepers,
protecting certain ex-offenders from criminal record discrimination as they are the ‘legal and
regulatory context governing the use and accessibility of criminal records….[which work to]
reduce the continuing punishment resulting from some criminal records and enhance prospects
of rehabilitation’.306
The Spent Convictions Act 1988 also partially addresses the second limb of the ‘adequacy
criterion’ by providing access to justice for ex-offenders experiencing spent conviction ICRED
within the State. To do so, the legislation makes spent conviction discrimination unlawful under
section 18 of that Act.307 If an employer does acquire knowledge about a job applicant’s or
employee’s spent conviction through disclosure or subsequent means (for example, word of
mouth) and proceeds to use it in consideration of various recruitment and human resource
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management decisions,308 such alleged behaviour enlivens section 24 of the Spent Convictions
Act 1988.309 This section gives the ex-offender standing to lodge a complaint to the Equal
Opportunity Commission of Western Australia,310 to try and; 1) firstly seek compensation or
relief from this specific type of ICRED via conciliatory methods,311 or 2) failing the success of
conciliation apply to have their case heard by the State Administrative Tribunal (SAT) to
review the matter and enforce a binding resolution on the parties.312 In these instances the SAT
can for example, order the respondent employer to pay compensation to the ex-offender for
damages or loss suffered in the course of experiencing the discriminatory behaviour. 313 The
following flow-chart (complied and created through the thesis research process), provides a
snapshot of the access to justice process available to an aggrieved ex-offender under the Equal
Opportunity Act 1984 once a complaint of spent conviction discrimination is made.
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Figure 4.2: The Spent Conviction ICRED Complaints Process in Western Australia

Step 1: COMPLAINT MADE
Ex-Offender believes they have
experienced ICRED based on a
spent conviction.
• Section 24(1) of the Spent
Convictions Act 1988
enables the individual to
lodge a complaint to the
Equal Opportunity
Commission via section
83(1) of the Equal
Opportunity Act 1984.
• This complaint must be
made in writing to the
Equal Opportunity
Commissioner.

Step 2: CONCILIATION
The matter should if possible
be conciliated between parties.
• Section 91(1) of the Equal
Opportunity Act 1984 states
that where appropriate, the
Commissioner should
endeavour to resolve the
matter by conciliation.
• However if the
Commissioner believes this
is not possible, or has tried
to conciliate without
success, or thinks that the
mattter requires a tribunal,
section 93(1) of the Act
enables the complaint to be
referred to Tribunal.

Step 3: TRIBUNAL ORDERS

• Section 127 of the Equal
Opportunity Act 1984 states
that after holding an
enquiry,the Tribunal may
dismiss the complaint or
impose a variety of orders
against the guilty
respondent.
• Orders include but are not
limited to pay damages up
to $40 000 to compensate
for loss due to the
discrimination, preclude the
respondent from repeating
the behaviour or order the
respondent to do anything
reasonable to compensate
the complainant.

Although the Spent Convictions Act 1988 goes some way to meet the two limbs of the
‘adequacy criterion’ by addressing ‘demand-side’ labour market barriers through regulating
employer access to spent criminal records and providing access to justice for ex-offenders
experiencing this form of discrimination, regulation of ICRED under the Act is contingent upon
an ex-offender’s ability to obtain a spent conviction order.314 As such, it will be argued that the
Spent Convictions Act 1988 does not completely meet the ‘adequacy criterion’ as the remainder
of this sub-chapter will show that the process of obtaining a spent conviction, (and so qualifying
for ICRED protection and remedy under the Spent Convictions Act 1988 and Equal
Opportunity Act 1984) is onerous. This leaves many ex-offenders who cannot yet meet the
requirements for a spent conviction order open to experience broad criminal record checks and

314

It is important to note that some ex-offenders may not be aware of their ability to obtain a spent conviction
order, how to go about the process of applying for the order, or when to disclose offences to employers. A
further investigation into these barriers to ex-offender employment opportunity will be discussed in future
research projects.
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associated ICRED without access to legal recourse. That is, addressing ‘demand-side’ barriers
to the labour market and providing access to compensation avenues should be available to all
ex-offenders experiencing ICRED in Western Australia, not just those who have been awarded
a spent conviction.
4.4.2 How an Ex-Offender Qualifies for a Spent Conviction Order in Western Australia:
The Onerous Pathways to ICRED Protection
There are two ways in which a Western Australian offender can obtain a spent conviction and
in turn is relieved of the burden to disclose past criminal indiscretions to employers and is able
to seek a legal remedy against ICRED under the Equal Opportunity Act 1984. The first way
occurs at the point of sentencing. The Sentencing Act 1995 (WA) makes provisions for the
court to award a spent conviction to an offender under section 39 and section 45.315 These
sections give the court discretionary powers to order a spent conviction as part of the sentencing
process after careful scrutiny of the details of the case.
The second way to obtain a spent conviction in Western Australia is contingent upon the exoffender completing a prescribed crime-free period before becoming eligible to apply for a
spent conviction order under the Spent Convictions Act 1988.
However both methods of obtaining a spent conviction can be difficult for the offender to
acquire and so limits the ability of the spent conviction regime to meet the ‘adequacy criterion’.
These two methods will now be discussed in detail to underscore the need for additional ICRED
regulation within the State to provide access to justice pathways and address ‘demand-side’
barriers to the labour market for those ex-offenders falling outside the narrow scope of the
Spent Convictions Act 1988, but are nonetheless experiencing ICRED.

315
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4.4.2.1 An Award of a Spent Conviction Order under section 39(2) and section 45 of the
Sentencing Act 1995 (WA)
Section 3(1) of the Spent Convictions Act 1988 articulates that a spent order can be awarded to
an offender at the time of sentencing under section 39(2) of the Sentencing Act 1995.316 Section
39(2) gives the court discretionary power to sentence the offender with or without this spent
conviction order. If the sentencing judge decides to exercise their discretion and award a spent
conviction, the order operates as a legitimate legal device that instantaneously brings the
offender under the legislative protection of the Equal Opportunity Act 1984,317 immediately
relieving the individual from ‘the stigma of a conviction….which could otherwise have
disqualified them from pursuing their chosen career’.318
However, before a sentencing judge can decide to exercise their discretionary power to award
the section 39(2) spent conviction order, certain threshold requirements under section 45 of the
Sentencing Act 1995 must be met.319 Section 45(a) firstly stipulates that the court must be
satisfied that the offender is unlikely to commit the same offence again. 320 In practice this is
reliant on the quality of the submissions put forward by the offender or their counsel to the
court about the offender’s propensity to re-offend.321 Secondly, section 45(b) requires the judge
to have regard to the fact of whether: (i) the offence committed was trivial, or (ii) that the
offender was previously of good character.322 If the court is satisfied that these threshold
preconditions are met, the judge’s discretionary power to award an order is then available to
exercise.
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However, Murray J in R v Tognini & McGuire explained that the discretionary power to award
an order should only be exercised sparingly,323 whilst Brewer v Bayens highlights that a
sentencing court should also take into consideration the wider public interest when deliberating
on whether to exercise this discretionary power. 324 In other words, in addition to the legislative
preconditions that must be met to award a spent conviction order, a Western Australian
sentencing court should turn its mind to whether general deterrence achieved by keeping the
details of punishment public outweighs a sufficient reason (such as the individual’s future
employment prospects), to supress the offender’s sentencing information to prospective
employers through a spent conviction order.325
What can be understood from the section 39(2) spent conviction option is that although the
sentencing legislation sets a high bar for an offender to fall within the parameters of the judge’s
discretion to award an order, case law suggests that an even higher bar is set once the threshold
requirements are met for an offender to be awarded a spent conviction at sentencing. Although
these rigorous requirements are not contested by this thesis (in fact they are supported in
principle), what is posited is that without a general ICRED ground operating side by side with
the Spent Convictions Act 1988, many offenders who do not reach the initial sentencing
threshold requirements to receive a spent conviction will be without ICRED protection until
they complete the prescribed waiting period for this or other previous convictions (discussed
in the next section). The outcome of this scenario effectively means that these ex-offenders are
likely to face labour market obstacles stemming from illegitimate ‘demand-side’ barriers where
their conviction bears no relevance to a job applied for. In turn these individuals are left without
any prohibitive or protective assistance from the existing Western Australian legal framework
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which can impede upon on their desistance journey and opportunity to engage in behaviour
change through employment.326
4.4.2.2 An Award of a Spent Conviction Order by Completing the Prescribed ‘CrimeFree’ Waiting Period
Section 11(1)(a) of the Spent Convictions Act 1988 prescribes that an ex-offender must wait a
period of 10 years (calculated from the date of the conviction), plus any period of imprisonment
relevant to that conviction, before becoming eligible to apply for a spent conviction order.327
In this decade-long waiting period the ex-offender must not re-offend, otherwise section 11
(4)(a) of the Spent Convictions Act 1988 applies,328 which essentially re-sets the ‘prescribed
period’ clock. In this regard the individual must recommence another crime-free waiting period
of 10 years (unless otherwise specified) from the point of the latest conviction in order to be
eligible for a spent conviction order. In practice this means if the ex-offender commits another
offence in which a punishment of more than a $500 fine is imposed,329 the time the ex-offender
has already waited to reach the 10 year threshold accumulated from the previous offence, is
disregarded.330
The only reprieve to the decade long waiting period is if the conviction falls under the section
11(6) exception.331 In this instance if the ex-offender committed an offence involving cannabis
under the Misuse of Drugs Act 1981 (WA),332 and did not commit the offence before the
introduction of the Cannabis Law Reform Act 2010 (WA) Part 4,333 the waiting period is
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lessened to three years, plus any term of imprisonment.334 Even when the parole board grants
a prisoner an early release, the waiting period to obtain a spent conviction remains 10 years
plus the whole term of imprisonment imposed at sentencing, not merely the time actually served
in a custodial setting.335
This decade long waiting period is problematic for ex-offenders who are caught between
exiting prison or serving a non-custodial sentence and qualifying for a spent conviction.
Without statute making ICRED unlawful generally, or legislative prohibition of broad criminal
record questions in recruitment, this decade-long waiting period means a 10 year window exists
in which Western Australian employers can, without any fear of prohibition or prosecution,
capriciously take into consideration the individual’s past criminal history when making
recruitment decisions. The following timeline illustrates this issue within the Western
Australian jurisdiction where ICRED is generally not unlawful, and serves to highlight the
inability for the Spent Convictions Act 1988 to meet the ‘adequacy criterion’ for ex-offenders
waiting to obtain a spent conviction order.
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Figure 4.3: Example of a Spent Conviction Crime-Free Waiting Period (Thesis Author
Derived)

Relevant Term of Imprisonment Imposed at Sentencing
(8years)
==
Imprisoned
1st July, 2001

Parole:
1st July, 2007

Parole Ends:
1ST July, 2009

S/C Eligibility:
1st July, 2019

2009
Imprisonment
Served

10 year crime-free waiting period (plus previous 2 year
parole period) with no general ICRED protection available =
Discrimination Window.

Given our earlier analysis of the literature which indicates that employers are likely to
discriminate against a person with a criminal record, combined with our knowledge about the
social implications of ex-offenders being excluded from the labour market, there is a clear need
for further legislative regulation of ICRED at the Western Australian State level beyond the
current spent conviction regime in order to address employers’ consideration of irrelevant
criminal records in recruitment within this ‘discrimination window’. Although there will be
instances where a person’s record does interfere with their capability to perform the inherent
requirements of a job, it is contended that embedding a general ICRED ground within the
Western Australian legislative landscape will afford genuine complaints of discrimination an
avenue for redress and will regulate employers’ ability to use broad criminal record checks as
part of a recruitment screening strategy.336
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out any questionable complaints of arbitrary criminal record employment discrimination.
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Furthermore, not all Western Australian ex-offenders can rely on receiving ICRED protection
under the Equal Opportunity Act 1984 on completion of the 10 year crime-free milestone.
Rather the Spent Convictions Act 1988 distinguishes between individuals trying to obtain a
spent conviction order based on the seriousness of the offence committed. Under the Spent
Convictions Act 1988 an ex-offender whose crime is defined as a lesser offence is entitled to
have the criminal record spent immediately on application in the prescribed form to the
Commissioner of Police once completing the period of non-offending.337 A lesser offence is
defined as an offence that attracted a sentence of less than one year imprisonment or less than
a $15 000 fine.338 In these circumstances the Commissioner of Police is compelled under the
Spent Convictions Act 1988 to award the ex-offender a certificate of spent conviction upon the
successful completion of the 10 year crime-free period once the ex-offender makes an
application.339 This immediately takes the record out of the employer’s purview and provides
an avenue for compensation under the Equal Opportunity Act 1984 if discriminated against on
the basis of this ground.
Conversely, where the ex-offender’s offence was deemed ‘serious in nature’, that is one where
an imprisonment term of more than one year or a fine of $15 000 or more was imposed,340 the
individual must apply to have the conviction spent by a District Court judge after the
completion of the decade long crime-free waiting period.341 In this instance the judge has
discretion to make a spent conviction order after taking into consideration various elements
pertinent to the decision.342 This exercise in discretion potentially means that an ex-offender
convicted of a serious offence may never be awarded a spent conviction, and so never comes
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under the ICRED protection that the Spent Convictions Act 1988 or Equal Opportunity Act
1984 provides.
Although it is acknowledged that there may be legitimate public policy reasons for not
awarding a spent conviction for certain offences, it is argued that there will be employment
opportunities in which their record bears no impact on their ability to perform the duties
required.
4.4.3 The Spent Conviction Regime and an ICRED Ground as a Symbiotic Legal
Relationship: Assisting the Spent Convictions Regime to Achieve its Legislative
Objectives
Although the majority of this sub-chapter has examined the inability for the Spent Convictions
Act 1988 to comprehensively address the ‘adequacy criterion’ in order to advocate for further
ICRED regulation, it is important to also recognise the disconnect between the legislative aims
of the Spent Convictions Act 1988 and the reality of the labour market exclusion cycle in the
absence of a general ICRED ground. This additional layer of critical analysis of the Spent
Convictions Act 1988 provides further justification for the need to make ICRED unlawful
generally within the State.
There are two overarching objectives of the Spent Convictions Act 1988. One of its aims was
espoused in the Act’s second reading speech, where it was championed that the regime would
provide encouragement for ex-offenders’ continued good behaviour through the long term
incentive of a clean slate as a reward for staying on the ‘straight and narrow’.343 Secondly, the
long title of the Spent Convictions Act 1988 confirms that the purpose of the statute is ‘to make
provision for a person who has been convicted of an offence…who has not re-offended during
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a specified time to be rehabilitated by limiting the effects of the conviction’.344 These objectives
essentially assume that by limiting the long lasting effects of a criminal history at the
completion of a crime-free period, a spent conviction order will enable the ex-offender to fully
participate in society without the burden of their criminal history overshadowing them.
It is contended however that in order for the Spent Convictions Act 1988 to truly assist exoffenders to achieve these long term rehabilitative endeavours, assistance from a general
ICRED ground working side by side with the spent conviction regime is required. That is, this
thesis agrees with advocates such as the likes of Paterson and Naylor,345 and Lam and
Harcourt,346 who have previously described the need for the two regimes to work in a
complementary, or supplementary nature to protect all ex-offenders from ICRED, not just
those falling inside the scope of the spent conviction regime.
As previously described, ex-offenders are left without protection against employment
discrimination in the 10 year waiting period between completing their sentence and obtaining
a spent conviction. For ex-offenders falling inside this ‘discrimination window’ zone, and
particularly for those that Paterson describes as ‘critical period’ ex-offenders who are newly
released from prison,347 exclusion from the labour market can have significant consequences
on the likelihood of that individual re-offending. This is directly linked to our previous
discussion of informal social control and rational economic choice theory, as well as to Michie
et al’s social opportunity to undertake behaviour change. The Western Australian Law Reform
Commission illuminates this paramount need to make ICRED unlawful stating that:
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‘For a convicted person, especially one sentenced to a period of imprisonment, the most
difficult problem is finding employment and that this problem arises immediately on release. If
protection [against ICRED] is granted only several years later after the conviction becomes
spent, it will be of more limited assistance’.348

Simply put, when the rehabilitative aims of the Spent Convictions Act 1988 are viewed under
the lens of recidivism studies that emphasize the importance of employment on reducing the
likelihood of re-offending, what becomes magnified is the need for an ICRED ground to bridge
the gap for those Western Australian ex-offenders who are in the risk of ‘discrimination
window’. In doing so it is anticipated that via prohibiting such discrimination and further
regulating employers’ ability to ask for over-generalised criminal record checks in recruitment,
the illegitimate ‘demand-side’ barriers preventing ex-offenders from joining the labour market
may be lessened. This would give a greater opportunity for ex-offenders to obtain financial
freedom, avoid re-offending, and achieve the 10 year crime-free milestone in order to obtain a
completely ‘clean slate’ through the spent convictions regime. The following feedback loop
diagram represents the need for synergy between the current spent conviction regime and an
additional ICRED ground in Western Australia.
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Figure 4.4: The Paradoxical Rehabilitative Objective of the Spent Convictions Act 1988 in
the Absence of an ICRED Ground when Viewed Under the Lens of Recidivism (Thesis
Author Derived)

Society (presumably) wants
ex-offenders to rehabilitate
and become productive
members of the community
through employment.

The recidivist ex-offender is
then re-sentenced and the
crime-free milestone clock
resets.

Ex-offenders must (generally)
not re-offend for 10 years to
receive a spent convicition.

If an ex-offender is excluded
from work based on an
irrelevant criminal record and
re-offends, the Spent
Convictions Act 1988 cannot
achieve its rehabilitative aim.

In this 10 year period,
employers can consider
irrelevant criminal records in
recruitment without fear of
being accountable for these
actions.
Recidivism studies show that
unemployment increases the
liklihood of re-offending.
However ICRED is a major
'demand-side' barrier to
obtaining work.

4.4.4 Conclusion
The examination of the Spent Convictions Act 1988 has provided clarity that such a regime
does afford access to justice to certain ex-offenders experiencing spent conviction ICRED and
does limit ‘demand-side’ barriers to the labour market for these individuals by reducing the
ability for employers to use spent conviction criminal history in recruitment decisions.
However, in the absence of a general ICRED ground working side by side with the Spent
Convictions Act 1988, the legislation only partially meets the ‘adequacy criterion’, as many
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Western Australian ex-offenders have to wait lengthy periods to obtain protection against
ICRED through a spent conviction order. As such, the current Spent Convictions Act 1988 is
inadequate to regulate the consideration of all criminal records in employment. This is despite
the socio-legal imperative need to address ‘demand-side’ employment barriers and enable
access to justice for all ex-offenders experiencing ICRED, specifically in the formative years
post prison release.

4.5 The Australian Human Rights Commission Act 1986 (Cth) and the
‘Adequacy Criterion’
4.5.1 A Historical Overview of the Act
The International Labour Organisation (ILO) was founded after the end of World War I to
promote ethical, safe and humane working conditions across the globe by enacting various
conventions.349 As a founding member of ILO, Australia is ‘committed to observe the core
principles on which the ILO operates’.350 For example, as a signatory to the ILO Convention
Concerning Discrimination in Respect of Employment and Occupation (known as C-111),351
Australia and other member States must ‘declare and pursue a national policy designed to
promote….equality of opportunity and treatment in respect of employment and occupation,
with a view to eliminating any discrimination in respect thereof’.352 This includes eliminating
ICRED.
Although being a member of ILO and a signatory to C-111 comes with an obligation to bring
Australian law in line with the objectives of the organisation and the Convention, the federal
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government must enact changes to the relevant national legislation to effectuate these
objectives. Simply being a member of ILO or a signatory to C-111 has no direct or immediate
impact upon domestic laws of a member State until such time as law reform is completed
through the national government processes.
Despite being a signatory to C-111, the Commonwealth government of Australia does not have
specific power under the Australian Constitution to make laws in regards to employment. These
powers were left to the states at the time of federation.353 However, in order for Australia to
meet international obligations as a member of ILO and to overcome limits of power to legislate
about discrimination labour law issues, the Commonwealth has relied on its external affairs
power.354
The Commonwealth’s external affairs power under section 51 (xxix) of the Australian
Constitution has been interpreted broadly by the High Court of Australia.355 This broad
interpretation of the scope of the external affairs power enables the federal government to
‘legislate on matters to implement any international obligation which Australia has become a
signatory to under a bona fide international treaty’,356 or where ‘the subject of the treaty has
direct implications on the nation’s relationships with others in the international community’.357
As such, C-111 has been incorporated into Australia’s domestic law through the use of the
external affairs power and is scheduled to the AHRCA.358
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4.5.2 Assessing the AHRCA against the ‘Adequacy Criterion’
The AHRCA applies across all state and territory borders to all Australian workers and all
employers (including those in Western Australia). As such, on face value, it would appear that
the inclusion of C-111 into domestic law would mean ICRED would be unlawful at a federal
level, as the Convention requires signatories to pursue a national policy to eliminate all forms
of discrimination.359 However, on closer examination of the operation of the AHRCA, this is
not the case. Although the Australian Human Rights Commission Regulations 2019 (Cth)
includes the use of an irrelevant criminal record as a ground of ‘distinction, exclusion or
preference that constitutes discrimination’,360 the AHRCA only gives the Australian Human
Rights Commissioner (the Commissioner), the power to do no more than endeavour to
conciliate, investigate and make recommendations in regards to matters of ICRED.361
The proceeding explanation of the investigation-recommendation process of ICRED under the
AHRCA will articulate that it is impossible for the current regime to comprehensively meet the
‘adequacy criterion’. Whilst this analysis will focus on the second limb of the criterion; the
lack of the opportunity ex-offenders have to access formal justice pathways through the court
system to seek enforceable redress against discriminatory employers under the Act, it must also
be highlighted that there are no provisions for regulating broad criminal record checks or
addressing ‘demand-side’ barriers to the labour market through the legislation. Additionally, it
is important to note that during the writing of this thesis the previous Australian Human Rights
Commission Regulations 1989 (Cth) which provided that a criminal record was a prohibited
discrimination ground under section 4(a)(iii), was superseded by the 2019 regulations that now
include the concept of irrelevant criminal record. At the time of writing there has been no
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published reports based on this new amendment. As such, the following legislative analysis
will be based on the 1989 regulations and the past prohibited ground of criminal record. The
recent change to the definition under the regulations however does not impact on the overall
assessment of the ‘adequacy criterion’ of the AHRCA.
4.5.2.1 The Investigation-Recommendation Process under the AHRCA
After attempting to conciliate a claim of criminal record employment discrimination
unsuccessfully, the Commissioner must undertake an investigation process to establish if
ICRED has actually occurred prior to making a recommendation that an employer should
provide redress to an aggrieved ex-offender. This investigation involves a three staged factual
and legal analysis into a complaint of ICRED.
Firstly, the Commissioner must assess if the complainant has a criminal record. Whilst there is
no definition of criminal record in the AHRCA, the term has been broadly interpreted by the
Australian Human Rights Commission to not only include a conviction of a crime, but also
includes charges, findings of guilt with no conviction recorded, and the surrounding
circumstances of any conviction.362 It must be made clear however, that this point of the
investigation process only establishes whether the complainant has a criminal record, and so is
distinct from ascertaining if that criminal record is in fact irrelevant in the circumstances of the
particular employment. Unlike the state and territory jurisdictions which have legislated to
make ICRED unlawful, relevancy of a criminal record to the job under the AHRCA is
determined through the exceptions phase and so is dealt with separately from the initial
establishment of the presence of a criminal record.363
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In the second step of the investigation into a complaint of ICRED, the Commissioner must
establish if discriminatory conduct towards an ex-offender has occurred. Discrimination is
defined in section 3(1)(b) of the AHRCA which states that it is:
(b) any other distinction, exclusion or preference that:
(i) has the effect of nullifying or impairing equality of opportunity or treatment in employment
or occupation; and
(ii) has been declared by the regulations to constitute discrimination for the purposes of this
Act.364

As the Australian Human Rights Commission Regulations 1989 (Cth) includes criminal record
as a ground on which discrimination can occur,365 if a criminal record is used to distinguish or
exclude an ex-offender in an employment decision and has the result of nullifying or impairing
equality of treatment, then the Commissioner must finally determine whether any exceptions
are present which interfere with the individual’s ability to perform the inherent requirements
of the job.366
It is at this third stage of the investigation process that the Commissioner determines the
relevancy of the criminal record to the job. This is done to establish if ICRED is present as
opposed to just criminal record employment discrimination, where the record itself is
burdensome on the ex-offender’s ability to undertake the specific requirements of the job. This
process is known as establishing any ‘inherent requirement exceptions’ and such exceptions
must be able to be justified objectively.367 Whilst the AHRCA does not define what inherent
requirement exceptions are specifically, section 3(1)(c) of the AHRCA makes clear that ICRED
will not occur if a distinction, exclusion or preference is made where the inherent requirements
of the job are unable to be performed.368
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Case law has assisted to clarify what an inherent requirement of a job is and as such it can be
described as ‘something that is essential to the position rather than incidental, peripheral or
accidental’.369 Furthermore Qantas Airways v Christie,370 and Commonwealth v Bradley,371
have developed tests to assist in determining if an inherent requirement exception applies to a
case of criminal record employment discrimination. These are; firstly, there must be a tight
correlation between the criminal record and the essential aspects of the job in the context of the
business for an inherent requirement exception to apply.372 Secondly, ‘more than a logical link
between the record and the job must exist’.373 This means if an employer makes a distinction,
exclusion or preference against an ex-offender because of an inherent requirement exception,
the basis to do so must stem from a strong nexus between the offending behaviour and the
surrounding circumstances of the behaviour in the context of the job and not merely based on
stereotype and stigmatisation.
If the Commission establishes that an employer has in fact discriminated against an ex-offender
on the basis of a criminal record, where no inherent requirement exceptions are present, the
Commission can make recommendations that aim to redress the aggrieved ex-offender.374 This
can include compensation, reinstatement or hiring. 375 However employers may lawfully refuse
to abide by the Commission’s recommendations.
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4.5.2.2 The Inadequacy of the Conciliation-Investigation-Recommendation Process:
Failing the Second Limb of the ‘Adequacy Criterion’
As previously mentioned, the Australian Human Rights Commission does not have power to
enforce any binding decisions on the parties if it establishes ICRED has occurred, it can only
try to conciliate the matter or investigate and make recommendations to redress an ex-offender.
Although the conciliation-investigation-recommendation process under the AHRCA goes some
way to offer limited access to justice and address ex-offender employment barriers, (as all exoffenders at any stage of the employment or recruitment cycle can commence an ICRED
complaint under the Act), successfully conciliated outcomes often yield small compensatory
amounts and rarely result in hiring or re-instatement of employment.376 This can be problematic
for ex-offenders when coupling this information with the research that shows that individuals
with criminal records struggle to obtain employment because of the stigmatisation of their
trait.377
Additionally, if an ex-offender relies on the AHRCA for dismissal based ICRED because they
are unable to meet the eligibility requirements for unfair dismissal through the Fair Work Act
2009 (which is discussed in more detail in the following sub-chapter), the ex-offender may not
receive any compensation under the AHRCA regime, as it is again contingent upon the
discriminatory employer following the Commission’s recommendations. The Commission’s
lack of enforceability powers further compounds the unemployment-re-offending reality for
these ex-offenders. That is, in lieu of reinstatement or adequate compensation under the
AHRCA for dismissal based on ICRED and faced with poor employment prospects when back
For example, see the Australian Human Rights Commission’s register for conciliated complaints of ICRED.
Australian
Human
Rights
Commission,
Conciliation
Register
(14
December
2012)
<https://www.humanrights.gov.au/complaints/conciliation-register>. Out of the 41 identified criminal record
ground complaints found on the register at the time of writing, only three resulted in a job offer to the complainant.
The remaining outcomes were distributed between compensation, apologies, company policy changes and
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377
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in the labour pool, recidivating becomes more likely for unemployed ex-offenders. This
situation links back to our previous discussion of economic rational choice theory which posits
that without work, or adequate means to survive, a return to crime becomes more likely for exoffenders.
As such, the limitations on enforceable remedies placed upon the Commission under the
current legislation which only allows it to merely conciliate, investigate and make
recommendations, reduces the ability of the AHRCA to meet the ‘adequacy criterion’, as exoffenders are unable to access legally enforceable pathways if experiencing ICRED. Rather
they must rely on the conciliation process to try and gain any form of compensation.
Additionally, the restrictions placed upon the Commission to merely investigate and make
recommendations for ICRED compensation does not address in any meaningful way
employers’ use of broad criminal record checks or regulate ‘demand-side’ barriers to the labour
market for ex-offenders. As such, the AHRCA is colloquially referred to as the ‘Toothless
Tiger’;378 that is on a surface level it appears to denounce ICRED, but in reality has little to no
practical impact upon the regulation of ICRED within Australian society.
This in turn highlights that the ratification of C-111 and incorporation into domestic law is
somewhat of a farce in terms of ‘eliminating all forms of employment discrimination’, as the
Australian government can be selective about which types of employment discrimination to
make unlawful under separate legislative instruments and which to provide only limited access
to justice avenues to under the current AHRCA.379
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4.5.3 Case Examples Illustrating the Limited Function of the AHRCA in Assisting with
Claims of ICRED and Meeting the ‘Adequacy Criterion’
Finally, in order to further illustrate the AHRCA’s limited ability to meet the ‘adequacy
criterion’ through minimal access to justice for ex-offenders who experience ICRED and the
inability for the Commission to regulate illegitimate use of criminal record checks in
recruitment, two cases will be summarised and discussed.
4.5.3.1 Ms Renai Christensen v Adelaide Casino Pty Ltd 380
In October 2000, Ms Christensen was denied employment as a bar attendant at the Adelaide
Casino (the Casino). The recruitment process involved pre-testing, an interview, reference
checking, Casino security certification under the Casino Act 1997 (SA) that required that the
employee would be a ‘fit and proper person’ and licensing approval by the Liquor and Gaming
Commissioner.381 During this process, Ms Christensen disclosed that as a juvenile she had been
convicted of larceny.382 Ms Christensen’s consideration for the position ended once she reached
the ‘fit and proper person’ portion of the recruitment process.383 Whilst some industries (such
as gaming and liquor) legitimately require employees to be of ‘good character’,384 the
Australian Human Rights Commission Guidelines state that ‘the mere fact of a criminal record
does not determine a person’s character and that the passage of time can heal past
wrongdoings’.385
The Casino claimed that the nature of the offence, namely stealing two bottles of alcohol at age
16 and residing in a house where stolen property was found, brought into question whether she
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was able to fulfil the trustworthiness and good character requirements of working in the
industry, despite the offence occurring eight years prior to the application for employment.386
Upon unsuccessful conciliation between the parties, the Commission undertook an
investigation where it applied the three stage test discussed earlier in the chapter to discern if
ICRED was present. Firstly, it was uncontested that the complainant had a criminal record. Ms
Christensen had disclosed the past offence to her potential employer. Secondly, in determining
if discrimination was present that included a ‘distinction, exclusion or preference’ based on the
presence of the criminal record, the Commission explained that the Casino did take into account
the larceny conviction into the recruitment decision and in doing so it had an effect of nullifying
or impairing Ms Christensen’s equality of opportunity in gaining employment.387 Finally, the
Commission assessed whether the distinction, exclusion or preference the Casino made on the
basis of Ms Christensen’s criminal record was done so with any inherent requirement
exceptions of the position in mind. This stage of the investigation required the Commission to
answer three sub-questions. 1) What was the particular job applied for? 2) What were the
inherent requirements of that job? 3) Was the exclusion on the basis of the criminal record
grounded in the inherent requirements?

388

In undertaking this investigation process, the

Commission found that a position of a bar attendant at the Casino did have an inherent
requirement of being trustworthy and of good character. However, the Commission was not
satisfied that there was a tight or close correlation between the criminal record and the inherent
requirement for the exception of discrimination to apply.389
Following on from the Commission’s finding that Ms Christensen had been discriminated
against in recruitment on the basis of a criminal record, it made recommendations that the
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Casino make a formal apology and not exclude Ms Christensen from applying for employment
because of her record.390 As the Commission does not have the power to enforce such
recommendations, the Casino communicated to the Commission that it did not agree with the
finding of discrimination and so were not prepared to take any action proposed by the
Commission. 391
As such, Ms Christensen was not provided any relief for the ICRED experienced through the
AHRCA process. Whilst it cannot be argued that Ms Christensen was not given access to justice
to have her case heard, it can be said that this access to justice pathway is limited in scope due
to the Commission’s lack of power to enforce its findings and award any remedies. In this
regard this case serves to highlight the inability for the AHRCA to meet the ‘adequacy criterion’.
4.5.3.2 Mr Mark Hall v NSW Thoroughbred Racing Board 392
Mr Mark Hall v NSW Thoroughbred Racing Board illuminates the restricted assistance that the
Commission can provide complainants who have experienced discrimination on the grounds
of irrelevant criminal record.393 In this instance the Commission found that Mr Hall did
experience criminal record discrimination when he was denied the opportunity by the
Thoroughbred Racing Board (the Board) to work as a stable hand because of his previous
‘wilful and obscene exposure’ charge.394 Here the Board relied on the inherent requirement
exception that it was an ‘industry wide’ requirement that employees maintain the public
confidence which is dependent upon honesty and integrity. The Commission decided this
generalist ‘industry wide’ statement did not create a close enough nexus between the criminal
record and the duties of a stable hand.
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The Commission, in its restricted capacity, recommended that the Board compensate Mr Hall
for lost wages with approximately $33 000 and review how they conducted their selection
criterion to avoid future cases of discrimination.395 However, the Board did not comply with
this recommendation and Mr Hall was left without compensation for the ICRED experienced.
As such, this outcome reinforces the inability of the AHRCA to provide practical access to
justice pathways for ex-offenders who experience ICRED and solidifies the ‘toothless tiger’
nature of the AHRCA and the Commission.

4.6 The Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth): Regulating Unfair Dismissal Claims based
on an Irrelevant Criminal Record and the ‘Adequacy Criterion’
4.6.1 Sub-Chapter Overview
At a national level, the Fair Work Act 2009 is the most comprehensive piece of legislation
governing a variety issues relating to egalitarian labour practices. This includes the prohibition
of discriminatory adverse action in recruitment or employment activities,396 and regulating
unfair dismissal claims.397 Whilst some unlawful discrimination provisions are included under
the Fair Work Act 2009 for certain protected attributes,398 and despite its ‘forward with
fairness’ aim,399 the statute does not extend to making ICRED unlawful in recruitment or
employment under the general protection provisions.400 It is in this regard that the statute is of
no assistance for ex-offenders who are discriminated against and excluded from the workforce
at the hiring stage based on an irrelevant criminal history. However, this sub-chapter will
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investigate whether the Fair Work Act 2009 goes some way to meet the ‘adequacy criterion’
through analysing case law which discusses the regulation of the use of criminal records as a
means to fire an ex-offender employee under the unfair dismissal provisions in the Act.
To undertake this exploration, I will begin by clarifying the complicated web of coverage this
statute provides in regulating Australia’s industrial relations matters. Two distinct coverage
groups will be defined; state system employees who are only partially covered under the Fair
Work Act 2009, and those that are comprehensively covered by the legislation and are known
as national system employees. Following on from this discussion the chapter will then turn to
evaluate the usefulness of the Fair Work Act 2009 to provide Western Australian ex-offenders
access to justice pathways if they believe they have been unfairly dismissed based on the
presence of an irrelevant criminal record. This discussion will examine the elements of unfair
dismissal (namely that the dismissal must be either; harsh, unjust or unreasonable), appraise
the requirements for an individual to be eligible to apply for unfair dismissal and will consider
whether dismissal based on a criminal record can be deemed to be either harsh, unjust or
unreasonable. The case law will bring to the foreground that whilst the Fair Work Act 2009
can in some instances provide assistance to Western Australian ex-offenders experiencing
ICRED in the form of unfair dismissal, unregulated broad criminal record checking and
questioning policies implemented at the business level pose a significant obstacle for exoffenders entering the workforce. Specifically, it will be shown that the stigma of a criminal
record leaves ex-offenders in a precarious position, whereby the choice to not disclose past
criminal convictions during job interviews in fear of recruitment failure can impede on the
success of unfair dismissal claims based on the presence of an irrelevant criminal record. This
situation arises where honesty is deemed to be integral to the employment contract.
Ultimately it will be highlighted that as a standalone statute, the Fair Work Act 2009 cannot
comprehensively meet the ‘adequacy criterion’ outlined at the commencement of this chapter.
114

This is because the Act does not address ‘demand-side’ barriers to the labour market via
limiting broad criminal record questions during human resource management decisions, and
provides only limited access to justice pathways for ex-offenders who experience ICRED;
namely those who are dismissed after their work probation period is achieved. As such, State
level law reform is recommended to achieve both access to justice for all Western Australian
ex-offenders experiencing various types of ICRED, and to regulate the use of broad criminal
record check questioning practices in recruitment.
4.6.2 The Origins of the Fair Work Act 2009
Before beginning to explore whether the Fair Work Act 2009 provides access to justice for all
Western Australian ex-offenders experiencing unfair dismissal ICRED and whether it regulates
the use of broad criminal record checks and questioning in employment, it is first necessary to
briefly provide context as to who is covered under the statute. This is a necessary precondition
to any evaluation of the scope of the Fair Work Act 2009 as the legislation has a complicated
history in which both the geographical residence of an individual and the business structure of
an individual’s employer is central to whether the Act applies to a labour matter.
The patchwork coverage of the Fair Work Act 2009 was inherited from the legislation’s
predecessor, the Workplace Relations Amendment (Work Choices) Act 2005 (Cth).401 Under
the Work Choices Act 2005, the government aimed to unify Australia’s piecemeal industrial
relations laws by bringing the states and territories under one federal instrument. Industrial
relations legislation creation was traditionally left to individual state and territory jurisdictions
through the plenary powers granted at the time of federation.402 Conversely, under the
Constitution the Commonwealth was granted power to create laws only on specified matters.403
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This did not include industrial relations matters except in the instance where disputes spanned
across the border of one state or territory.404 To overcome this lack of power to create a unified
system of labour laws, the Commonwealth government relied on the High Court of Australia’s
tendency to broadly interpret the powers given to the Commonwealth under the Constitution405
and exercised their power under section 51(xx) to make labour laws about constitutional
corporations.406 Constitutional corporations are defined under the Fair Work Act 2009 as ‘a
corporation to which paragraph 51(xx) of the Constitution applies’.407 Section 51(xx) of the
Constitution refers to the ability of the Commonwealth to legislate about matters pertaining to
‘foreign corporations, and trading or financial corporations formed within the limits of the
Commonwealth’.408 Through creating labour laws that cover such corporate bodies, a majority
of employees across the nation would then come under the federal industrial relations
instrument as opposed to the state or territory jurisdictions.409 Despite a constitutional challenge
by the states and territories in State of New South Wales v Commonwealth of Australia (Work
Choices Case),410 the High Court of Australia upheld the constitutional validity of the federal
legislation and the use of the corporation’s power.
In 2009 the Fair Work Act 2009 was drafted to replace some of the outdated provisions created
in the Work Choices Act 2005, however retained the overall goal of establishing a unified
national labour law system. This included the maintenance of using the corporation’s power to
bring all constitutional corporation employees across the nation under the federal industrial
relations system. However, in order to truly create a national private sector employment law
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that reached beyond the scope of constitutional corporations to other forms of business
structures such as sole traders and partnerships, the Commonwealth proposed that the states
and territories refer their employment law making power to the federal system so that the
Commonwealth could legitimately pass laws related to non-constitutional corporation private
employees.411 Western Australia to date is the only jurisdiction to not refer this power to the
Commonwealth. This has created two categories of employees within Western Australia;
national system employees (who are predominantly covered by the Fair Work Act 2009),412
and state system employees (who must use the equivalent state level statute for most
employment related disputes).413 This distinction has direct implications on which legislation
an employee or potential employee must rely upon to resolve an industrial relations matter. The
following diagram summarises the current industrial relations coverage options for Western
Australian residents who believe they have experienced unfair dismissal, including exoffenders.
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Figure 4.5: Determining if the Fair Work Act 2009 Applies to a Western Australian ExOffender Employee in an Unfair Dismissal Matter (Thesis Author Derived)

Is the Employer a Private
Business?
NO

YES

(Not a State Government
Department).

Is the Employer a Constitutional
Corporation?

YES.
They are a National
System Employer. Most
employment related
disputes including exoffender unfair dismissal
will be dealt with under
the Fair Work Act 2009
(Cth). This includes exoffenders whose
employer operates
through a trading trust
where the trustee is a
corporation.

NO.

As a State Government
employer, it is likely that a
majority of employment
related disputes will be dealt
with under the Industrial
Relations Act 1979 (WA).

If the business is
run as a sole
trader or
partnership, most
employment
disputes will be
dealt with under
Industrial
Relations Act
1979 (WA).

As many of Western Australia’s workers are employed by a constitutional corporation, this
thesis will concentrate on the examining the coverage of the federal statute in meeting the
‘adequacy criterion’ articulated at the outset of this chapter. Whilst the Industrial Relations Act
1979 (WA) provides a similar unfair dismissal provision for state system employees,414 a
majority of the case law surrounding criminal record unfair dismissal stems from the federal
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jurisdiction and so provides a fertile ground in which to examine the usefulness of industrial
relations laws to the ex-offender employment equation.
4.6.3 Establishing the Eligibility Requirements for Unfair Dismissal under the Fair Work
Act 2009
Before a national system employee is able to apply for a claim of unfair dismissal under the
Fair Work Act 2009, the individual must meet the eligibility requirements under the legislation.
Section 382 of the Fair Work Act 2009 stipulates that in order for a person to be protected from
unfair dismissal they must be able to satisfy two requirements at the time of dismissal. Firstly,
the individual must show that they were an employee who completed a minimum probation
period in the job. This period is designated to six months,415 unless the individual was employed
by a small business with 15 employees or less,416 in which case a probation period of 12 months
applies.417 Secondly, the individual must have earnt less than the high income threshold (which
is currently prescribed at $145 000 per year by the Fair Work Commission),418 or be covered
by either a modern award or an enterprise agreement.419 Additionally, casual employees can
apply for an order that they have been unfairly dismissed after completing the required six
month probation period under the Fair Work Act 2009 if their employment has been regular
and systematic.420
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4.6.4 Ex-offenders, the Eligibility Requirement for Irrelevant Criminal Record Unfair
Dismissal and Access to Justice
Aside from not including an irrelevant criminal record as a protected attribute under the adverse
action general protection grounds, the eligibility criterion established in the Fair Work Act 2009
to make an unfair dismissal claim may be difficult for ex-offenders to achieve and in turn limits
scope of the Act to meet the second limb of the ‘adequacy criterion’ in terms of providing
access to justice. Specifically, if an ex-offender manages to move through the initial
recruitment stage and secure employment, there is no recourse if an employer decides to use
irrelevant criminal record information obtained during the recruitment stage to dismiss the exoffender because of the record within the probation period.421 For example, if an employer asks
a new employee to produce a National Police Certificate within one month of commencing
work and on doing so discovers that the employee has a criminal past, the employee cannot
bring a claim of unfair dismissal under the Fair Work Act 2009 if dismissed prior to completing
the six or 12 month probation period. This is even so where a record bears no relevance to the
performance of the inherent requirements of the position. At this point, a Western Australian
ex-offender would at present have to rely on the AHRCA to try and seek compensation or
redress for the ICRED unfair dismissal. However, as was previously discussed, this is unlikely
due to the lack of power the Commission has to enforce remedy recommendations under the
AHRCA.
As discussed earlier in the thesis, there is an unprecedented rate of criminal record checks being
conducted by employers within Australia, signalling that employers ‘just want to know’ about
a candidate or new hire’s criminal past despite relevance to the position. 422 This leaves ex-
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offender employees who are yet to meet the six month probation period requirements (or one
year for small business employers) without access to justice to unfair dismissal claims based
on an irrelevant criminal record. In this regard the Fair Work Act 2009 provides access to the
court system to only those ex-offender employees who are fortunate enough to be hired and
retain employment for more than the stipulated probationary period before an employer decides
to use irrelevant criminal history to dismiss the individual. Similar to the spent convictions
regime, the Fair Work Act 2009 leaves a window in which only certain ex-offenders are able
to litigate against this form of ICRED. This in turn means that the access to justice limb of the
‘adequacy criterion’ is also only minimally met. The access and use of criminal history as
‘demand-side’ barriers to the labour market is addressed through the legislation for only those
ex-offenders who are able to meet the probationary period requirements and are facing unfair
dismissal. However, the following section will describe how the Act goes some way to assist
in providing access to justice and regulating the use of criminal record checks in unfair
dismissal claims.
4.6.5 The Elements of Unfair Dismissal
If an ex-offender can overcome the initial eligibility criterion set out under section 382 of the
Fair Work Act 2009, section 385 of the same statute articulates that in order for a dismissal to
be found to be unfair by the Fair Work Commission, four elements need to be satisfied.
These are: ‘(a) the person has been dismissed and (b) the dismissal was harsh, unjust or
unreasonable and (c) the dismissal was not consistent with the Small Business Fair Dismissal
Code where the employer is a small business and (d) the dismissal was not a case of genuine
redundancy’.423 Predominantly, the contentious point of law surrounding irrelevant criminal
record unfair dismissal claims centres on whether the dismissal was in fact harsh, unjust or
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unreasonable when the facts of the case are examined by the Fair Work Commission. As this
element will take up the majority of discussion in relation to whether a claim of unfair dismissal
based on the presence of an irrelevant criminal record can succeed, I will address the other
remaining elements first.
In order to satisfy element (a), the Fair Work Commission must be confident that that the
employment ended through the employer’s initiative,424 or that the employee was forced to
resign through the conduct of the employer.425 A distinction is drawn in the legislation between
the employer’s initiative to terminate employment and where an employment term ends
through the natural completion of the work contracted to perform.426
To satisfy element (c) and in turn qualify for unfair dismissal, a small business employer must
not have followed the Small Business Fair Dismissal Code (SBFDC). As explained earlier, this
provision only applies to businesses who employ 15 or less individuals.427
Finally, before moving onto a detailed analysis of whether dismissal based on an irrelevant
criminal record can be deemed to be harsh, unjust or unreasonable, and in order to satisfy
element (d), the Fair Work Commission must be confident that a case of genuine redundancy
is not made out from the facts.428 This is where it appears that ‘it would have been reasonable
in all the circumstances for the person to be redeployed within the employer’s enterprise,429 or
an enterprise of an associated entity of the employer’.430
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4.6.5.1 Satisfying the Harsh, Unjust or Unreasonable Element: Assessing when the use of
Irrelevant Criminal History becomes Pertinent to an Unfair Dismissal Claim
4.6.5.1.1 Defining Harsh, Unjust or Unreasonable
The High Court of Australia has articulated that defining when a termination may be harsh,
unjust or unreasonable is a complex task. This is because:
It may be that the termination is harsh but not unjust or unreasonable, unjust but not harsh or
unreasonable, or unreasonable but not harsh or unjust. In many cases the concepts will overlap.
Thus, the one termination of employment may be unjust because the employee was not guilty
of the misconduct on which the employer acted, may be unreasonable because it was decided
upon inferences which could not reasonably have been drawn from the material before the
employer, and may be harsh in its consequences for the personal and economic situation of the
employee or because it is disproportionate to the gravity of the misconduct in respect of which
the employer acted.431

When considering if a dismissal is unfair in nature so as to be characterised as harsh, unjust or
unreasonable, the Fair Work Commission must turn its mind to two overarching factors that
lead to the decision of the dismissal. These can be divided into whether substantive fairness
was present in the decision to dismiss an individual and whether procedural fairness through
the dismissal process was achieved.432 These two factors are refined further in section 387 of
the Fair Work Act 2009 (an excerpt of this section can be found on the following page). The
Fair Work Commission must consider each of the elements contained in section 387 of the Act
in reaching a decision as to whether a dismissal can be rendered unfair on the merits of each
case presented before them.
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Whilst there are many case precedents that exist in this area of labour law, 433 no one case can
act as a precise yardstick as to whether the Fair Work Commission will deem a dismissal to be
unfair in future cases. This is because the circumstances of each dismissal differ in context and
so the following criterion must be assessed by the Commission on a case by case basis.
Figure 4.6: Section 387 Requirements for Determining if a Dismissal is Harsh, Unjust or
Unreasonable: Distinguishing Substantive and Procedural Fairness Provisions434
Section 387 Sub-Section

Substantive or
Procedural Fairness
Considerations
(a) ‘Whether there was a valid reason for the dismissal related to the Substantive
person’s capacity or conduct (including its effect on the safety and Consideration
welfare of other employees)’.
(b) ‘Whether the person was notified of that reason’.
Procedural
Consideration
(c) ‘Whether the person was given an opportunity to respond to any Procedural
reason related to [their] capacity or conduct [giving rise to the Consideration
dismissal]’.
(d) ‘Whether any unreasonable refusal by the employer to allow the Procedural
person to have a support person present to assist at any discussions Consideration
relating to dismissal [occurred]’.
(e) ‘If the dismissal related to unsatisfactory performance by the Procedural
person – whether the person had been warned about the Consideration
unsatisfactory performance before the dismissal.’
(f) ‘The degree to which the size of the employer’s enterprise would Procedural
be likely to impact on the procedures followed in effecting the Consideration
dismissal’.
(g) ‘The degree to which the absence of dedicated human resource Procedural
management specialists or expertise in the enterprise would be Consideration
likely to impact on the procedures followed in effecting the
dismissal’.
(h) ‘Any other matters that the Fair Work Commission considers Unknown
relevant’.

A majority of the cases involving criminal record based dismissals focus on whether
substantive fairness was present in the employer’s decision to dismiss the ex-offender
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employee. 435 In this regard, the validity of a reason for dismissal needs to be ‘sound, defensible
or well founded’,436 as opposed to ‘capricious, fanciful or prejudiced’.437 However, some cases
have both substantive and procedural fairness aspects that are in issue where the Commission
must determine whether the dismissal was harsh, unjust or unreasonable. It is common in these
instances that it is a question of fact as to whether the ex-offender was given the opportunity to
explain their criminal conduct as stipulated in section 387(c).438
The following discussion examines some of the federal case law surrounding irrelevant
criminal record dismissal to discern whether the Fair Work Commission interprets the use of
criminal history as ‘capricious, fanciful or prejudiced’.439 The aim of this section is to highlight
to what extent the Fair Work Act 2009 can be of assistance to ex-offenders experiencing what
they believe to be unfair dismissal. In doing so, the section will signpost any problematic areas
of the legislation which impedes upon the two limbs of the ‘adequacy criterion’.
4.6.5.1.2 The Types of Criminal Record Unfair Dismissal
There are two overarching ways in which an ex-offender can experience unfair dismissal due
to the presence of a criminal record. Firstly, the employer may use information about an
individual’s criminal behaviour which occurred prior to gaining employment with the business.
This information is usually sourced through post-hiring criminal record checks, where criminal
record checking is not completed through the recruitment stage. Secondly, an employer may
use information obtained about an individual’s recent criminal history through policy mandated
regular criminal record checks of employees, or through word of mouth. In these instances an
employee’s criminal behaviour occurs whilst the individual is employed with the business, but
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the individual does not receive a custodial sentence.440 In both scenarios, the ability for an exoffender to rely on the unfair dismissal provisions of the Fair Work Act 2009 is contingent
upon the salience of their criminal conduct and the context of the behaviour in relation to the
inherent requirements of the position. Both of these scenarios will now be fleshed out to
evaluate the usefulness of the Fair Work Act 2009 in meeting the ‘adequacy criterion’.
4.6.5.1.2.1 Delayed Use of Recruitment Criminal Record Checks to Dismiss Ex-Offender
Employees
Not all employers will ask applicants to provide a National Police Certificate at the recruitment
stage of the employment relationship. Rather, employers may ask applicants at an interview to
consent to a police check, in which the results would be directly provided to the business as
opposed to the individual themselves. This tactic is thought to limit falsified criminal records
and takes the onus of providing and paying for the National Police Certificate from the
applicant themselves and places the burden onto the hiring business. However, it is common
for such recruitment criminal record screening practices to be coupled with standard criminal
record questions in job application forms and interviews. As the Fair Work Act 2009 does not
prevent such broad criminal record questioning in recruitment, it does not meet the first limb
of the adequacy criterion to address ‘demand-side’ barriers to the labour market at this stage of
the employment process.
This situation arose in Kelvin Njau v Superior Food Group Pty Ltd in which Mr Njau was
employed by the respondent as a store-worker from 4 April 2017 until 11 July 2018.441 In
consenting to Superior Food Group to obtain a police check on his behalf when hired, Mr Njau
was aware that his previous criminal history would be made available to his employer. Superior
Food Group obtained Mr Njau’s criminal record history on 19 April 2017, however waited
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over a year to use it against the applicant as justification for his dismissal. In considering
whether the dismissal was harsh, unjust or unreasonable, the Fair Work Commission
established that the validity of the termination was questionable, given the lengthy delay
between obtaining the record check and its use in firing Mr Njau. Despite Superior Food Group
contending that was a condition of employment for all applicants to successfully pass a criminal
record check,442 the Commission found that the dismissal was in fact unjust because it
‘proceeded on a basis that was not legitimate’,443 specifically because the broad requirement of
passing a criminal record check was onerous and was made without clarity. The Commissioner
stated: ‘Superior Food Group have also not established that it was a condition of employment
for Njau to:
‘….successfully pass’ a National Police Check, in the sense that he was required not to have
any criminal convictions as a condition of employment. Nor in my view, could it impose such
a requirement without any relevant connection to the inherent requirements of Njau’s role……
a blanket rule that no person with a criminal record can obtain, or maintain employment, is
prone to difficulty. Superior Food Group should carefully consider its requirement for
employees to successfully pass a National Police Check so that in the future, any requirement
of that kind is fairly applied and reasonably targeted to the mischief it seeks to redress’.444

In this regard, the Fair Work Act 2009 goes someway to meeting the first limb of the ‘adequacy
criterion’ by limiting the use of broad criminal record checking policies through claims of
unfair dismissal. However, the statute remains limited in its scope and ability to assist all exoffenders achieve access to justice when experiencing unfair dismissal based on an irrelevant
criminal record due to the lengthy probation period eligibly requirements discussed earlier in
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the chapter. This yields an inability for the Act to comprehensively meet the second limb of
the ‘adequacy criterion’.
Additionally, successful claims of unfair dismissal based on the delayed use of recruitment
broad criminal record checks are stifled in situations where the ex-offender chooses to not
honestly disclose the nature or extent of their criminal history, or completely deny that they
have a criminal history on standard application forms or in interviews.445 Essentially dishonesty
during recruitment about criminal history can be fatal to a claim of unfair dismissal, where
honesty and trustworthiness are inherent requirements of the job.446 This situation transpired in
Kelvin Njau v Super Food Group Pty Ltd and so defeated the applicant’s success of obtaining
compensation for the unfair dismissal, despite the respondent’s unjust use of the irrelevant
criminal record in firing the applicant. During the recruitment stage, Mr Njau did not answer
truthfully about the extent of his criminal record and failed to disclose all of his past convictions
that eventually came to light during the criminal record check process. Additionally, in trying
to provide the potential employer with confidence in his ability to hold a stable job, Mr Njau
fabricated his employment status with another business. Whilst it is objectively wrong to be
dishonest during recruitment, the context of this thesis has shown that gaining employment for
ex-offenders is an arduous task. In this regard the falsification of work history to gain employer
confidence can be reconciled with the need to overcome the stigma placed upon ex-offenders
in recruitment, which the applicant knew the employer would eventually be cognisant of
through the criminal record check process. However, ex-offenders must be aware that
fraudulent behaviour during recruitment places one’s self in a position in which the Fair Work
Act 2009 cannot offer any reprieve for unfair dismissal ICRED experienced.
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Essentially, whilst the Fair Work Act 2009 goes some way to minimise employers’ unbridled
use of criminal history in unfair dismissal cases, Kelvin Njau v Superior Food Group serves to
illustrate the sheer complication of when and if an ex-offender should disclose past offences to
potential employers. The lack of specific ICRED legislation to work alongside the Fair Work
Act 2009 in order to regulate illegitimate use of irrelevant criminal history in recruitment places
ex-offenders in a precarious position due to the general stigmatisation of criminal activity.
When presented with an employment opportunity, ex-offenders must choose between two
equally problematic options; firstly to be honest in applications and interviews by disclosing
criminal history (which places them at risk of experiencing ICRED and in turn diminish the
likelihood to be hired), or secondly deny criminal activity which may be found out through a
delayed recruitment criminal record check, in which genuine termination can be the
consequence of their deceit.
4.6.5.1.2.2 Out of Work Hours Criminal Behaviour: Exposure through Mandated Regular
Criminal Record Checks
In some instances employees may commit a criminal offence outside of the work context which
does not result in a custodial sentence, but which may come to an employer’s attention during
routine criminal record checks. These ex-offenders may subsequently be unfairly dismissed
due to the presence of such records where a close nexus between the criminal conduct and the
likelihood to objectively cause ‘serious damage to the relationship between the employer and
employee or; the conduct damages (or may damage) the employer’s interest or; the conduct is
incompatible with the employee’s duty as an employee’ does not exist.447 Whilst the ‘out of
work hours’ criminal behaviour may be undesirable to an employer, the validity of termination
of employment on this basis is dependent upon ‘whether or not the conduct has a relevant
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connection to the employment’.448 Additionally, ex-offenders may also be unfairly dismissed
based on the presence of a criminal record where company policies arbitrarily aim to regulate
employees’ private life. The use of broad criminal record checking policies to validly terminate
employment was questioned in the case of Kolodjashnij v Lion Nathan T/A J Boag and Son
Brewing Pty Ltd 449 where the Australian Industrial Relations Commission found that:
Not every breach of a policy will provide a valid reason for termination of employment.
However in circumstances where the policy is both lawful and reasonable and an employer has
stressed the importance of the particular policy to the business and made it clear to employees
that any breach is likely to result in termination of employment, then an employee who
knowingly breaches that policy will have difficulty making out an argument that there is no
valid reason for the termination.450

In other words, while businesses may presently be lawfully conducting broad criminal record
checks, the use of criminal history policy in terminating employees with a record needs to be
clarified as to the relevance of the conviction to the position and clearly communicated with
specificity to employees in order for any dismissal based on such policies to be fair and valid.
As such, the Fair Work Act 2009 limits the use of criminal records in ex-offender employment
contexts and the legislation goes some way to meet the first limb of the ‘adequacy criterion’
by intervening to remedy unfair dismissal claims based on ‘out of hours’ criminal conduct that
bears no relevance to the job. The recent case of Oliver Wise v Mildura Aboriginal Corporation
provides a neat summary of how the Fair Work Act 2009 operates to regulate the use of broad
criminal record checks in dismissal cases.451 In this instance, Mr Wise was employed with
Mildura Aboriginal Corporation for approximately five and a half years as a driver between
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2007 and 2013. His scope of responsibility extended to transporting clients to medical
appointments, some who had substance abuse issues. The Mildura Aboriginal Corporation
conducted yearly criminal record checks of employees. In 2013 the check revealed Mr Wise
was charged with possession of two ecstasy tablets and explosives in October 2012 and as a
result had been fined $350 in which no conviction was recorded.

452

As noted earlier in the

thesis, despite a finding of guilt with no conviction recorded, a criminal record check may still
show this type of criminal activity which employers can see on the certificate. The Human
Resources Manager for Mildura Aboriginal Corporation stated that the Board ‘directed the
checks be undertaken on staff and that there would be cause for concern for staff with a history
of substance abuse, child abuse and domestic violence’.453 The company’s policy to not tolerate
any criminal activity involving drugs was not clearly communicated or widely made available
to all employees, but rather was discussed at a staff meeting where some employees may not
have been present.454 It was unclear from the case facts whether employees were told during
this meeting that drug offences would be a fireable cause of action as a condition of
employment. The employer also had employees sign a second contract of employment. This
contract required that employees ‘must pass a criminal record check’. However, this was not
clarified as to what ‘passing’ a criminal record check meant.455 In this instance the Fair Work
Commission found that the dismissal based on the criminal record was not valid and so unjust
and harsh based on the context of the crime committed (being a small personal quantity of
ecstasy), the lack of clarity and access to policy covering the termination of employees with
drug related offences, and the loose criminal record checking terminology provided in the
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amended employment contract.456 This attracted an award of compensation to the ex-offender
in the amount of $19 364.457
4.6.6 Sub-Chapter Summary
These case examples exemplify that whilst the Fair Work Act 2009 does not explicitly restrict
the use of criminal records in recruitment decisions or dismissal, it does have enough scope in
which to deny employers’ unbridled use of records in dismissal, and as such so goes some way
to meet the ‘adequacy criterion’ to address ‘demand-side’ barriers to work for ex-offenders.
Furthermore, the Fair Work Act 2009 provides opportunity for certain ex-offenders to access
the court system if they believe they have been unfairly dismissed, however as previously
discussed the eligibility requirements do not assist employees who are yet to meet the stipulated
probationary period. In a holistic assessment of the legislation, it is apparent that the Fair Work
Act 2009 does not provide a comprehensive solution to the ex-offender employment exclusion
issue that is propelled by the stigma of a criminal record, particularly so for ex-offenders who
are actively seeking work and are yet to hold a job.

4.7 Conclusion
This chapter has taken steps to introduce a criterion in which to evaluate the usefulness of the
current legal framework surrounding the consideration of irrelevant criminal records in
recruitment and human resource management in Western Australia. This ‘adequacy criterion’
adopted a two-stage approach to do so by firstly examining whether the various statutes made
inroads into regulating and reducing the ability for employers to conduct broad criminal record
checks in order to address ex-offender ‘demand-side’ barriers to the labour market. Secondly,
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the criterion assessed whether the current legal regime provided access to justice for all
Western Australian ex-offenders experiencing ICRED.
What has become clear through this investigation is that no one piece of legislation
comprehensively fulfils the ‘adequacy criterion’. Whilst the Spent Convictions Act 1988 goes
some way to provide both access to justice and restriction on broad criminal record checking
practices in recruitment and post-employment labour decisions, it leaves significant gaps in
which only certain ex-offenders who have achieved the onerous task of obtaining a spent
conviction can benefit from. The investigation also yielded disconcerting results in which it is
apparent that the federal legislative framework meets the ‘adequacy criterion’ at an even lower
level. Whilst the AHRCA and the Australian Human Rights Commission attempt to provide
access to justice for all ex-offenders experiencing ICRED, its limited powers to enforce
remedies against discriminatory employers leaves ex-offenders without any practical
assistance and limited legal pathways to achieve justice. Additionally, the legislation does not
regulate the use of broad criminal record checking practices in recruitment, despite the
Commission’s guidelines and recommendations. Finally, the chapter demonstrated that the
Fair Work Act 2009 does not regulate the use of broad criminal record checks in the recruitment
process, but does allow national system employees to successfully challenge dismissal on the
basis of an irrelevant criminal record where the ex-offender had not concealed the record during
recruitment. However, the Act provides access to justice to certain ex-offenders only, as the
stringent eligibility criterion to apply for unfair dismissal under the Fair Work Act 2009 is
contingent upon ex-offenders meeting employment probationary requirements.
In light of the socio-legal importance employment plays in the offending life-cycle, this chapter
has demonstrated the failure of the complex matrix of current State and federal legislation to
meet the ‘adequacy criterion’. The investigation has brought to the foreground the need for
Western Australia to either make reforms to the existing Equal Opportunity Act 1984 or draft
133

a new Act that exclusively covers the issue of ex-offender employment in the State. Such
legislation is necessary in order to make ICRED unlawful at any stage of the employment cycle,
and to further regulate the use of criminal record checking in recruitment and human resource
management decisions.
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5 Employer Concerns Regarding Additional Criminal Record
Employment Discrimination Legislation in Western Australia
5.1 Introduction
Prior to making recommendations for ICRED legislative change within the State, it is essential
to consider that Western Australian employer stakeholders have genuine concerns as to how
further criminal record employment discrimination regulation would impede upon recruitment
practices in the law reform advocacy equation. For such stakeholders, additional regulation that
limits their freedom to contract employees based on criminal record history could potentially
compound an already complex task of navigating the existing anti-discrimination legislation
whilst operating a commercial enterprise in the modern context.458
As such, the main thrust of this chapter is to identify Western Australian employers’ specific
legal concerns about additional criminal record employment discrimination legislation. In
doing so, these specific concerns can be addressed in both this thesis’s law reform
recommendations and in any ensuing political debate prior to potential legislative reform.
To identify these concerns, the chapter begins by examining the Chamber of Commerce and
Industry of Western Australia’s (CCI) submission to the Review of the Equal Opportunity Act
1984.459 As the CCI is an independent, not-for-profit organisation that ‘has extensive
involvement on behalf of its [business] members in workplace relation matters...includ[ing]
advising employers concerning their rights and obligations under equal opportunity laws’,460
its submission is a valuable resource in assessing general employer concerns within the State
about additional ICRED legislation. This is specifically so as there is a present lack of
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published research into Western Australian business owners’ feelings, attitudes and opinions
towards additional criminal record employment discrimination regulation.461
In examining the CCI’s submission, two overarching legal concerns about implementing
additional ICRED legislation in Western Australia will be revealed and discussed in turn. These
are: 1) additional regulation that limits employer’s access to criminal record information may
have confusing liability implications for risk management within the workplace,462 and 2) that
existing ICRED laws from other domestic jurisdictions (found in the Northern Territory,
Tasmania and the Australian Capital Territory) are ambiguous due to ‘the subjective concept
of irrelevancy’463 and so should not be replicated in the Western Australian jurisdiction.464
What will become apparent through this chapter is that any advocacy for ex-offender
employment opportunity through law reform initiatives must be balanced with the genuine
competing concerns employers may have in regards to further regulation. Without
consideration of these concerns during the legal drafting process, subsequent legal problems
may arise in practice for business owners who rely on clear, unambiguous legal principles to
make well informed recruitment decisions and undertake their hiring process with confidence.

5.2 The Chamber of Commerce and Industry Submission
As advocates for employer rights within Western Australia, the CCI’s submission took issue
with any expansion of the Equal Opportunity Act 1984 that would impose further regulation to
restrict employer’s hiring decision capabilities or impede business efficacy.465 This included
arguing that making ICRED unlawful within the State and specifically further limiting
employer’s ability to consider criminal records in the hiring process, as unnecessary and
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burdensome for its members trying to recruit staff.466 In doing so, the CCI recommended that
the current spent convictions regime is sufficient to provide adequate protection to ex-offenders
seeking employment, as the system is ‘relatively simple… [and] allows the community to make
judgements about what amount of time is reasonable before an individual’s criminal record is
no longer a relevant factor in decisions such as whether they are to be employed’.467 This thesis
has previously addressed the inadequacies of the Spent Convictions Act 1988 in addressing
‘demand-side’ employment barriers and providing access to justice for all Western Australian
ex-offenders. As such, it is contended that the ‘community judgement’ referenced by the CCI
is underpinned by the generalised stigmatisation of a criminal record and does not provide any
justification of how the spent conviction regime provides ‘adequate protection to ex-offenders
seeking employment’.
Despite this stigma-based position however, the CCI did raise two important points within their
submission that need to be considered in the ICRED law reform process within Western
Australia and will now be examined in turn.
5.2.1 Risk Management and Additional Criminal Record Employment Discrimination
Regulation: Employer Liability Concerns
Within its submission, the CCI identified that Western Australian employers may be concerned
about how to manage workplace risk if additional criminal record employment discrimination
legislation were to be enacted, stating:
Recruitment decisions are among the most crucial that any business must make. Particularly
in the modern economy, businesses often stand or fall on the strength of their human capital.
Recruitment always involves risk. It is impossible to predict with any great degree of certainty
how an individual employee will perform when placed into a particular organisational role.
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Nevertheless, businesses devise many methods to seek to ensure that suitable persons are
recruited to particular roles and that the ‘best fit’ between organisation and individual are
achieved….468

The CCI then continued in the submission to further declare:
All employers carry vicarious liability for civil and, in many cases, criminal breaches of the
law by employees during the course of their employment. The employee is, at law, usually
regarded as the agent of the employer, whether specifically authorised to engage in particular
conduct or not…Equal opportunity law, by its very nature, constrains the decision making
capacities of employers [however]…in many situations, an individual’s criminal record will
be part of the mix of considerations which will guide an employer in their decision to employ
or not employ a particular individual.469

The CCI’s position towards additional criminal record employment discrimination regulation
can be compared to Patterson’s research where it is contended that employers operate under
the belief that ‘there is no such thing as an ‘ex-offender’ – only offenders who have been caught
before and will strike again’.470 Invariably this position stems from employer’s desire for such
offenders to not ‘strike again’ whilst engaged as a staff member of their business, leaving them
open to vicarious liability claims. From a risk management perspective, hiring an individual
with a criminal record may be viewed as problematic and potentially costly to a business given
that past criminal behaviour is a predictor of future offending.471 From an employer’s
perspective, operating a business is already a large commercial risk which may be further
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exacerbated through providing employment opportunities to ex-offenders. This is particularly
so if the ex-offender employee re-offends within the scope of their employment.
These risk management concerns have been echoed in Australian studies. For example, Heydon
and Naylor asked 20 human resource managers why they conducted criminal record checks as
part of recruitment screening strategy.472 These interviewees derived from a diverse array of
industries including mining, health and social services.473 The authors found that 35.9 percent
of respondents reported that they conducted checks ‘to minimise risk to customers’, which
included loss of reputation as well as genuine safety or wellbeing concerns.474
Whilst it is not the intention of this thesis to delve too deeply into tortious liability, it must be
noted that the CCI raises a legally relevant issue, as additional criminal record employment
discrimination legislation which restricts recruitment decision making, may have unintended
liability outcomes for employers. That is, employers not only have a duty of care to provide a
safe working environment for staff members that stems from statutory and common law
contract principles, but also are responsible to ensure that customers are provided with safe
products and services.475
If an employee acting within the course of their employment causes some wrong to a fellow
worker or customer (including criminal wrongs), then the employer is vicariously liable for the
actions of that employee.476 Vicarious liability is known as strict liability, where no proof of
fault is required to show that the employer should be liable to compensate the victim for the
actions of their employee.477 The imposition of such strict employer liability is premised on
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encouraging ‘employers to take greater care’ whether it be in supervising or managing staff,478
or extending this logic to selecting employees in recruitment. As such, the concern of vicarious
liability claims raised in the CCI’s submission is logical; if employers are constrained by
further legislation that inhibits their ability to ‘take care’ when selecting staff, employers may
be more open to liability if an ex-offender employee offends while on the job.
In order to be vicariously liable, there must be a ‘sufficiently close connection between the
employer’s enterprise and the acts alleged to constitute the wrong doing of the employee’.479
However, vicarious liability will not apply where the ex-offender employee goes on a ‘frolic
of their own’,480 simply using the employment setting as the ‘occasion for the performance of
the…criminal [wrong].481
As such, the recommendations for law reform within Western Australia featured in Chapter
Six will describe how the implementation of additional criminal record employment
discrimination legislation within the State could potentially alleviate some of these employer
vicarious liability concerns.
5.2.2 Employer Concerns Surrounding the Ambiguity of the Term ‘Irrelevant Criminal
Record’
Only three Australian jurisdictions to date have legislated to make ICRED unlawful and
provide enforceable remedies for those ex-offenders experiencing this form of discrimination.
Beginning nearly three decades ago, the Northern Territory was the first Australian jurisdiction
to pass a Bill that made it unlawful for employers to discriminate against ex-offenders in
recruitment on the basis of an irrelevant criminal record.482 The inclusion of irrelevant criminal
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record as a protected attribute within the Anti-Discrimination Act 1992 (NT) had significant
ramifications.483 It meant that Northern Territory employers could no longer legally refuse to
hire or promote an individual if the circumstances of an ex-offender’s prior offences were not
directly relevant to the position applied for.484 This law still applies in current times and the
only exception to such unlawful discrimination under the Act is where the position principally
involves the care, instruction or supervision of vulnerable persons.485 However, if the work
does involve these duties, the discrimination must be reasonably necessary to protect the
physical, psychological or emotional well-being of those vulnerable persons,486 who include
children, the elderly or those with a physical or intellectual disability or mental illness.487 If an
employer is found to have discriminated on the basis of an irrelevant criminal record, 488 then
the ex-offender may lodge a complaint with the Anti-Discrimination Commission for
conciliation489 and evaluation.490 Finally, the Commissioner may refer the case to Tribunal
failing the conciliation process.491 If the complainant can prove on the balance of probabilities
that their claim of ICRED is substantiated, then the Tribunal may make enforceable orders
against the discriminatory employer, including paying compensation to the ex-offender.492
Similar ICRED provisions were enacted in Tasmania in 1998 after the major revisions to the
State’s anti-discrimination legislation occurred. Section 16(q) of the Anti-Discrimination Act
1998 (Tas) specifies that a person must not discriminate on the basis of an irrelevant criminal
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record.493 This extends to discrimination in employment.494 Section 3 of the AntiDiscrimination Act 1998 (Tas) provides that an irrelevant criminal record includes one which
‘is not directly relevant to the situation in which it arises’.495 For example, this would include
where an ex-offender’s record is not directly relevant to performing the duties of a specific job
within the business context. However, section 50 of the Anti-Discrimination Act 1998 (Tas)
does provide that:
A person may discriminate against another person on the ground of irrelevant criminal record
in relation to the education, training or care of children if it is reasonably necessary to do so
in order to protect the physical, psychological or emotional wellbeing of children having
regard to the relevant circumstances.496

Again, under the Tasmanian legislation, if conciliation attempts fail between the aggrieved exoffender and employer, then the matter can be referred to a Tribunal enquiry where orders
against a discriminatory employer may be made. 497
Finally, the Australian Capital Territory’s Discrimination Act 1991 (ACT) also makes
irrelevant criminal record a protected attribute.498
Each of these jurisdictions use the term ‘irrelevant criminal record’ to characterise a situation
where an individual’s criminal history either is or is not pertinent to any given employment
situation. That is, unlike other unchanging protected attributes such as race, the applicability of
the ground ‘irrelevant criminal record’ fluctuates dependant on the circumstances in which it
arises due to the concept of ‘irrelevancy’.
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In its submission, the CCI took issue with this wavering concept of ‘irrelevancy’, fervently
advocating that a similar term should not be incorporated into Western Australian legislation.499
The CCI contended that the irrelevant criminal record model used in other domestic
jurisdictions causes ambiguity due to the subjective concept of irrelevancy,500 is ‘reactive’501
and fails to provide business certainty surrounding an employer’s rights and obligations when
attempting to procure an applicant’s criminal record.502 Similar sentiments have been shared
by Commissioner Rice when attempting to apply the Northern Territory ICRED law, stating:
‘To refer to the attribute as an ‘irrelevant’ criminal record is unhelpful drafting, as it
incorporates into the definition an evaluation of the circumstantial status of the record’.503
Commissioner Rice went on later to deliberate and re-clarify the meaning and interpretation of
an irrelevant criminal record under the Act, indicating that the use of such a term in the
legislation is not only convoluted for employers to understand their legal rights and obligations,
but also creates a confusing standard for legally trained practitioners.504
Due to the concerns raised by the CCI and the problematic application of the concept of
‘irrelevant criminal record’ as a protected attribute in practice, the recommendations made in
the following chapter move away from this typical model found within the three Australian
jurisdictions. In doing so, the recommendations will still recognise that not all records will be
relevant for employer’s consideration during recruitment. That is, in providing law reform
options this thesis will not simply advise to transplant the existing domestic models into the
jurisdiction but rather will attempt to provide innovative legislative drafting that both addresses
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the ‘adequacy criterion’ as well as instil a level of business certainty as to employer’s rights,
duties and obligations when using criminal record information in the hiring or promotion
process.
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6 Recommendations for Law Reform within Western Australia
6.1 Introduction
Whilst other domestic and international jurisdictions have taken a positive step by
implementing various laws that aim to reduce illegitimate ex-offender employment
discrimination,505 such initiatives can create confusing legal standards for both potential
employees and employers, as well as misappropriating hiring manager’s resources and time.506
As such, this chapter aims to provide some suggestions for law reform measures within
Western Australia that not only address ex-offender employment discrimination, but also take
into consideration previously identified employer concerns within Chapter Five. However, it
must be made clear from the outset that such recommendations would require further
investigation and research prior to additional advocacy for law reform. These recommendations
are suggestions of how Western Australia could pioneer criminal record employment
discrimination laws beyond what is already available both domestically and internationally,
but do however draw from these current practices as a source of inspiration.
Throughout this thesis, it has been suggested that Western Australian criminal record
employment discrimination legislative reform could either be conducted through 1)
amendment to the current Equal Opportunity Act 1984, or 2) through the creation of an entirely
separate Act to exclusively cover the issue of ex-offender employment discrimination within
the State. It is however the express recommendation of this thesis that preference be given to
the second option; that is an entirely new piece of legislation should be drafted. An exclusive
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At a domestic level the Northern Territory, Tasmania and the Australian Capital Territory have implemented
‘irrelevant criminal record’ as a protected ground in anti-discrimination legislation as discussed in Chapter Five.
Also see for example some jurisdictions in the USA; many states have begun to implement ‘Ban the Box’
legislation which precludes employers asking about a criminal record at the early stage of the recruitment process
in order for candidates to be judged on merit first, and only by criminal record where relevant at the final stages
of recruitment. The levels of stringency of ‘Ban the Box’ legislation changes in each state.
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piece of legislation covering ex-offender employment discrimination within Western Australia
would signal the importance of this topic to the wider community whilst providing employers
and ex-offenders with a ‘one-stop-shop’ to access all of their legal rights, duties and obligations
in regards to illegitimate criminal record discrimination and the workplace. This is particularly
crucial for those smaller employers who do not have the assistance of legal teams or human
resource management departments to assist them to navigate various statutes.
Whilst this thesis is not the appropriate place draft an entire new piece of legislation, this
chapter proposes some specific recommendations, including recommendations for drafting
particular provisions. These recommendations stem from the socio-legal analysis conducted
within this thesis and aim to address the ‘adequacy criterion’ outlined in Chapter Four. As such,
each recommendation will be made as a statement (in italics) and will be followed by a sociolegal explanation justifying why such a principle should be included within a Western
Australian ex-offender employment discrimination law. Additionally, suggested legislative
wording and a description as to how such a recommendation might work in practice, as well as
any foreseeable limitations that may require further thought or research surrounding the
recommendation will be included where appropriate to do so. These recommendations will be
presented in chronological phases; moving from legislative suggestions surrounding the
regulation of pre-hiring practices, through to recommendations that consider how criminal
records may impact upon employers if they engage an ex-offender within their workplace.

6.2 Recommendations
6.2.1 Job Advertising Phase: Recommendation Statement 1
Implement a positive duty on employers to include clear statements within job advertising
material about which specific criminal records are considered to be relevant to the duties and
context of the advertised role. Job advertising material should also include a clear statement
that only relevant records (that are identified on the face of the advertisement) will be assessed
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as part of the recruitment screening for job suitability. This would be contained and described
within the statute as a ‘Transparent Hiring Clause’. This particular section of the statute would
make it an offence for employers to mislead persons seeking employment via section 153 of the
Australian Consumer Law if they are found to consider other criminal history not contained in
the ‘Transparent Hiring Clause’.507
6.2.1.1 The Socio-Legal Justification of Recommendation Statement 1
Recommendation 1 will assist employers to think critically about what criminal records would
be relevant to the job that they are advertising. This would mean employers would no longer
be able to take a blanket ban, stigma based approach to candidates with a criminal record.
Consistent with previously identified literature earlier in the thesis, employers have a tendency
to use the mere presence or absence of a record to determine job suitability. Recommendation
1 would encourage employers to turn their mind to the issue of illegitimate criminal record
discrimination prior to advertising a position and undergoing their recruitment process, having
to give full and frank consideration to what records would impede upon a candidate’s ability
to conduct the role within the context of their business in the job advertising phase. The
inclusion of a criminal record within the ‘Transparent Hiring Clause’ would need to be
objectively justifiable as to why such a record is relevant to the position within the factual
matrix of the particular business circumstance. For example, this may include the type of work
that is conducted by the enterprise, the specific duties of the advertised position and the level
of autonomy that the business entrusts to employees. However, there would necessarily need
to be exceptions for certain industries to provide such ‘Transparent Hiring Clauses’ in job
advertising material. For example, this would include industries such as childcare or aged care
where the work primarily involves vulnerable people.
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Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (Cth) sch 2 The Australian Consumer Law s 153. Referred to throughout
the remainder of the thesis as the Australian Consumer Law.
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The ‘Transparent Hiring Clause’ recommendation would address the ‘adequacy criterion’
through addressing the ‘demand-side’ barrier to employment by requiring employers to limit
the ambit of criminal records in which they can base human resource decisions on.
Additionally, the ‘Transparent Hiring Clause’ recommendation would provide access to justice
avenues to ex-offenders where employers are found to be contravening this section.508 The
‘Transparent Hiring Clause’ would in turn allow unsuitable ex-offenders to self-exclude from
applying for the position if their record is indeed relevant to the job as identified in recruitment
advertising material. This would assist employers in reducing time spent at the recruitment
stage assessing resumes and conducting interviews with unsuitable candidates and so would
increase productivity for businesses. Additionally, this clause would remove the confusing and
reactive ‘irrelevancy’ concept that currently exists in other domestic models. Rather, as was
suggested by the CCI, employers are best placed to understand what records are relevant to the
job and so should advertise and hire based on this specialised knowledge.
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Ibid.
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6.2.1.2 Suggested Legislative Wording of Recommendation 1
Transparent Hiring Clause to be included in recruitment advertising material
(1) If an employer wishes to use criminal history as a determinant of appropriateness
to hire a candidate, they must:
(a) include what specific criminal records are relevant to the job in all
advertising material; and
(b) make a clear statement in a ‘Transparent Hiring Clause’ on all job
advertising material that only the identified relevant criminal records
referred to in subsection 1 (a) will be used as part of the employment
screening process to determine whether a candidate is appropriate to hire;
and
(c) be able to explain what factors were considered in determining that such
criminal records are relevant to the advertised job within the context of the
business.
(2) For the purposes of subsection 1, there are certain industries scheduled to this
Act that are exempt from providing a ‘Transparent Hiring Clause’ in advertising
material.
(3) If an employer fails to comply with subsection 1 or is found to have considered
criminal history beyond that identified for the purposes of subsection 1(b) in
recruitment, they commit an offence under section 153 of the Australian Consumer
Law and may be liable to pay a financial penalty.

6.2.1.3 Recommendation 1 in Practice and Identified Limitations
The suggested legislative wording of Recommendation 1 makes reference to section 153 of the
Australian Consumer Law.509 This section states that is it is an offence to mislead individuals
seeking employment as to the ‘availability, nature, terms or conditions of the employment’,510
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Ibid.
Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (Cth) sch 2 The Australian Consumer Law s 153(1)(a).
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or ‘any other matter relating to the employment’.511 In this regard, if an employer attempts to
use broad questions about a criminal record within interviews or standard form applications
after advertising the relevant records to the job in the ‘Transparent Hiring Clause’, then they
can be deemed to be misleading as to the employment as set out in section 153 of the Australian
Consumer Law.
Although the Australian Consumer Law is a Commonwealth piece of legislation, it has been
adopted into Western Australia’s jurisdiction through the Fair Trading Act 2010 (WA).512 This
enables either the Equal Opportunity Act 1984 or the new suggested exclusive State criminal
record employment discrimination Act to utilise section 153 of the Australian Consumer Law
with reference to the ‘Transparent Hiring Clause’ recommendation.
Finally, there are some potential limitations of this provision; specifically surrounding jobs that
may not be officially advertised, but rather are communicated by word of mouth. The inclusion
of this provision may discourage some employers from using public advertising and so further
investigation into circumventing these issues may be required.
Additionally, some confusion may arise surrounding how an employer should be able to
explain the factors considered in determining whether a record is relevant in assessing a
candidate’s suitability. It is further recommended that some guidance be given through
educational material to employers on how to keep clear records of such factors on file.
Following on from this point, an employer may want to ensure that a potential employee has
the ability to move up or across into different roles within the business later on in their career
if hired. However, the ‘Transparent Hiring Clause’ recommendation would limit the ability for
an employer to check candidate suitability for career progression at the outset of the recruitment
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Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (Cth) sch 2 The Australian Consumer Law s 153(1)(b).
Fair Trading Act 2010 (WA).
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process, as it would prohibit them from considering criminal records not directly related to the
current advertised role. It is suggested that whilst this point may be viewed as a limitation of
Recommendation 1 (particularly by employers who wish to hire candidates with the future in
mind), it can also be characterised as a ‘hiring safety-net’ for employers. For example, a
criminal record certificate is only a ‘snap-shot’ in time of an individual’s past criminal activity
and so a current employee may obtain a criminal record whilst still living in the community
and working for their employer.513 This record may be relevant to the consideration of the
duties of any potential promotion or lateral job move within the business. As such, it is
suggested that the ‘Transparent Hiring Clause’ recommendation ensures that employers refrain
from prematurely hiring with the vision to promote a candidate in the future. As criminal
history that may exclude the candidate’s suitability for different roles within the business may
come to fruition after hiring for the initial position, it is in the best interests of the employer
themselves to screen for relevant criminal records only at the point in which the individual’s
duties and responsibilities would significantly change through a potential promotion or lateral
move within the business setting.
However, one option to overcome this issue for employers who wish to screen for potential
promotion at the outset, is to include a variation to the ‘Transparent Hiring Clause’ within the
legislation. This variation could allow a broader range of criminal records to be listed in
advertising material to be considered as part of an advertised role where promotion or the
possibility of a candidate’s change in position within the business involves different duties to
the job currently being applied for, and that change in position is deemed to be more than likely
to occur within a short, specified time period after the initial employment engagement.514
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See for example Oliver Wise v Mildura Aboriginal Corporation Incorporated [2013] FWC 6177.
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period.
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Finally, evidentiary limitations would exist to provide proof that an employer contravened such
a ‘Transparent Hiring Clause’ section by using criminal record material outside of the scope of
the identified relevant records to determine a candidate’s suitability for the job. This is because
the Western Australian police are at present unable to filter out specific records through the
criminal record check process, bar those that fall under the spent conviction regime (as
discussed in Chapter Four). Despite this, Recommendation 2 will now provide a suggestion as
to how this limitation may be addressed.
6.2.2 Job Application, Interview and Hiring Phase: Recommendation Statement 2
Implement a provision within the legislation that allows ex-offenders to apply for a ‘Temporary
Purpose Spent Conviction Order’. This provision would allow the judiciary (via a relevant
court or tribunal), or delegated departmental officer to filter employer access to broad criminal
record checks during recruitment for a specific role. As ex-offender candidates would not have
to disclose these temporarily spent convictions to employers, this would assist to remove
evidentiary uncertainty that arises from discrimination cases as highlighted in
Recommendation 1.
6.2.2.1 The Socio-Legal Justification of Recommendation Statement 2
Allowing an ex-offender to obtain a job specific temporary spent conviction would limit the
ability for employers to illegitimately discriminate within the job application and recruitment
phase against candidates with criminal records. As previously identified, empirical research
has shown that employers prefer to not hire an individual with a criminal record. As such, if
the employer identifies all relevant criminal records to the position in job advertising material,
(as suggested in Recommendation 1) then ex-offenders who have criminal history outside of
these job relevant records should not be disadvantaged by employer proclivity to discriminate.
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This is particularly important given the strong links between unemployment and increased
likelihood of recidivism.
The ‘Temporary Purpose Spent Conviction Order’ would limit ‘demand-side’ barriers to the
workforce for all ex-offenders. Unlike standard spent convictions that rely on sentencing
discretion or completion of a lengthy crime-free period, this recommendation enables any exoffender, irrespective of time after completion of sentence or incarceration, to obtain
instantaneous, job specific relief from illegitimate criminal record discrimination. These exoffenders would then be able to answer truthfully in recruitment situations that they do not have
any disclosable offences pertinent to the position. The ‘Temporary Purpose Spent Conviction
Order’ would enable access to justice avenues akin to ordinary spent convictions if an employer
subsequently used this criminal history information as part of their decision making process
(for example, by way of an employer finding out about the temporarily spent criminal
conviction through word of mouth). The ex-offender would then be able to commence legal
proceedings under the Equal Opportunity Act 1984 as any other individual with a standard
spent conviction could do.
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6.2.2.2 Suggested Legislative Wording of Recommendation 2
Temporary Purpose Spent Conviction Order may be awarded
(1) A person with a criminal history may apply for a Temporary Purpose Spent
Conviction Order if:
(a) the person with a criminal record wishes to apply for a specific job in
which the employer has specified the relevant criminal history to the duties
and context of the position identified via a Transparent Hiring Clause; and
(b) the person with a criminal record has not ever been convicted of these
relevant offences.
(2) The Temporary Purpose Spent Conviction Order will be awarded for a period of
30 days from the date of register and may only be used for the purposes of applying
for a specific job.
(3) In awarding a Temporary Purpose Spent Conviction Order, the Office of ExOffender Employment Relations [fictional] must immediately register the spent
conviction.
(4) In awarding a Temporary Purpose Spent Conviction Order, the Office of ExOffender Employment Relations [fictional] must immediately de-register the spent
conviction after the 30 day period.
(5) It is an offence under this Act for a person obtaining a Temporary Spent
Convictions Order to use, or attempt to use a Criminal Record Certificate which
takes into account the Temporary Spent Convictions Order for any other purpose
than expressly applied for.
(6) Employers who wish to conduct post-hiring criminal record checks must give
each employee of their business a 3 month notice period that they require a Criminal
Record Certificate. This notice must contain a Transparent Retention Clause which
states what criminal history is incompatible with the employee’s current role.
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6.2.2.3 Recommendation 2 in Practice and Identified Limitations
In modern times, employers can still access court records and proceedings despite the
implementation of spent conviction regimes to remove criminal history from the purview of
employers.515 This limitation exists irrespective of what type of spent conviction or antidiscrimination regime is implemented; the only solution to this limitation would be through
restricting access to court history. However, this would create reduced transparency in our
democratic system and so is in practice unavoidable.
Additionally, the ability for each ex-offender to apply for a ‘Temporary Purpose Spent
Conviction Order’ would place strain upon the already overflowing legal system. This
limitation could invariably create access to justice issues with delay and court costs for
applicants. As such, it is suggested that a discrete office, department, tribunal or Magistrate’s
division is dedicated to examining such applications for a nominal fee or one which can be paid
once the applicant obtains employment. Whilst a specialised department would alleviate court
system pressures, it is suggested that further research into the viability of such a
recommendation is required.
6.2.3 Employment Phase: Recommendation Statement 3
Implement a section within the legislation that limits the scope of employer vicarious liability.
This section should specify that if an employee undertakes criminal activity when acting within
the scope of their employment and causes personal injury to a victim, then the appropriate
means for victim compensation is through the criminal injuries compensation scheme rather
than the employer.

See for a detailed discussion Christopher Stacey, ‘Rehabilitation in the Internet Age: The Google Effect and
the Disclosure of Criminal Records’ (2017) 64(3) Probation Journal 269.
515
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6.2.3.1 The Socio-Legal Justification of Recommendation Statement 3
If additional criminal record employment discrimination regulation is introduced into Western
Australia as suggested above, then employers should not be financially penalised if exoffenders re-offend within the context of their employment. This is specifically so as additional
regulation would limit employer’s control over how to make recruitment decisions by
prohibiting the use of broad criminal record checks as a proxy measure of an individual’s
suitability for employment.
That is, as business owners are already providing economic contributions to the community
through taking commercial risks, they as employers should not have to act as unlimited insurers
for criminal activity undertaken against others during the course of employment. More
specifically, given that ex-offender employment opportunity is beneficial to society as a whole
through contributing to moving ex-offenders along the desistance pathway, it is for the State
and not the individual employer to bear some of the costs that may be associated with hiring
ex-offenders as there will always be some risk involved that the individual may recidivate
within the context of their job. Additionally, the State can potentially recover these costs
through the criminal injuries compensation scheme whereas employers’ insurance premiums
are likely to be impacted with each claim.516
As such, this recommendation proposes that if an employee individual undertakes criminal
activity during the course and scope of their duties and not simply on ‘a frolic of their own’,517
then any injury sustained through the commission of the crime should be compensated through
the criminal injuries compensation scheme rather than the employer’s insurance.

516
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Criminal Injuries Compensation Act 2003 (WA) s 52.
Joel v Morrison (1834) 6 Car & P 501, 503; 172 ER 1338, 1339.
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6.2.3.2 Suggested Legislative Wording of Recommendation 3
Employer vicarious liability to be limited
(1) If an employee (whether an ex-offender or otherwise):
(a) commits a crime acting in the course of their employment; and
(b) causes injury to another person; then
(c) the employer shall not be vicariously liable for the full amount of
compensation required to remedy the injury and associated costs of the
injury caused by the commission of the crime.
(2) Victims of crime who are injured by an employee acting in the course of their
employment must first seek compensation through the Criminal Injuries
Compensation Act 2003 (WA).
(3) Victims may seek compensation from employers if:
(a) the Criminal Injuries Compensation Assessor refuses their claim; or
(b) the amount awarded under the Criminal Injury Compensation Scheme is
insufficient to cover the total amount of damages incurred through the
commission of the crime; or
(c) where the injury is not personal in nature and so is not covered under the
Criminal Injuries Compensation Act 2003 (WA).

6.2.3.3 Recommendation 3 in Practice and Identified Limitations
As the Criminal Injuries Compensation Act 2003 (WA) only allows compensation to be
awarded to victims of crime who sustain injury including bodily harm, mental and nervous
shock or pregnancy,518 additional measures would need to be considered as to how
compensation could be awarded to victims where property damage or pure financial loss is
incurred in order to further limit employers’ vicarious liability.
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Furthermore, the maximum amounts able to be awarded under the criminal injuries
compensation scheme may be inadequate to cover some injury claims,519 leaving employers
open to residual liability to cover the gap. As such, amendment to compensation thresholds or
the inclusion of Assessor discretion in awarding compensation under the Criminal Injuries
Compensation Act 2003 (WA) may be required.
Finally, this recommendation would be in conflict with section 21(1) of the Criminal Injuries
Compensation Act 2003 (WA) which states that applicants may be required to initiate
proceedings to attempt to obtain remedy through other reasonable avenues available to them
prior to being awarded compensation under the Act; for example in this instance, their
employer’s insurance.520 In this regard, it may be necessary for further amendments to be made
to the Criminal Injuries Compensation Act 2003 (WA) to accommodate instances of employer
vicarious liability.
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See for example Criminal Injuries Compensation Act 2003 (WA) s 31(1).
Criminal Injuries Compensation Act 2003 (WA) s 21(1).
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7 Conclusion
7.1 Overview of Research Objectives and Chapter Outcomes
The objective of this thesis was to explore the socio-legal impetus to address criminal record
employment discrimination as a barrier to ex-offenders gaining and maintaining work through
additional regulation in the Western Australian legislative context. This objective extended to
evaluating the adequacy of current statutory provisions that regulate Western Australian
employers’ illegitimate discriminatory use of criminal history in human resource decisions. In
doing so, the overall aim of the thesis was to identify any weaknesses in the current Western
Australian legal framework with regards to employers’ ability to ask for broad criminal history
disclosure, as well as the current legislation’s capacity to provide access to justice for those exoffenders experiencing this form of discrimination. In turn, the purpose of such exploration
was to provide recommendations to strengthen the legal response to criminal record
employment discrimination within the jurisdiction, given the strong relationship between
unemployment and recidivism.
In providing recommendations for law reform, it was the express intention of this thesis to not
only consider the socio-legal impact of increased criminal record employment discrimination
regulation in Western Australia for ex-offenders and the wider community, but to also provide
minimal interruption to hiring practices for employer stakeholders. This was in addition to
providing clarity as to how further regulation would impact upon individual business efficacy.
To achieve these objectives, this thesis commenced in Chapter Two by considering the sociolegal relationship between employment and the crime-cycle. This discussion centred on
interpreting how the odds of re-offending increase for an ex-offender when unemployed, which
in turn contributes to the flow on economic indirect costs of crime including incarceration costs,
criminal injury compensation claims and reduced productivity for both victims of crime and
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those who are imprisoned. Additionally, this chapter highlighted that even in the absence of
employment as a definitive turning point to offending behaviour, economic rational choice and
informal social control theories explain that the opportunity to work can assist to motivate exoffenders along the desistance spectrum. Consequently, Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs was
used within the chapter to illustrate that satisfying an individual’s lower-order physiological
and safety needs through financial stability (via employment) can generate upward mobility
for an ex-offender to feel a sense of belongingness, higher personal esteem and achieve their
full potential as a positive pro-social contributor to society.
After establishing the importance of ex-offender employment, Chapter Three then
demonstrated that ICRED is a major source of ex-offender employment exclusion, through
examining literature that traces the stigmatisation of the criminal record trait and exploring
studies which document employers’ propensity to hire someone with a ‘clean’ criminal record
certificate. Through identifying the existence of a ‘stigma-discrimination correlation’, this
chapter provided a connection point between the abstract socio-legal reasoning that ex-offender
employment provides motivation to move individuals along the desistance pathway and the
need to address the ICRED work barrier from a legislative perspective. As such, an
examination of employers’ thoughts, feelings and perceptions about working with those with
criminal history was conducted through a literature review and in doing so highlighted that
ICRED is a common barrier to work for ex-offenders, (particularly for those individuals that
have a violent or sexual criminal past), due to the ability of employers to ask for generalised
criminal record checks in Western Australia.
Next, Chapter Four undertook a detailed critical analysis of the complex matrix of State and
federal legislation that governs the area of criminal record employment discrimination for
Western Australian ex-offenders. It was identified early in the chapter that such an
investigation was necessary to address gaps in the existing literature base, where little
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published material on assessing whether additional ICRED regulation is required within
Western Australia exists. Using a two-staged ‘adequacy criterion’ to conduct this analysis, the
chapter evaluated whether the current legal regime provided access to justice for all Western
Australian ex-offenders experiencing criminal record employment discrimination. This chapter
also examined whether the various statutes made inroads into regulating and reducing the
ability for employers to conduct broad criminal record checks in order to address ex-offender
‘demand-side’ barriers to the labour market.
This investigation highlighted that each piece of legislation considered (the Spent Convictions
Act 1988, the AHRCA and the Fair Work Act 2009) did not comprehensively address the
‘adequacy criterion’. As such, this finding pointed towards the need for law reform within the
Western Australian jurisdiction to strengthen the response to criminal record employment
discrimination by further regulating the use of criminal record checking in human resource
management decisions, given the socio-legal importance of work to desistance from crime.
Prior to providing specific recommendations for law reform, Chapter Five examined Western
Australian employer stakeholder concerns about additional criminal record employment
discrimination legislation within the State. Specifically, this chapter evaluated two overarching
employer concerns that derived from the representative views of Western Australia’s Chamber
of Commerce and Industry; 1) how additional regulation would impact upon employers’
potential vicarious liability if ex-offender employees were to re-offend on the job and 2)
employers’ apprehension towards replicating existing domestic ICRED models into the
Western Australian context given the lack of clarity surrounding the concept of ‘irrelevancy’.
These concerns were considered as part of the law reform recommendations made later in the
thesis. However, as noted within Chapter Five, further investigation beyond the ambit of this
research endeavour is required to comprehensively identify Western Australian employer
concerns outside of the limited scope provided by the Chamber of Commerce and Industry.
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Finally, Chapter Six provided three succinct law reform recommendations for drafting a new
criminal record employment discrimination statue or amendment to the Equal Opportunity Act
1984 based on the socio-legal research conducted earlier in the thesis. These included providing
a ‘Transparent Hiring Clause’ in job advertising material, implementing the ability for exoffenders to obtain a ‘Temporary Purpose Spent Conviction Order’ when applying for a
specific job and limiting employer vicarious liability through the criminal injuries
compensation scheme. These recommendations were accompanied by an explanation of the
socio-legal justification of their inclusion into any further regulation, proposed legislative
wording and an evaluation of how such recommendations may work in practice for exoffenders, employers and legal stakeholders as well as providing any identified limitations of
such recommendations.

7.2 Research Limitations and Proposed Future Research
Whilst this thesis has provided the opportunity for a deep appraisal of the current criminal
record employment discrimination regime governing Western Australian ex-offenders, future
research may want to expand on examining the existing domestic ICRED models within
Australia with specific regard to how these models have operated in practice since
implementation. It would be particularly useful to conduct an empirical study to examine the
effectiveness of implemented ICRED laws on changing employers’ behaviour towards using
criminal history in recruitment decisions in the Northern Territory, Tasmania and the
Australian Capital Territory. This investigation would further highlight any areas in which
Western Australia could learn from the existing domestic models in practice.
Additionally, this thesis has not delved into international programs and legislation in any detail
in order to assess the viability of drawing upon such regimes within the Western Australian
law reform process. It is suggested that such an investigation is completed prior to final law
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reform within the State and a similar evaluation be conducted in applying the ‘adequacy
criterion’ to such models.

7.3 Concluding Remarks
It is crucial that our laws reflect the socio-legal role work plays in the recidivism equation. The
inclusion of further criminal record employment discrimination legislation in Western
Australia would not only provide greater opportunity for ex-offenders to participate within
society once they have completed their sentence, but importantly would signal that it is
unacceptable to make judgement about a person’s character and ability to work based on one
aspect of their history alone.
Whilst the well-known colloquial saying that criminals need to ‘clean up their acts’ in order to
behave according to the standards society ascribes, perhaps it is time that the axiom is
reconsidered. That is, it is time that we as a society, through our legislative process, need to
‘clean up our Acts’ of parliament so as to assist ex-offenders to obtain employment and in turn
increase the likelihood that they can begin to live a law-abiding lifestyle.
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